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ABSTRACT 
 This dissertation uses second homeowners as a lens through which to understand 
contemporary changes, challenges, and opportunities for post-industrial urban and rural 
communities. Over the past twenty years, second homeownership has steadily increased 
across the United States. Although this concentrates in rural, amenity rich destinations, 
select global cities are also experiencing a new surge of this form of homeownership. 
Despite this shift, little is known about the everyday routines and practices of second 
homeowners, as a group or class, within and across urban and rural locales. To unpack 
these processes, this dissertation utilizes in-depth interviews and ethnographic 
observations in Rangeley, Maine and Boston, Massachusetts. The case of Rangeley 
advances the understanding of how the meanings people attribute to places have the 
power to shape local life. This chapter reveals how, and the conditions under which, both 
second homeowners and permanent residents—who have distinct orientations to the 
town—situate second homeowners as a venerable visitor, a narrative which celebrates 
second homeowners as a deserving, and lauded member of local life. This case broadens 
our vision of the variable ways in which rural place distinction can emerge and the 
		 ix 
conditions under which it varies, by turning attention to the ways in which two groups of 
locally embedded actors—with presumably distinct interests—build consensus over a 
place’s distinct local qualities. The second case traces two types of second homeowners 
in Boston: speculators and specters. The former, who purchased second homes between 
1980 and 1999 in gentrifying neighborhoods, engaged in city-building projects through 
direct civic and political participation. The latter, who purchased second homes after 
2000 in upscale neighborhoods, more inconspicuously shape the contours of urban life 
through donations to and participation in elite, high-cultural institutions. These findings 
shed light on the form and function of increasingly affluent central cities. Together, these 
cases underscore the heterogeneity of affluent in-migrants within and across urban and 
rural communities and the variable ways in which they shape the form and function of 
post-industrial locales. I furthermore utilize second homeowners to broaden our 
understanding of the shifting cultural meanings of the city and the country.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION  
 
 
Prelude  
 On a summer Friday afternoon, you will find Paul and Carol Baker on the water 
or shores of Mooselookmeguntic Lake in northern Maine. They pass their days kayaking, 
hiking nearby mountain trails in search of a bald eagle, or sitting contently on their back 
porch overlooking the water. Paul and Carol typically spend the entire summer in their 
small lakeside cottage in the town of Rangeley, escaping from the hustle and bustle of 
their hometown in Western Massachusetts. They were drawn to Rangeley for its natural 
amenities, and make annual donations to the Rangeley Lakes Heritage Trust Foundation 
to ensure that their vision of Rangeley is protected. Other than these annual donations, 
neither Paul nor Carol are involved in Rangeley’s political or civic sphere—they feel 
their economic contributions to the town are enough. As the summer ends and the leaves 
start to turn, they pack up their belongings, close down the cottage, and say goodbye to 
their summer friends. Through the fall, winter, and spring, Paul and Carol anxiously 
await until they can escape to Rangeley yet again.  
On that same Friday two hundred miles away in Boston, you will find Doris and 
Richard Flynn listening to classical music at the Boston Symphony Orchestra, taking 
classes on abstract expressionism at the Museum of Fine Arts, or volunteering for the 
Freedom Trail Foundation. Doris and Richard own a waterfront condo in a converted 
warehouse with a twenty-four-hour concierge, a fitness center, and a parking garage. 
They hail from the same hometown in Western Massachusetts as Paul and Carol. Doris 
	 2 
and Richard enjoy what the city can offer that their permanent residence cannot—culture, 
leisure, and anonymity—and feel that their second home is a way to escape from the 
countryside. Believing ardently that culture is the essence of city life, Doris and Richard 
make annual donations to the MFA and the BSO. Neither Doris nor Richard participate in 
civic and political life in Boston, because they feel they have neither the time nor 
occasion to do so. At the end of the weekend, they might decide to drive back to Western 
Massachusetts, fly to visit their children in Utah, or stay in Boston for a cultural event 
that catches their eye.  
The Bakers and the Flynns belong to an elite and growing class of mobile, 
transient residents across the United States and beyond. All four are white, in their mid-
sixties, and are retired or semi-retired. Paul and Richard were partners together in a law 
firm, and Carol and Doris are retired from nursing and teaching professions, respectively. 
In 2006, The Bakers purchased their small lakeside second home in Rangeley. While 
their cottage is modest by lakeside standards, they purchased thirty-five acres of 
woodland behind the home, paying over one million dollars for the combined lots. In 
2010, the Flynns purchased their second home in Boston for close to $900,000. The 
Bakers participate in a longstanding, but growing phenomenon of rural second 
homeownership, and the Flynns participate in a new, but rapidly increasing phenomenon 
of urban second homeownership. While both the Flynns and the Bakers paid roughly the 
same amount for their second homes, are from the same socio-economic class, and are 
even from the same hometown, they have distinctive—and consequential—engagements 
with each place.   
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Their narratives and practices reveal the larger questions that form the pages of 
this dissertation. How do the meanings second homeowners hold about their second 
home locales inform their engagements with these places? How and why do people of the 
same socio-economic class, who engage in the same fundamental process, pursue 
distinction through place differently? What accounts for the differences—and 
similarities—between urban and rural second homeownership? And broadly, how do 
second homeowners shape the places they live? To answer these questions, I draw upon 
the literature on culture, community, and urban and rural sociology.  
 
Introduction 
 The tradition of situating meaning at the center of sociological inquiry has its 
early roots in the founding sociology scholars. Weber placed “the intentions of actors, 
their potential to influence their social surroundings, and their modes of making sense out 
of their realities at the forefront” of inquiry (Kalberg 1994). Thereafter, sociologists have 
used this interpretive approach to ask fundamental questions about how people 
understand their social world, and how this influences social structure and institutions, 
social change, inequality, and individual and collective identities.  
This approach is particularly useful to understand the form and function of any 
given locality. The meanings, sentiment, and values that people hold for places are 
fundamental in shaping why people move there, how they invest their time and money, 
how they think about their own identities and experiences, and how they do or do not 
engage in civic and political action (Alkon & Traugot 2008; Borer 2006; Brekhus 2003; 
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Brown-Saracino 2010, 2015; Connell 2017; Deener 2007; Firey 1945; Gieryn 2000; 
Grazian 2003; Greene 2014; Hunter 1975, 1982; Kaufman & Kaliner 2011; Kazyak 
2012; Milligan 1998).  
However, the meanings that people attach to places are often contested in locales 
with an in-migration of new residents (Anderson 1990; Deener 2007; Lloyd 2010; 
Salamon 2007; Spain 1993). Within these locales, new and longtime residents often have 
different ideas about how a place should form and how it should function. The different 
race, class, and socio-economic positions of the new and longtime residents often 
exacerbate these contestations. While it often takes different forms in urban and rural 
destinations, new and longtime residents tend to disagree over land use policies and 
practices, community identity, and commercial conventions. For instance, in rural towns 
newcomers and longtime residents disagree over whether land should be used for 
productive purposes—farming or logging, for instance—or whether it should be 
preserved for consumption uses (Abrams and Gosnell 2012; Alkon and Traugot 2008; 
Lichter and Brown 2011; Spain 1993; Woods 2010b). Or, for instance, in urban areas 
newcomers and longtime residents similarly disagree over the meaning of public space—
what appears to be a vacant and blighted parking lot to newcomers can hold a great deal 
of meaning for longtime residents, who perhaps use the lot as a communal recreational 
area (Levy and Cybriwksy 1980).   
In all of these cases, affluent newcomers—whether wittingly or unwittingly—
often hold the power to socially, culturally, and physically displace longtime residents, 
even despite some newcomers’ efforts to the contrary (Brown-Saracino 2010) and 
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longtime residents’ resistance to their own displacement (Martinez 2010). Given this, it is 
vital to reveal the values that newcomers hold to understand how these values shape the 
places that they live, and ultimately shape the lives of those who live there.  
While a great deal of research has attended to the in-migration of permanent 
newcomers into rural and urban destinations, little is known about second homeowners in 
either locale. If the more affluent residents hold the power to shape who or what 
belongs—and influence land use policies and practices, and community identity—it is 
pivotal to attend to the meanings and values second homeowners’ attribute to the places 
they live. This is particularly important in today’s local context because of the ways in 
which the post-industrial shift has increased both the density of second homeowners in 
rural destinations, but also permanent residents’ economic dependence on their very in-
migration (Lichter and Brown 2011). Furthermore, second homeownership is increasing 
in already-affluent parts of the central city, however little is known about how they 
engage with the places they inhabit (Fernandez, Hofman, and Aalbers 2016).  
The rise, distribution, and concentration of second homeownership has been 
linked to large socio-economic processes (Ragatz 1970). In particular, second 
homeownership as a phenomenon has been linked to urbanization, industrialization, and 
technological advances, and the processes by which urban elites seek an escape from the 
city to the rural countryside (Coppock 1977; Dolgon 2005; Hall and Müller 2004; Ragatz 
1970). Thus, in order to understand why people move to a place, this dissertation zooms 
out to highlight how larger socio-economic shifts to post-industrialism have 
fundamentally altered the form, function, and place of second homeownership and the 
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motivations of second homeowners. I argue that post-industrialism has shaped the ways 
that people come to understand urban and rural places, which ultimately has 
consequences for how they engage with the places they inhabit. I use second 
homeowners—and second homeownership more broadly—as a window into the 
changing cultural meanings of urban and rural in the twenty-first century.  
These approaches have value outside of the context of urban and community 
sociology. Recently, there has been interest in understanding the migratory patterns of 
elites, particularly within the context of rising income inequality within the United States 
(Young et al. 2016). While we know a great deal about where wealth concentrates, less is 
known about how elites engage with and ultimately shape the places they live, aside from 
their economic investments in real estate (Fernandez et al. 2016; Young et al. 2016). This 
approach thus places elites’ cultural and consumption practices within their second home 
context at the forefront of inquiry, and asks how these very practices shape, and differ 
within and across, cities, neighborhoods, and towns more broadly. Attention to their 
practices reveals the multiple and heterogeneous ways elites transform the places they 
live, that extend beyond real estate investments.  
It is within this context that this dissertation utilizes second homeowners as a lens 
with which to understand the contemporary changes, challenges, and opportunities for 
post-industrial urban and rural communities. Over the past twenty years second 
homeownership has increased across the United States by over fifty percent (US Census). 
While this has traditionally concentrated—and continues to increase—in rural, amenity 
rich destinations, select global cities are also experiencing a new surge of this form of 
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homeownership. Despite this increase and concentration, little is known about how 
second homeowners—as a group or class—shape the social, cultural, and political-
economic life within and across the communities in which they reside. To unpack these 
processes, this dissertation utilizes in-depth interviews and ethnographic observations in 
Rangeley, Maine where second homeowners constitute over fifty percent of the housing 
stock, and in Boston, where second homeownership has increased by ninety-two percent 
over the past ten years. Together, these cases underscore the differences between and 
among affluent in-migrants within and across urban and rural communities, and the 
variable ways in which they shape the form and function of post-industrial locales. 
  
Theoretical Background  
Newcomers to Oldtowns: The Value of Studying Second Homeownership 
Scholars who study community ask questions about the nature of place-based 
social ties, the meaning of community for residents, or even how organizations harness 
the meaning of community for their own ends (Barman 2006; Brown-Saracino 2011; 
Deener 2007; Greene 2014; Hull 2012; Hunter 1975; Levine 2017; Suttles 1973). Of 
particular importance to community scholars is how the in-migration of new residents 
impacts local community life. In places experiencing an influx of new residents, the 
meanings new residents attribute to the place do not always align with longtime residents. 
This is often exacerbated by the different race, class, and/or socioeconomic status of the 
new in-migrants compared to the longtime residents. For instance, in gentrifying 
neighborhoods newer more affluent residents tend to hold the power to choose who or 
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what lends a place its symbolic value and worth, and favor aspects of a neighborhood that 
are associated with the more affluent residents. For instance, in his classic study of the 
gentrification of Village-Northton, Elijah Anderson (1990) describes the process of 
gentrification as a process by which the value of the urban neighborhood is derived from 
its association with the more affluent white residents of the Village, and is simultaneously 
valued insofar as it is perceived to be distinct from that of Northton, where predominantly 
low-income Black residents live. In rural amenity rich destinations, this takes on a similar 
form, whereby new residents seek to distance themselves from working-class longtime 
residents and migrant workers (Dolgon 2005; Park and Pellow 2011).  
Others note subtle ways in which residents disassociate a community from the 
longtime residents in favor of higher-status local groups amid change. For instance, 
Deener (2007) demonstrates how new residents and merchants in Venice preserve and 
promote Abbott Kinney Boulevard’s anticorporate commercial strip as the authentic 
version of community life by taking symbolic ownership over the space; this is done at 
the expense of other versions of community life, particularly those held by nearby low-
income African American residents. Or, for instance, in rural villages, newcomers’ 
cultural capital and ease with legalese marginalizes longtime residents in municipal 
meetings (Mansbridge 1983).  
 Alternatively, some have shown the ways newer, more affluent residents 
sometimes seek to protect and celebrate certain longtime residents (Brown-Saracino 
2010; Pattillo 2008; Tissot 2014). In these cases, the longtime residents are indeed the 
source of community and neighborhood value and distinction for newcomers. For 
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instance, in her study of four gentrifying communities, Brown-Saracino (2010) notes the 
ways in which social preservationists, a type of gentrifier, seek to live alongside longtime 
residents—Portuguese fishermen, Swedish residents, Asian residents, and farmers, 
respectively—who they deem to be an “authentic” version of local life. Because longtime 
residents provide meaning to the places social preservationists live, they actively seek to 
thwart their displacement by preventing the acceleration of gentrification.  
 We learn from the aforementioned literature that in many ways despite their 
orientation to the neighborhood or town—whether preserving the longtime residents or 
trying to reclaim their space—the newer more affluent residents tend to hold the power to 
choose who or what lends a place its symbolic and material value and shape the 
neighborhood accordingly. In most of these cases, the longtime residents often object to 
the changes the newcomers bring about. While some scholars have documented aspects 
of the in-migration of new affluent people that longtime residents celebrate (Freeman 
2006), and some have documented the benefits that new in-migrants can bring to 
previously disinvested rural areas (Gosnell and Abrams 2011; Hunter, Boardman, and 
Saint Onge 2005) most agree that, as Brown-Saracino (2010) notes: “Even those [old-
timers] who hope to benefit from gentrification recognize its cumulative risks, and few 
express unmitigated enthusiasm for the process. Almost universally, old-timers’ 
perspectives on gentrification are interlaced with concern about displacement and loss of 
power and space” (p. 248).  
Because of this, scholars have found that many longtime residents more often 
than not decry the social, cultural, and physical displacement they experience given the 
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influx of new residents and the subsequent cultural, commercial, and social changes their 
influx helps to produce (Chernoff 2013; Levy and Cybriwksy 1980; Mansbridge 1983; 
Martinez 2010; Mele 2000; Ocejo 2011; Salamon 2007). Some longtime residents even 
try to actively prevent their own social dislocation by fighting against the development 
associated with gentrification (Chernoff 2013; Martinez 2010; Mele 2000)   
While we know a great deal about newcomers, and the contestations that their in-
migration produces, little is known about second homeowners as a specific group or 
class. If, as the literature reveals, it is pivotal to uncover that which new residents value to 
understand the trajectory of urban neighborhoods and rural towns—and ultimately the 
fate of longtime residents—it is central to understand second homeowners, particularly as 
they are increasing in concentration across the United States in old and new destinations. 
Thus, this dissertation contributes to this body of literature by asking how second 
homeowners understand and engage with their second home locales. Second homeowners 
are not newcomers in the traditional sense. They occupy a unique location, distinct from 
permanent newcomers and longtime residents. By definition, they do not live in these 
locales permanently, they cannot vote or run for office, nor can they—if they have 
children—send their kids to schools in these cities and towns. How, then, do second 
homeowners engage in the community? What do they value? And why? What are the 
consequences? An exploration of these questions necessarily expands the theoretical 
scope of the newcomer vs. oldtimer dichotomy (for an exploration of this idea, see Hiner 
2014).  
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While in most locales second homeowners are small in numbers, other scholars 
have drawn attention to populations of a similar size. For instance Lloyd (2010) 
documents the ways in which artists’ “dispositions and competencies” contribute to the 
production of the post-industrial landscape in Wicker Park (p. 19). Or for instance, Wynn 
(2010) reveals how city tour guides’ cultural practices and constructions of place-based 
myths and narratives have the power to “reenchant the urban environment” (p. 146). So 
too have scholars documented how lesbian and gay residents’ tastes and preferences for 
certain neighborhoods have the power to pave the way for urban change (Brown-Saracino 
2010; Ghaziani 2014; Greene 2014; Hayslett and Kane 2011). This body of research 
locates the ways in which individual and collective identities and practices both constitute 
and have the power to transform the larger social, cultural, and economic landscape of 
urban and rural places. Ultimately, attention to second homeowners contributes to this 
broader body of research that unpacks, not only what the meanings groups of actors hold 
can tell us about broader social processes in a post-industrial context, but how these very 
meanings inform their routines and practices, and ultimately shape urban—and rural—
environments. The study of second homeowners thus contributes to a greater 
understanding of the multiple sets of actors—and their attendant cultural practices and the 
consequences therein—who are constitutive of broader post-industrial place-making 
projects, all of which is inextricably linked to larger patterns of urban and rural 
investment and disinvestment.   
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The Transformation of Rural and Urban Locales 
Both cities and rural areas have undergone large-scale socio-economic 
restructuring over the past few decades, instigating the in-migration of new residents 
(Lichter and Brown 2011; Logan and Molotch 1987; Salamon 2007; Sassen 2004; Smith 
1996; Woods 2010b; Zukin 1987a). Large-scale de-industrialization fundamentally 
transformed the form and function of both urban and rural destinations. In the wake of 
deindustrialization, cities and rural villages learned to capitalize on a new economic 
strategy: the cultural economy (Zukin 1995). In doing so, cities and towns that were able 
to attract the likes of tourists and transients—who found new production in consumption 
in a post-industrial world—were able to recover from the economic crises of the 
seventies (Greenberg 2008; Zukin 1995). This has propelled crucial changes to urban 
centers and rural villages.  
Due to the shifting tastes of the middle class, and the potential for economic 
investments resulting from previous decades of widespread disinvestment, young, 
predominantly white, middle-class people began moving back into cities (Ley 1994a; 
Smith 1996; Spain 1993; Zukin 1987a). More recently, gentrification and middle-class 
reinvestment have become more widespread, and core parts of select global cities are 
experiencing a surge of new populations that are more white, more educated, and wield 
higher incomes (Baum-Snow and Hartley 2016). Scholars have linked these changes to 
global economic restructuring, which infused those in finance, insurance, and real estate 
with excess wealth (Lees 2003; Sassen 2004). While there is a great deal of concern over 
the increasing concentration of affluence and exclusivity in the central city, little is 
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known about these in-migrants (Hyra 2015). Importantly, the core parts of cities that are 
undergoing advanced gentrification contain the highest concentration of second 
homeowners, which suggests that attention to understanding these larger urban shifts—
i.e., the formation of elite enclaves—necessarily means attending to the actors involved 
in these changes. This dissertation aims to fill this gap by uncovering one slice of this 
phenomenon by turning the analytical lens to the ways in which urban second 
homeowners make their locational choices and engage in place-making projects.     
These same global trends have changed rural destinations in significant ways. 
Increasingly, rural areas with a wealth of natural amenities have also experienced a 
turnaround and an in-migration of new residents (Lichter and Brown 2011; Salamon 
2007; Spain 1993; Woods 2010b). The same trends occurring in the central part of urban 
centers are mirrored in popular vacation destinations. For instance, scholars have traced 
the increasing bifurcation of wealth and poverty in places like the Hamptons to the 
economic restructuring in the 1980s and 1990s that infused New York elites who worked 
in finance, real estate, and insurance with excess wealth (Dolgon 2005; Park and Pellow 
2011). The summer residences in the Hamptons became a form of conspicuous 
consumption, and through these purchases, the new elite inscribed their tastes and values 
onto the landscape (Dolgon 2005).  
In less “animated” (Park and Pellow 2011) areas, scholars debate the benefits and 
consequences of new amenity migrants due to this restructuring. On the one hand, 
population growth due to amenity migration has been shown to usher in a host of benefits 
to rural communities that would otherwise experience population decline and economic 
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isolation due to the turn to post-productive economies (Gosnell and Abrams 2011; 
Winkler 2013). Like the ways Freeman (2006) uncovers the potential benefits of urban 
gentrification, wealthier amenity migrants bring in social, economic and cultural capital 
to disinvested locales, and often demand new goods and services that are shown to 
benefit the community (Gosnell and Abrams 2011; Hunter et al. 2005).  However, the in-
migration of new affluent residents is also shown to come at a cost for longtime residents 
(Gosnell and Abrams 2011; Hunter et al. 2005; Winkler 2013). While migrants demand 
new goods and services, this often means that the new jobs that are demanded by these 
amenity migrants are seasonal, part-time, and low-wage—they are highly precarious and 
have been shown to increase the bifurcation of wealth and poverty between and among 
new and longtime residents (Gosnell and Abrams 2011; Ohman 1999). Furthermore, the 
in-migration of wealthier residents raises land values and property taxes, and a more 
general higher cost of living cancels out any advantages made by those who benefit from 
the new economic surge (Hammer et al. 2004), which can displace longtime residents 
(Ghose 2004). Ultimately, Winkler (2013) demonstrates the ways in which the new in-
migration of residents to amenity rich destination produces place stratification and 
residential segregation.  
  Put simply, this dissertation not only attends to second homeowners, but also does 
so within a particular socio-economic context. In urban areas, the post-industrial shift has 
fundamentally altered how and for whom the central part of the city operates. In rural 
areas, these shifts have similarly transformed local dynamics.  
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The Places and Cultures of Elites  
Studying elites has a long history within sociology, but is gaining renewed 
interest in recent years (Mears 2015, Khan 2012). I draw upon Khan's (2012) definition 
of elites as those who “[occupy] a position that provides them with access and control or 
as [those who possess] resources that advantage them” (p. 362). Owning two or more 
homes has intrinsic economic value and functions as a way to accumulate wealth. 
(Multiple) homeownership is linked to the accumulation of wealth for white Americans 
in the United States, at the expense of African Americans (Shapiro 2004). While the 
second homeowners in my sample vary significantly across the socio-economic 
spectrum, owning a second home has provided them with a wealth of resources not 
available to everyone, and I thus situate them within Khan’s definition herein.  
Scholars have documented how elites’ pursuit and use of capital—economic, 
cultural, social, etc.—produces inequalities (Khan 2012). While there is a growing body 
of literature that seeks to understand how culture is used by elites as a way to draw 
boundaries and construct identities, (Khan 2012; Lamont and Molnár 2002), less is 
known about how this is mapped onto place (for important exceptions, see Centner 2008; 
Logan and Molotch 1987).  
Furthermore, there has been recent attention to elites’ migratory and settlement 
patterns, particularly as states try to (re)capture the—ostensibly fleeting—tax flight of 
millionaires (Young et al. 2016). Elites may be more rooted in their home states, forgoing 
the advantage of lower tax rates in other states often due to family obligations, which 
demonstrates how elites are more embedded in place than previously expected (Young et 
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al. 2016). Understanding how and where elites place their money is pivotal, particularly 
as income inequality is increasing across the United States (Young et al. 2016). Building 
on this body of literature, this dissertation sheds light on how elites, differentially, move 
their capital in and through their second home residence. That is, it uncovers patterns of 
investment that extend beyond what is captured in taxation and property records, and 
uncovers a type of elite migration and investment pattern not captured by permanent 
residence migratory data, but which may very well help explain patterns of investment 
and disinvestment within and across urban and rural locales.   
The rise of second homeownership comes at a time of rising income inequality 
across the United States (Nau 2013). Increasingly, cities, towns, and regions are 
bifurcated along the lines of wealth and poverty. There is growing concern over urban 
and rural poverty (Lichter and Brown 2011; Sharkey 2013), housing precarity and 
eviction (Desmond 2012; Rosen 2014), and homelessness (Gowan 2010). What then, is 
the value of studying second homeowners? This dissertation examines the other side of 
the same coin. Having a second home indicates monetary power, and this project 
uncovers how second homeowners wield this power. Central to these themes are the 
questions of: Where and how do they place their money and engage with the places they 
live? What factors shape how they make these choices? And what are the consequences? 
In many ways, we know where second homeowners are placing their money. Property tax 
records and census analyses document where second homeowners choose to live and the 
real estate in which they invest. However, what is unclear is why they choose to own 
homes where they do and how they do—or do not—engage with their second home 
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residences. Put simply, aside from their investment in real estate, what other cultural, 
social, economic investments are they making and why? What are the consequences? 
Elites do more than buy homes; they patronize restaurants, buy groceries, donate their 
time and money to civic and cultural organizations, go to church, and value certain local 
groups and attributes over others.  
To that end, this dissertation reveals elites’ variable place-making projects, by 
attending to the ways in which second homeowners pursue distinction through place. 
Scholarship has rightly attended to the ways that cultural objects and practices both create 
and reify social status and distinction (Bourdieu 1984; Dimaggio 1982; Holt 1998; 
Veblen 1912). The means through which elites do this is debated—whether they do so 
through omnivorous consumption patterns or through elite high-brow cultural 
consumption (Johnston and Baumann 2007; Peterson and Kern 1996)—however scholars 
agree that the intentions and outcomes of these practices are similar in effect, as these 
practices produce inequality. I situate the purchase of a second home as a cultural object, 
and through it this dissertation uncovers the ways elites—differentially, but through the 
same general process—engage in distinction. Moreover, I attend to how these pursuits are 
consequential for the form and function of urban and rural locales. Ultimately, 
uncovering these dimensions paints a broader portrait of the multiple ways in which 
elites’ cultural and consumption practices sculpt the places they live.  
The Cultural Approach   
This dissertation utilizes the tools set forth by those who study the ways in which 
the meanings people hold about a locale influence the construction, use, and 
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understanding of a place. This framework dates back to the early human ecologists who 
sought to understand how sentiment and symbolism that residents have for urban 
neighborhoods shape local outcomes (Firey 1945; Hunter 1982). This approach was 
meant to challenge the classic human ecology framework. Park, Burgess, and McKenzie 
(1925) argued that the form and function of urban land use and population distribution 
was driven purely by market forces and economic competition, expressed by concentric 
zones (Burgess 1925; Park 1925). Firey's (1945) early work underscored the importance 
of examining how culture complicates these economic approaches. In Boston’s Beacon 
Hill for instance, the sentiment that local residents had for the historic architecture, 
cobblestone streets, and gas lamps, encouraged residents to prevent commercial growth 
in their neighborhood through zoning laws and code enforcement. The cultural approach 
furthermore explains the persistence of the Boston Common as a park, despite its close 
proximity to Downtown and its potential value for real estate developers. The Common 
serves as a symbol of American independence, and has thus been preserved—despite all 
odds—through land use provisions and deed restrictions (Firey 1945). Even something 
such as naming a place holds great power (Hunter 1982), and can be used to change the 
trajectory of a neighborhood. For instance, predominantly Latino residents in South 
Lawndale sought to change their community’s identity by changing their name to Little 
Village, which functioned as a way to distance themselves from North Lawndale, the 
longtime African American neighborhood to its north (Hunter 1982). These works reveal 
the power that cultural values and symbols have in shaping neighborhoods.   
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These early works laid the foundation for urban and community sociologists to 
pay attention to the sentiment, value, and symbolism that people give to a place, for these 
very values incite civic and political action, help form a community identity, and explain 
land use policies and practices (Alkon and Traugot 2008; Borer 2006; Brown-Saracino 
2010, 2015; Deener 2007; Firey 1945; Gieryn 2000; Grazian 2003; Greene 2014; Hunter 
1975, 1982; Kaufman and Kaliner 2011; Milligan 1998). For instance, in the process of 
idio-cultural migration the reputations of a place have the power to draw in residents and 
gradually actualize these reputations (Kaufman and Kaliner 2011). Or, for instance, rural 
place narratives are used to shape and justify local environmental policy decisions 
(Alkon and Traugot 2008), and nostalgia narratives are used by first-wave gentrifiers to 
construct an identity and collectively combat the upscaling of their neighborhood (Ocejo 
2011).  
Furthermore, the cultural approach provides the tools with which to understand 
how “the self is situated within the socio-spatial environment” (Cuba and Hummon 
1993). People form their identities in and through place (Brown-Saracino 2015; Hummon 
1990; Milligan 1998) and they form places through their identities. In particular, scholars 
reveal how individuals’ ideological orientations to the places they live inform their 
engagement therein (Brown-Saracino 2010; Hummon 1990; Ocejo 2011; Douglas 2012). 
For instance, Hummon (1990) documents the power of rural, urban, and suburban 
community ideologies in shaping not only the ways that residents in these respective 
locales understand themselves, but how these ideologies shape the ways in which they 
understand and engage with the places they live. Brown-Saracino (2010) unveils how 
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gentrifiers’ orientations to both the locales they gentrify and to gentrification more 
broadly shape their engagement with the process. This research importantly suggests that 
it is central to understand how the ideology one holds about a place can “motivate 
commitment and action” (Hummon 1990), or how ideologies inform practices (Brown-
Saracino 2010; Douglas 2012; Ocejo 2011).   
In sum, this dissertation draws upon this approach to locate the meanings second 
homeowners have about the places they live to ultimately understand how they shape the 
cities and towns the inhabit.  
The Outline and Arguments of the Dissertation 
The dissertation will continue as follows. The next chapter outlines the geographic 
distribution of second homeownership, the justification for the two case selections, and 
the methodology for each case.  
Chapter three traces the sociological and historical overview of second 
homeownership across time and place. This chapter aims to uncover the image of the 
second homeowner in urban and rural locales, and seeks to underscore the ways in which 
the distribution, rise, and concentration of second homeownership is traditionally linked 
to large-scale socio-economic transformations, and in particular, the transformations of 
the city. This chapter lays the foundation for the chapters that follow, and informs the 
arguments made in the concluding chapter of the manuscript.   
The fourth chapter introduces the rural case of second homeownership, Rangeley 
Maine. This chapter specifically asks what meanings second homeowners and permanent 
residents—with presumably distinct interests—lend to Rangeley, and how these 
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meanings are of consequence for the form and function of the town. While previous 
literature would predict that second homeowners and permanent residents’ values would 
be at odds with one another, this chapter reveals the ways in which both second 
homeowners and permanent residents situate second homeowners as the venerable 
visitor, a narrative which locates second homeowners as a deserving, and lauded member 
of local life. The narrative is derived from two important conditions. First, that second 
homeowners contribute to the local economy through their consumption practices, and 
second, that second homeowners downplay class distinctions between themselves and 
permanent residents. This narrative helps explain how both groups engage in the town; 
second homeowners pursue that which they associate with themselves, and permanent 
residents actively try to bring in more second homeowners. In the final sections of this 
chapter, I document the ways the venerable visitor is upheld and challenged through 
interaction, both of which underscore the primary conditions of the narrative. This 
chapter broadens our vision of the variable ways in which rural community ideology and 
place distinction can emerge and the conditions under which it varies, by turning 
attention to how two groups of locally embedded actors—with presumably distinct 
interests—build consensus over a place’s distinct local qualities.  
The fifth chapter introduces the second case, Boston, Massachusetts, and traces 
how second homeowners in Boston make locational choices and engage with the city, its 
neighborhoods, and its institutions. This chapter documents two types of second 
homeowners: speculators and specters. The former, who purchased second homes 
between 1980 and 1999 in gentrifying neighborhoods, engaged in city-building projects 
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through direct civic and political participation. The latter, who purchased second homes 
after 2000 in upscale neighborhoods, more inconspicuously work to shape the contours of 
urban life through donations to and participation in elite, high-cultural institutions. These 
findings shed light on the form and function of increasingly affluent central cities, the 
new challenges they face, and the groups of people who are constitutive of these 
challenges. Collectively, this case contributes to a growing line of inquiry in urban 
sociology, which examines the ideologies and practices of urban denizens, and the ways 
in which these practices shape cities and neighborhoods. Importantly, this case bridges 
this line of inquiry with more recent research that seeks to understand the cause and 
consequences of the increasingly affluent central city and the implications of affluent 
residents’ in-migration for neighborhood and community character by examining the 
variable ways in which second homeowners shape the city.  
Finally, the sixth chapter and the conclusion of this manuscript bridges the two 
cases and asks what second homeownership in urban and rural locales has revealed about 
the meanings people attribute to place, how these meanings inform actions, how local 
populations engage with second homeowners’ in-migration, and the location and 
practices of elites within and across urban and rural landscapes. Last, it draws upon the 
empirical findings from both cases to re-evaluate the meaning of second homeownership 
in the twenty-first century and in doing so, reveals how shifting socio-economic 
conditions have shifted the meanings associated with urban, suburban, and rural life more 
broadly. 
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CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY AND CASE SELECTION 
 
Overview 
This chapter presents an overview of the background and methodology of second 
homeownership broadly, as well as the cases presented in this manuscript.  First, I 
provide an overview of the ways second homeownership is defined and measured in this 
dissertation, by drawing on previous accounts of second homeownership in geography 
and tourism studies as well as the ways in which the US Census defines and measures the 
phenomenon. In this section, I furthermore discuss the methodological difficulties 
presented by studying second homeowners as a group or class. Next, I introduce the 
location of second homeownership across the country, and zoom in on patterns of second 
homeownership concentration in urban and rural areas. This section provides the 
backdrop for the cases documented in this manuscript. Finally, I turn to the case selection 
and methodology for both Boston, Massachusetts and Rangeley, Maine by presenting a 
short historical overview of each case, as well as the methods I employed in each locale.  
Defining and Measuring Second Homeownership 
For the purposes of this dissertation, I define second homeownership herein by drawing 
upon the previous work from geographers, and tourism and mobility studies. Hall and 
Müller (2004) loosely define second homes by acknowledging the variety of second 
home types: “there is a great variety of terms that refer to second homes: recreational 
homes, vacation homes, summer homes, cottages, and weekend homes…the term ‘second 
home’ is used as an umbrella for these different terms, which all refer to a certain idea of 
usage” (p. 4). I adopt this similar approach, by acknowledging the heterogeneity of 
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second home types and usage, but generally refer to second homes and second 
homeowners as those who own a housing unit for vacation or leisure use, but whose 
permanent residence is elsewhere. This is also the language I used to solicit calls for 
participants. 
The US Census defines second homeowner as those who own a vacant property 
and use it “for seasonal, recreational, or occasional use.” These homes “make up a class 
that is often referred to as ‘vacation homes.’ These may be large summer estates on Long 
Island, time-sharing condos in Fort Lauderdale, or simple fishing cabins in northern 
Michigan” (US Census 2011). In 1990, the census combined “seasonal” and “held for 
occasional use” into one category, signifying vacation homes, and “for migrant workers” 
has been excluded from this category to better disentangle vacation residences from other 
such vacant units (ibid). The census defines this category as any unit that is “used or 
intended for use only in certain seasons or for weekends or other occasional use 
throughout the year. Seasonal units include those used for summer or winter sports or 
recreation, such as beach cottages and hunting cabins. Seasonal units may include 
quarters for workers such as herders and loggers. Interval ownership units, sometimes 
called shared-ownership or time-sharing condominiums are also included” (US Census 
2011). 
Measuring second homeownership is a challenging task for demographers. 
Because of the transient nature of second homeowners, many residents are not in the 
housing unit during the census or other survey tallies. To resolve these issues, the 
American Community Survey, for instance, now uses proxies to determine the use of the 
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house if no one is home (Fish 2013). If the owner of the unit is not home, the surveyors 
ask neighbors, landlords/property managers, or real estate agents about the intended use 
of the vacant property they seek to count (ibid). However, second homeowners are not 
tallied at the individual level on the census—they are counted instead at their permanent 
residence; therefore, gaining a broader portrait of second homeowners as a group or 
class—their race, class, sexual orientation, family status, and gender—proves difficult 
using national census surveys. Furthermore, cities, towns, and other localities do not have 
a standard way to capture the specificities of second homeowners. The tax records in 
Boston, for instance, reveal those who receive the permanent residency tax exemption, 
however do not uncover the intended use of the non-residents’ units. It is thus 
challenging to distinguish units via the Boston tax records of those who own the property 
for vacation or leisure use, or those who rent it out properties either in the short or long 
term to tenants.  
 
The Place of Second Homeownership 
Before turning to the case selection and methodology, I first present an overview of the 
location of second homeownership across the country and regionally. Doing so provides 
the context and the justification for each case; Rangeley is a case of the longstanding 
phenomenon of rural second homeownership, and Boston is the newly emerging case of 
urban second homeownership. As Figure 1 indicates, census data on “for seasonal, 
recreational, or occasional use” shows that the state of Florida maintains the greatest 
absolute number of second homes across the United States.  
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Figure 1: Number of Second Homes by State. Source: US Census 2010, “for seasonal, 
recreational, or occasional use.” 
 
However, as Figure 2 below indicates, the New England states, Maine, New Hampshire, 
and Vermont, have the highest percentages of second homeowners in relation to the total 
housing stock, and have had the highest percentages since the 1940s (US Census).  
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Figure 2: Percent of Second Homes by State. Source: US Census 2010, “for seasonal, 
recreational, or occasional use.” 
 
These data suggest that second homeownership has existed for a longtime in the woods 
and coast of northern New England and maintains a high concentration today. As Figure 
3 reveals below, there are counties within New England that mirror the concentration in 
other parts of the country, such as in upstate Wisconsin and Michigan, proximate to 
natural amenities. A great deal of research has been done on the communities in Northern 
Wisconsin and Michigan (Clendenning, Field, and Kapp 2005; Hull 2012; Schewe et al. 
2012; Winkler 2013). 
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Figure 3: Percent “For Seasonal, Recreational, or Occasional Use” by County. Source: 
US Census 2010. 
 
However, new data suggests that second homeownership is beginning to concentrate in 
select global cities across the United States. By looking at the top five largest cities in the 
United States, as Table 1 indicates, second homeownership has risen between 2000-2010.  
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While these numbers are marginal, making up only a very small percentage of the total 
housing stock, second homeownership tends to concentrate in select parts of cities. For 
instance, as Figure 4 indicates, New York and Los Angeles—the two largest cities in the 
United States, both of which have garnered a great deal of media attention for the rise of 
seconds homes (Story 2015; Story and Saul 2015b)—have some tracts within their 
respective counties that have over 30% of the housing stock dedicated to “for seasonal, 
recreational, or occasional use.” This suggests that while second homeownership makes 
up a small percent of the total housing stock in some cities, certain tracts within these 
cities contain the bulk of this form of homeownership—it is not dispersed throughout the 
city, rather it is concentrated.  
 
 
Total 
Population 
2010 
# Second 
Homes 
2000 
% of Total 
Housing 
Stock 2000 
# Second 
Homes 
2010 
% of 
Total 
Housing 
Stock 
2010 
New York, NY 8,175,133 28,157 .9% 39,793 1.2% 
Los Angeles, CA 3,972,621 4, 876 .4% 7,540 .5% 
Chicago, IL 2,695,598 4,549 .4% 10,483 .9% 
Houston, TX 2,099,451 4,169 .5% 4,920 .6% 
Philadelphia, PA 1,526,006 1,790 .3% 2,228 .3% 
Table 1: Change in Second Homeownership in Five Largest US Cities 2000-2010. 
Source: US Census 2000-2010 
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Figure 4: Percent “For Seasonal, Recreational, or Occasional Use” New York County 
(left) and LA County (right). Source: US Census 2010. 
 
 
This section reveals the place of second homeownership across the country. While New 
England states have long contained the highest percentage of second homeowners as a 
whole in relation the total housing stock in these states, select cities—and select areas 
within them—across the United States are increasing in numbers. In the chapter that 
follows, I furthermore detail the treatment of second homeowners in each locale, with 
rural second homeowners as the primary point of inquiry within academic scholarship 
and popular discourse. With this foundation, I detail the case selection and methodology 
for Rangeley, Maine and Boston, Massachusetts. Rangeley constitutes the more classic 
case of second homeownership, while Boston presents a new and emerging case of the 
same phenomenon.  
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Case Selection and Methodology: Rangeley 
Case Selection 
In 1876 Rangeley, Maine first appeared in The New York Times. A New York 
City angler wrote into the Times to tell the tale of the superior fishing and sporting he 
found in the north woods of the Rangeley Lakes Region. He wrote: “Your correspondent 
is an old frequenter of the Adirondack Lakes, but he has been greatly surprised at the 
superior intelligence with which the Maine people are caring for their sporting-ground. 
The truth is that the mountaineers, hotel keepers, and the voters in this region have seen 
that it pays much better to preserve the game, and attract in Summer and Autumn travel, 
than to kill all possible and send to market. The more wide awake New Englander prefers 
not to ‘kill the goose.’” (The New York Times 1876).  
It was here that the first discussion of Rangeley as a vacation spot, worthy of out-
of-state visitors’ attention, emerged (Ellis 1982). Furthermore, it is not just that Rangeley 
is framed as a great sporting and fishing destination, the New York Times article 
furthermore cites the ways in which Rangeley had turned itself into a tourist destination. 
Indeed, the local residents of the region know not to “kill the goose,” as the angler posits, 
and instead preserve the locale for others’ enjoyment. After this article, other such 
articles began to appear. A column titled “Trout That Are Bragged of,” boasts of Mr. 
Washburn’s, of Connecticut Insurance, recent fishing trip to Mooselookmeguntic Lake in 
Rangeley, Maine. The article acclaims: “He caught 300 in one day, and their weight was 
over 200 pounds” (New York Times 1878). These early—almost mythologies—of 
Rangeley helped to pique the interests of sporting enthusiasts and fisherman from Boston 
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and New York and have been cited as the articles that launched a thousand ships to the 
region (Ellis 1982). 
 Advertisements for Rangeley’s hotels, inns, and homes emerged in the New York 
Times as early as 1902. The very first advertisement “A Country House to Let—
Furnished” detailed “a beautiful country home, handsomely furnished…to be rented for 
season of 1902…This house is situated on the shore of Rangeley lake…all sportsmen 
know this section to be one of the finest spots for fishing, game, bird, and deer shooting” 
(New York Times 1902). The house for lease appears to be owned by a New York 
businessman. Throughout the century, advertisements began to peak in the New York 
Times during the 1940s and 50s. During this decade, the classified pages were filled with 
advertisements from inns and hotels from all across the northern woods, lakes and coasts 
in Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont. The Rangeley Inn, a hotel still in operation 
today, advertised in the Times (see Figure 5): “Rangeley Inn: All summer sports. Pleasant 
informal social life. Famous for Real New England Meals. Perfect hay fever relief” (New 
York Times 1949). This was located next to advertisements for Linekin Bay Camps in 
Boothbay Harbor, Maine, the Colonial Inn in Ogunquit, Maine, and Alden Camps in 
Oakland, Maine. Like the Rangeley Inn, all of these locations are still in operation today.  
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Figure 5: New York Times Advertisement. Source: New York Times, Display Ad 82 
1949, p. X14 
 
 Historical documents and histories of Rangeley suggest that second homeowners, 
and the tourism industry more broadly, have been a central part of the landscape since the 
end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century. However, it is vital to 
note that Rangeley is not an outlier. During this same time period other rural villages with 
natural amenities attracted the attention of out of state visitors (Lewis 1993). As Lewis 
(1993) notes, 
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 “These wealthy summer people came first, in the 1870s and 1880s, to the coast, 
building lavish summer “cottages”…soon these visitors (and those just below 
them in wealth) had also followed Thoreau deep into the Maine woods, traveling 
by rail and steamer up to the Rangeley Lakes or Moosehead to hugely lavish 
resort hotels…By 1897 the Nation magazine found at almost every mile along 
Maine’s coastline, from Kittery to Mt. Desert, ‘some of the marks of a summer 
resort’ and between 1887 and 1914, the state gained more than a thousand 
exclusive summer hotels” (Lewis 1993).   
Maine’s slogan as “vacationland,” coined in the 1890s, occurred alongside the economic 
downturn and population loss in the state as loggers and farmers moved farther west 
(Lewis 1993). “The introduction of a Romantic sensibility to Maine in the 1840s and 
1850s began to reposition the state as a natural refuge, a place where nature could be 
enjoyed for itself rather than as a resource to be exploited. These attitudes laid the 
foundations for Maine’s tourist industry and environmental movement in the late 
nineteen and twentieth centuries” (Hornsby and Judd 2015). Accordingly, Rangeley is 
not unique in its rise, concentration, and legacy of second homeowners to the area. The 
entire state of Maine relied on such economic strategies in a declining agrarian economy, 
and neighboring states with an abundance of natural amenities—New Hampshire, Rhode 
Island, Vermont—also turned to selling its landscape as an economic strategy.  
A few other factors facilitated the rise of vacationers to Maine. As Hornsby 
(2015) notes, “the fashioning of Maine as part of this pleasure periphery owned much to 
the growth of a Romantic sensibility in American culture, the increasing wealth and 
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leisure time of urban-industrial elites, and the expansion of steamship and railroad lines 
along the coast and of railroads into the interior” (Hornsby and Judd 2015). And 
furthermore, attracting visitors from other states was viewed as a lucrative new business 
opportunity at the time when farms were being deserted by the hundreds across the state 
(Hornsby and Judd 2015). While the post-industrial turn after the 1970s spurred the 
expansion of the tourism industry across the United States (Greenberg 2008; Zukin 
1995), and within New England states as well, the turn to the tourism industry has long 
roots in Maine’s economic and cultural life.   
At the 2010 census, Rangeley boasted a population of slightly fewer than 1,200 
permanent residents. In total, there are 1,829 housing units in Rangeley, 575 of which are 
occupied. This leaves 1,254 of the total housing units left “vacant,” of which 1,046 are 
classified “for seasonal, recreational, or occasional use.” Thus, just over 57% of all of the 
housing units in Rangeley are designated for second homeownership usage. However, it 
is important to note that Rangeley is not wholly unique in this high concentration of 
second homeowners. As the historical newspaper data suggests, Rangeley came of age at 
the turn of the twentieth century when similar vacation destinations in New England were 
beginning to mark their place on the map. As Figure 6 indicates, by looking at the 
distribution of second homeownership across Maine’s census tracts, it is possible to see 
that while Rangeley is located in a tract with a high concentration of second homeowners, 
it is far from the only tract in Maine that grapples with this type of housing 
occupancy/vacancy status.    
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Figure 6: Total Number of Second Homes by Census Tract, Maine. Source: US Census 
2010, “for seasonal, recreational, or occasional use.” Blue denotes Rangeley, Maine.  
 
Methodology  
This project began with a two-week pilot study in the summer of 2013. It was 
difficult to find affordable short-term housing, and as a result I lived in an RV on a family 
friends’ property for the duration of my stay. During this time, I interviewed three second 
homeowners and began to develop the lay of the land by frequenting the local shops, 
restaurants and bars, and community events, including a parade. In the winter of 2013 I 
rented a second floor, one-bedroom apartment in a converted farmhouse near the center 
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of the town on Main Street, and lived in Rangeley until the end of the summer, August of 
2014.  
The ethnographic portion of this project aimed to observe interactions among and 
between second homeowners and permanent residents. To do this, I sampled a variety of 
civic and political organizations in the town to measure the presence and/or absence of 
second homeowners in the formal, organized sphere of public life, as well as to gauge 
permanent residents’ public perceptions and attitudes toward second homeowners. In 
total I observed fifteen meetings total. This included observing and meeting with 
members from the Chamber of Commerce (1), Board of Selectmen (4), Annual Town 
Meeting (1), Planning Board (1), church events (2), Rangeley Region Guides and 
Sporting Association (1), Library Board (1), Rangeley Friends of the Arts (2), School 
Board (1), and the Rangeley Visioning (1). I relied on a recorder when appropriate to 
capture specific language, for instance at the Town Meeting and at Board of Selectmen 
meetings, which were public and open to recording. In other meetings I either took 
detailed notes throughout the meeting when appropriate to do so, or wrote up my notes 
immediately after (such as in the case of church events). Other meetings were more 
participatory than others. For instance, at the Library Board and the Rangeley Friends of 
the Arts meeting, the members of the organizations allowed me time at the end of their 
meeting to ask the group of board members questions related to my project.  
As a way to observe other important facets of local life that extend beyond 
formal, organized civic and political meetings (Brown-Saracino and Stiman 2017), this 
project furthermore relies on data collected through participant-observation in coffee 
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shops, bars, bakeries, restaurants, museums, bookstores, and community events—fairs, 
farmer’s markets, parades, festivals, lectures, home tours, board of selectmen meet the 
candidates night etc.—to measure the presence and/or absence of second homeowners in 
the public community realm. Last, I draw upon in-depth and extended participant-
observation at two local commercial establishments; during the summer I worked 
alongside permanent residents at an upscale restaurant that primarily serves second 
homeowners and seasonal visitors, and during the winter I worked at the local mountain 
as a ski instructor where I worked alongside both second homeowners and permanent 
residents.  
During the winter—from January to early April—I worked three to four full days 
a week at the local ski mountain as a ski instructor. I typically worked Monday, 
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday. Second homeowners made up over half of the over one 
hundred employees at the ski school in which I worked, which accounted for the highest 
density of second homeowners that I observed in one place in Rangeley. Permanent 
residents tended to be the only ones who worked during the week at the mountain, with a 
few exceptions. For instance, one informant, James, a retired second homeowner from 
Southern Maine, lived at his mountainside condo during the winter and worked as an 
instructor at the mountain during the week and on weekends. During the weekends, both 
second homeowners and permanent residents worked side by side. Because many second 
homeowners work full time, and many of their children are still in K-12 school or 
college, many drive to Rangeley each weekend during the winter to work at the ski 
school. Thus, I was able to converse with and observe both permanent residents and 
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second homeowners over coffee before work in the morning, during our down time in the 
break room, on the ski lifts between runs, while teaching ski lessons, and after the work 
day was over at the pub above the ski lodge.  
During the summer, May to August, I worked three to four days a week over the 
course of three months at a restaurant, The Rangeley Bistro1. This restaurant has one of 
the priciest menus in town and one of the most expansive wine lists, with some bottles of 
wine retailing for over $100. It has only been open for a few years and has been 
incredibly successful. Matt, the owner who is himself a second homeowner, hired Kerry, 
a longtime permanent resident, to be the general manager of the restaurant because he 
had watched how successful she had been at running other restaurants in town and 
entrusted her with the restaurant while he was not in Rangeley. The majority of patrons of 
the restaurant were second homeowners or tourists. Only the higher socio-economic 
status permanent residents frequented the restaurant to dine—owners of other businesses, 
doctors, lawyers, and those who work in real estate, for example.  
Both the mountain and the bistro were important sites of observations between 
and among second homeowners and permanent residents and vital to my fieldwork. In 
each site, I was privy to both the interactions within and between these two groups in situ 
and to the backstage scenes of Rangeley, of which I would have otherwise been unaware. 
While second homeowners both patronize and participate in the bistro and the mountain, 
the majority of my time in Rangeley in these sites was spent with permanent residents. 
Second homeowners were around each locale much less frequently—in the case of the 																																																								
1 This is a pseudonym.  
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mountain, second homeowners were only typically there on the weekends, and in the case 
of the bistro, the one second homeowner who worked there was only there for a few days 
at a time. Because the majority of my time was spent with permanent residents, these 
observations enabled me to see how they understood, related to, reacted to, and engaged 
with second homeowners in everyday life. Beyond the value of these sites for 
observations, working at the mountain and the bistro aided me in developing rapport and 
building trust among a diverse group of permanent residents, and gain a depth of 
knowledge about how they experience their social world from their vantage point—and 
in particular, how they experience living and working in a tourist destination, dependent 
on the influx of seasonal in-migrants.     
There are three important limitations to these sources of data. First, because these 
interactions tend to take place within the occupational settings in the service industry, the 
interactions I observed are inherently embedded in a relationship of consumption and 
production, and my observations may thus be skewed toward these relationships. Second, 
because of the types of jobs I worked, I tended to interact with permanent residents who 
were on the front lines of the tourist industry in town. However, in both cases because the 
majority of employed residents in Rangeley work in these types of industries, it at the 
very least is representative of a significant portion of the local workforce (see Table 2).  
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Industry of Workers 2000 2015 
Civilian Employed population 16 years and over 498 528 
Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting, and mining  7.6% 5.5% 
Construction 12.7% 15.2% 
Manufacturing 4.8% 2.7% 
Wholesale trade 8% 0% 
Retail trade 17.3% 18.8% 
Transportation and warehousing, and utilities 2% 1.5% 
Information 1.2% 2.3% 
Finance and insurance, and real estate and leasing 7% 5.7% 
Professional, scientific, and management, and administrative 
and waste management 
8.4% 3.4% 
Educational services, and health care and social assistance 13.1% 16.7% 
Arts, entertainment, and recreation, and accommodation and 
food services 
13.9% 15.7% 
Other services, except public administration 5.8% 7.4% 
Public administration  4.6% 5.3% 
Table 2: Industry of Workers, Rangeley 2000-2010. Source: 2000 data come from US 
Census, 2010 data come from American Community Survey, selected economic 
characteristics, 5 year estimates 2011-2015. 
 
Third, and finally, I offer an important caveat to working at the local upscale restaurant. 
On the whole, it was one of the most expensive restaurants in town. Therefore, it attracted 
the second homeowners and tourists with more disposable income, and because of the 
quiet, upscale ambience of the restaurant it tended to attract fewer families with 
children.  Thus, my observations at this restaurant may very well have been different than 
had I worked at the local pizza place a few doors down. While these may be a limited 
source of data, it is representative of most of the instances in which second homeowners 
and permanent residents interact—through the second homeowners’ patronage of local 
business establishments. 
To capture the perspectives and experiences of permanent residents, I draw upon 
accounts of fourteen primary informants during my participant observation, with whom I 
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built rapport over the course of nine months in the field, and continually discussed a 
range of similar, pointed topics related to their relationships with and perceptions of 
second homeowners, as well as the meanings they associate with the town. Interviews 
with these permanent residents took place within the field (MacGregor 2010), and I was 
able to document not just what they said, but what they did, and the context in which 
their actions took place in everyday life. I came to know these informants through the 
jobs where I worked, through the local meetings I attended, and through neighborhood 
social ties. These informants represent a variety of local perspectives. They range from a 
retiree who recently moved to Rangeley, to a lifelong resident with family ties rooted in 
the town dating back to the founding years, to a single mother who moved to Rangeley 
over ten years ago to start anew. I systematically documented my interactions with and 
observations of these informants at the end of each day.  
Because the majority of my time in the field was spent with and from the vantage 
point of permanent residents, and because it is a primary aim of this project to uncover 
second homeowners’ values and processes, I supplement my ethnographic observations 
with interviews with thirty-seven second homeowners, across twenty-two interviews. 
Some interviews were conducted with husbands and wives and some with neighbors who 
wished to be interviewed together. Table 3 notes this distribution and the method of 
recruitment.  
I solicited participants through multiple access points in town to diversify my 
sample. I solicited participants through the jobs I worked—both of which had a high 
concentration of second homeowners who participate in and patronize both locations—
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through local meetings I attended, and through connections I made with permanent 
residents who connected me with their second homeowner friends. These interviews, 
which lasted from one to three hours were conducted at the places of the second 
homeowners’ choosing, which allowed me to observe part of their daily routines and 
practices (Kusenbach 2003).   
 Total People Total Interviews 
Rangeley Bistro 8 5 
The Mountain 9 5 
Real Estate Agents 5 3 
Snowball Through Local Residents 
and Other Second Homeowners 
15 9 
Total  37 22 
Table 3: Breakdown of Second Homeowner Sample by Method of Recruitment 
and Total Number of Individual People/Interviews per Recruitment Method 
 
Because I simultaneously identify as a Mainer and an out-of-stater—though I do 
not identify as a local resident, or as a second homeowner—I was able to traverse and 
gain entrée within and between both diverse groups in town. I come from a middle class 
family in central Maine and aspects of my personal history—identifying as a “Mainer,” 
coming from a family of farmers and manual laborers, and having a working knowledge 
of all of the primary outdoor recreation activities found in this area—gave me almost 
immediate entrée with permanent residents, and working at the mountain and bistro 
helped me build rapport, despite not being from Rangeley myself. On the other hand, my 
educational background coupled with living in a large urban area outside of Maine 
enabled me to build rapport with second homeowners who were not from Maine.  
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Case Selection and Methodology: Boston  
Case Selection 
Boston presents an important case with which to study urban second homeownership. 
Despite being a smaller global city, it mirrors the rise and concentration of second 
homeownership in other cities that have garnered the attention of journalists and policy 
makers alike (see Chapter 5). Articles in the Boston Globe are akin to the articles in the 
New York Times, which attempt to reveal the increasing phenomenon of vacant 
residences (Logan 2016b, 2016c, 2016d; McCluskey 2014).  
 To understand the current conditions of second homeowners in Boston, it is first 
central to take a historical look at Boston as a whole, and at the neighborhoods that, 
today, maintain a high concentration of second homeowners. In Figure 7, the areas of 
Boston that concentrate second homeowners are proximate to the central part of the city: 
Downtown, Back Bay, and the North End Waterfront. 
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Figure 7: Number of Second Homes by Census Tract, Suffolk County. Source: US 
Census 2010, “for seasonal, recreational, or occasional use.” 
 
 Between 1950 and 1960 Boston’s population dropped dramatically, which 
corresponded to the increase in populations living in the suburbs of the city (Allison 
2004; Ehrlich and Dreier 1999). To combat population loss and economic decline, Boston 
underwent a massive political and social upheaval throughout these decades. The Boston 
Redevelopment Authority, in corroboration with city leaders and local stakeholders, 
banded together to reconfigure a city in decline, with devastating consequences for 
minority neighborhoods (Ehrlich and Dreier 1999; Gans 1968). 
The specific trajectory of the primary neighborhoods in which second 
homeowners concentrate today—the North End/Waterfront, Downtown, and Back Bay—
is intrinsically linked to the stages of Boston’s decline and—highly contentious—
recovery. Planners and policy makers in Boston have expertly crafted these 
neighborhoods over decades, and the present conditions of the neighborhood are linked to 
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the long history of urban renewal and intentional redevelopment of these areas. The 
Central Artery was constructed in the 1950s, which “walled off the North End from 
downtown, cut off downtown from the waterfront, and tightly surrounded Chinatown 
with acres of asphalt and entrance ramps” (Allison 2004, p. 94). In the West End, 
tenement buildings were razed—and longtime working-class Italian, Jewish, and African 
American families were displaced—and new luxury high-rise condominium units took its 
place. Downtown, Scollay Square, once home to “vaudeville houses, boarding houses, 
taverns, and restaurants” was bulldozed, paving the way for Government Center, 
Boston’s “new” downtown (Allison 2004, p. 98). Similar projects forever changed the 
landscapes of the South End, with the demolition of the “blighted” New York streets, and 
East Boston, where Logan Airport overtook the neighborhood (Allison 2004).  
Throughout the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s various projects reshaped the central part 
of the city. Faneuil Hall was turned into a shopping and tourist destination, the Central 
Artery was depressed through the efforts of the Big Dig, and the Boston Harbor was 
cleaned up and turned into a leisure destination (Allison 2004). In a city report from the 
Boston Redevelopment Authority (herein the “BRA,” which is now, the Boston Planning 
and Development Association, herein the “BPDA”), the authority notes the ways in 
which these initiatives were intended to help propel the central part of the city to “evolve 
further” (Boston Redevelopment Authority 1988). 
At the time of the report in the 1980s, the BRA provides evidence for early- to 
mid-stages of gentrification taking place in the central city neighborhoods, “newcomers 
to downtown, West End, Waterfront and Bay Village…tend to be middle-aged and 
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younger adults who are well educated, employed in professional and managerial 
positions, and have relatively high income…and are predominantly white” (ibid, p. 3). 
While Chinatown and North End proper are included in the central neighborhood profile, 
the researchers at the BRA note the very different populace in these locales—primarily 
older, longtime “ethnic families” (ibid, p. 3). Along with the Back Bay and Beacon Hill 
districts, the central district maintained the highest median household income, and lowest 
percentage of people in poverty in 1985 (ibid). Furthermore, the central district witnessed 
a rise in housing units being converted from apartments to condominiums. The central 
district enjoyed the greatest share of investments among the planning districts, with $3.7 
billion in development between 1975 and 1989, over 40% of the entire city’s 
development investments (ibid, p. 25). While office development yielded the most 
investments, residential development made up a significant portion. As chapter five will 
reveal, these parts of the city now concentrate extremely high levels of affluence—
median household income, median home values, for instance—particularly in comparison 
to the rest of Boston. These areas are where second homeownership most heavily 
concentrates now, and the historical legacy of these neighborhoods—the strategic 
planning and reconfiguration of these neighborhoods by planners and policy makers—
provide the context for the rise of second homeownership as we know it today.   
Methodology  
To understand the motivations and practices of second homeowners in Boston, 
this case draws on twenty-four in-depth interviews with second homeowners. To provide 
contextual background for the perceptions of second homeowners and to gain an 
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understanding of how they do or do not engage in civic and political life, this paper 
furthermore relies on interviews with six community leaders, interviews with five real 
estate agents, and observations of civic organizations in Boston where second 
homeowners concentrate.  
Real estate agents were contacted by email. I determined which real estate 
companies to contact by selecting companies that specialize in high-end real estate in the 
neighborhoods with the highest concentration of second homeowners. The real estate 
agents I spoke with broadly specialize in areas proximate to the center of the city: The 
North End, Seaport, Downtown, Back Bay, and Beacon Hill. I furthermore contacted 
neighborhood associations in neighborhoods where second homeowners concentrate, and 
was able to connect with community leaders in Beacon Hill, Downtown, North 
End/Waterfront, South End, and Back Bay. I also interviewed a fundraising director at 
the Boston Symphony Orchestra and corresponded with an employee from the Boston tax 
assessor’s office.  
Second homeowners are an elusive population, in part because of their 
transience—the very essence of second homeownership means that they live between two 
or more places—and in part because many choose not to participate in the formal, public 
sphere of their second home communities (Brown-Saracino and Stiman 2017). Thus, to 
gain access to this population I relied on a wide variety of sampling methods. I solicited 
participants through real estate agents, neighborhood listservs and websites. Because 
many neighborhood listservs are private to those who live within the neighborhood, I 
relied on informants to post calls for participants on my behalf. I systematically targeted 
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the neighborhoods that have the highest concentration of second homeowners, and was 
successfully able to post calls for participants to the South End, Back Bay, Beacon Hill, 
Downtown, Jamaica Plain, and the North End/Waterfront. I furthermore turned to 
AirBnB and VRBO (Vacation Room by Owner/Homeaway), where I contacted members 
who explicitly mentioned in their listing that they use their property occasionally as a 
vacation home for themselves.  Finally, I utilized Boston’s tax assessment data to 
determine second homeowners in Boston. Using Boston’s tax assessment data, I first 
filtered for the rows with “No” in the column “Owner Occupied,” to capture non-
residents. Then, I filtered the rows for property type that included only single-family 
homes and condos, to capture homeownership. Then I filtered all rows that contained a 
Boston Zip code in the permanent mailing address. I then deleted all rows that contained 
any indication of a business (e.g. LLC, LTD, Corp, etc.) to better filter out residences 
used as rental properties or for other business purposes. This strategy has been used 
before (DeLaney and Pizzuti 2005); however, it is important to note the difficulty in 
parsing the intended use of each residential unit. An employee of the Boston assessor’s 
office explained that while the city tracks non-residents through their residential 
exemption, it is nearly impossible to decipher the differences between rental properties 
and those who own them for vacation or leisure use.    
 I then randomly contacted residents by mail, in which I asked a series of 
demographic questions and asked if they would like to participate in an in-depth 
interview. All interviews with second homeowners were done over the phone. The very 
difficulty of soliciting second homeowners for interviews, coupled with the difficulty of 
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setting up a time to meet in person—all opted to talk over the phone—reveals the 
characteristics of these homeowners and the many differences between them and those in 
the rural village. Second homeowners in Rangeley invited me over to their homes, and I 
often spent hours with them, chatting over coffee or sitting with them outside overlooking 
their home’s scenic views. Second homeowners in Boston rarely knew when they would 
be in town or if they had the time to meet with me once they were. At least three of the 
second homeowners I interviewed over the phone did so while they were themselves in 
transit—driving in a car, grocery shopping, or walking to pick their children up at school.    
For additional observational data, I attended ten community meetings where 
second homeowners most concentrate in Boston—the North End/Waterfront, Back Bay, 
and Downtown—in an attempt to measure the presence or absence of second 
homeowners in civic life. Altogether, this set of sampling methods provided me with a 
largely diverse group of second homeowners throughout many of the Boston 
neighborhoods. However, it is important to note that the findings in this dissertation are 
wholly dependent on who responded to inquires; many of the second homeowners I 
contacted declined to participate. Contacting second homeowners by mail yielded the 
most response. I coded my interviews looking for emerging themes and patterns about 
second homeowners’ locational choices, which uncovered two distinct orientations to 
Boston’s neighborhoods and engagement. Table 4 reveals the breakdown of the sample 
by method of recruitment. No second homeowners were successfully recruited from real 
estate agents or from neighborhood community leaders.  
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 Total Specter Speculator 
Neighborhood Listserv 5 4 1 
Mail-In Survey 11 5 6 
Airbnb/VRBO 6 6 0 
Personal Network 2 2 0 
Total 24 17 7 
Table 4: Breakdown of Second Homeowner Sample by Method of Recruitment and 
number of Specters/Speculators Per Method 
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CHAPTER THREE: SECOND HOMEOWNERSHIP IN CONTEXT 
 
The History of Second Homeownership 
 
“Second homes, weekend places, summer cottages—call them what you will, these are 
dwelling places that allow their owners to indulge in an outlook that they frequently deny 
themselves in their more serious residences. There is usually a relaxed informality…a 
deeply nostalgic tone…a slower pace…there is also a deep love of nature…The stress of 
twentieth century urban life makes the thought of a peaceful weekend deep in some 
natural setting one of the most appealing ideas imaginable” (Irvine 1990, p. xi).  
The Rural Retreat  
The image of the second home as a retreat, and escape, from urban life has early 
historical roots. Second homeownership has been traced back to Ancient Egypt and to 
classic Roman periods. “Seasonal migration from urban to rural residences has long been 
a feature of high society” (Coppock 1977, p. 4). Romans, for instance, “might have had 
as many as fifteen second homes or villas, among which they chose the one that was 
more pleasant at a given time of the year…many of the villas were sited on the coast or 
near other bodies of water” (ibid p. 4). Native Americans were also known to retreat to 
Cape May, New Jersey during the hot summer months to seek reprieve from the heat of 
their primary residences (Timothy 2004).  
Contemporary second homeownership in the United States has been historically 
linked to urbanization, the expansion of the economy, and technological advances. Lewis 
Mumford (1938) wrote: “a row of bungalows in the open country alongside an express 
highway is a ‘metropolitan fact’; so are the little heaps of weekend cabins by lake or 
stream or Oceanside. Their density and concentration may not be greater than that of a 
rural village, but in their mode of life, their amusement, their frame of social reference, 
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they are entirely metropolitan, hardly better or worse for being fifty miles away from the 
center (as cited in Clendenning et al. 2005, p. 6).  
There is consensus that the primary driver of the rise of second homes across the 
United States, or the “major motivation in the acquisition of a rural second home, is the 
desire to escape the pressures of city life” (Coppock 1977, p. 5). The second home as an 
escape from the city undergirds the explanations for the rise and prevalence of second 
homeownership throughout the twentieth century in Europe and across the United States 
(Clendenning et al. 2005). Ragatz (1977) explicitly links the rise of second 
homeownership in the United States to increasing urbanization. He argues:  
“A point has been reached in our society where the social product of urbanization 
is so great that many families have the freedom to own more than one of such 
expensive items as houses. Thus, through increases in leisure time and income, a 
sufficient amount of freedom has been achieved so that much of the city 
population can take advantage of rural pleasures such as space, fresh air, and 
scenery, and at the same time earn a living in an urban centre. The place of work 
and economic livelihood continues to be where economies of scale and division of 
labor provide the greatest benefits, but now these benefits are so great that people 
are free to return to the physical advantages of the country” (p. 183).  
The rise of second homeownership is not only linked to increased urbanization, but the 
increase in wealth and leisure time that is a byproduct of this very urbanization. And 
importantly, the geography of second homeownership was linked to the available 
transportation technology of the time—trains, cars, steam ships, for example (Löfgren 
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1999)—and therefore many second homes destinations developed in close proximity to 
urban centers (Lundgren 1974, Wolfe 1977), and long distance from second homes, even 
today, is a rare occurrence (Hall and Müller 2004).   
 Second homeowners, themselves, originated as urban elites during the industrial 
revolution who benefited from the increased wealth for the industrial class—the 
Rockefellers, Carnegies, and J.P. Morgan, to name a few (Jackson 1985). They sought 
out country estates proximate to the cities in which they lived (Jackson 1985). Between 
“1885 and 1905 they built neo-Gothic, neo-Renaissance, and Georgian structures as 
expansive and expensive as any Jane Austin’s England—one gentry after another…a few 
of these manor houses were intended solely for summer use and were put in remote 
locations…the most common location, however, was within reasonable commuting 
distance of a major metropolis” (Jackson 1985, p. 88). In Boston, too, affluent families 
such as the Boston Brahmins maintained “country estates” in Brookline, Longwood, 
Chestnut Hill, and all along the North Shore, to retreat from the summer heat in the city 
and consume a bucolic rural lifestyle (Farrell 1993).  
While second homeownership was typically attributed to—and accessible by—
elites, a few factors after World War II shaped the rise of second homeownership among 
middle class white families (Timothy 2004). The development of highways systems 
throughout the United States increased the access to more remote regions of the country 
and to less expensive land (Timothy 2004). During the same period, the rise of dual-
income earners helped to facilitate excess capital of many middle-class Americans, and 
“low interest rates in the early 2000s contributed to the affordability of second homes” 
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(Timothy 2004, p. 138). Importantly, there were tax breaks available to those who wished 
to purchase or build second homes. “Capital gains taxes could be avoided if a second 
home were purchased after the sale of another home, and tax dedications were made 
possible for certain types of second homes for various uses” (Timothy 2004, p. 138).   
 Despite the democratization of second homeownership, the image of the second 
homeowner as an urban elite seeking refuge from the city in the rural countryside—and 
the palpable unease with such an image—still holds true today. Corey Dolgon (2005) 
explains this trajectory in his analysis of the Hamptons:  
“Long before the Twin Towers fell on 9/11, New York City residents had tried to 
escape their apocalyptic fears of urban life. In the late nineteenth century, 
concerns over congestion, filth, and crime inspired wealthier residents to created 
what Leo Marx called a “middle landscape” somewhere between the chaos, 
garbage, and immigrant-dense metropolis and the “uncivilized,” “provincial” and 
“poor countryside.” Members of America’s new ruling class found Long Island 
more appealing than their estates in Newport and their Bungalows in Bar Harbor, 
Maine, primarily because of the Island’s proximity to the city…Despite the 
cultural attractions of the city and the economic need to remain tied to city life, 
concern over urbanism’s characteristic social problems led more and more people 
of means to seek refuge outside the core city” (Dolgon 2005, p. 46). 
Today, the Hamptons is made up of McMansions occupied by New York’s super-elite, 
who accumulated exorbitant levels of wealth in the finance, insurance, and real estate 
industries throughout the global economic restructuring in 1980s and 1990s (Dolgon 
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2005). Importantly, the theme of “noir” that pervades the cultural images of the city has 
served as an explanatory variable for the rise of urban elites seeking an escape in idyllic 
rural locales (Davis 2006; Dolgon 2005). The rise in second home destinations such as 
Aspen, Colorado have also been linked to the transformation of wealth for urban elites 
(Park and Pellow 2011).  
 Thus, the rise of the second homeowner, and the distribution of second 
homeownership, has been historically connected to urbanization and the expansion of the 
economy, which provided urban elites with the necessary capital and the leisure time to 
escape to the rural countryside. Furthermore, the experience of contemporary urban 
life—the heat, the chaos, the fears, the broader themes of “noir” (Davis 2006)—provide 
the necessary conditions for those who resided in cities the desire to escape to the 
countryside. That the city is a place to escape from and the rural countryside is a place to 
escape to has an enduring legacy in the cultural frames of Europeans and Americans (Bell 
1992, 1994; Hummon 1990; Williams 1975).  
This image has been foundational in the literature that grapples with the in-
migration of second homeowners—and amenity migrants more broadly—into rural 
locales. Of particular importance are the ways in which scholars have contributed the 
cultural clashes between second homeowners and permanent residents to the cultural and 
attitudinal differences between urban residents and rural residents (Armstrong and 
Stedman 2013; Clendenning et al. 2005; Gosnell and Abrams 2011). The problem of 
urban people—or urbanism—moving into rural locales is as old as the community 
question itself (Vidich and Bensman 1968). Understanding these clashes has become 
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particularly important because over the past few decades, due to the “great rural 
transformation,” instigated by large-scale socio-economic, technological, and global 
changes, new—oftentimes urban—residents are moving into rural destinations (Lichter 
and Brown 2011; Salamon 2007; Woods 2010b) Price and Clay (1980) wrote about the 
in-migration of urbanites into rural destinations. They argue that new urban residents 
hold urban culture and values and impart these values onto rural communities:  
“As more and more urbanites in their disdain for city life have been attracted to 
the surrounding countryside, their collective voice on many political and social 
concerns has become increasingly audible to the longer-term rural residents. 
Imparting modern values and normative expectations, coupled with sophisticated 
tastes in the arts and dress and a preference for ‘contemporary’ living, these 
newcomers are unit carriers of the urban culture, aspects of which are sometimes 
found to be irreconcilable with the local sociocultural system” (p. 14). 
While this particular argument is centered on the in-migration of permanent newcomers, 
the general idea about who rural in-migrants are holds true for second homeowners 
(Clendenning et al. 2005). Lichter and Brown (2011) summarize the changes rural areas 
have experienced in an “urban society.” Of note, rural destinations have become 
“landscapes of consumption” for urban residents.  New “rural places of consumption 
provide spatial arenas for interaction between rural natives and urban visitors…many 
urban dwellers own second homes and pay local property taxes in rural areas rich in 
natural amenities” (p. 575). In these cases, scholars document how urban second 
homeowners seek to inscribe their urban tastes and preferences onto the rural landscape 
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(Dolgon 2005), which has been shown to conflict with the values of longtime residents; 
second homeowners often have more “protectionist attitudes and values” over the 
landscape, whereas permanent residents “tend to have more utilitarian orientation toward 
the resource and its management” (Clendenning et al. 2005, p. 5).  
Scholars that study culture clash in rural amenity destinations attribute conflicting 
ideas over land use policies and practices and community related issues to the very idea 
that second homeowners are urbanites (Clendenning et al. 2005; Gosnell and Abrams 
2011). In their review of the drivers of amenity migration, Gosnell and Abrams (2011) 
argue that “perhaps the most important social dynamic related to amenity migration in 
rural areas is the construction and importation of rural ideals by the primarily urban in-
migrants…these ideals of rurality often conflict with understandings of land and 
community among long-standing rural residents” (p. 309; see also Halfacree 1994). 
Scholars suggest that urban residents who seek out rural landscapes wish to preserve the 
“rural idyll” associated with these landscapes, which is often found to be at odds with 
longtime residents of the area (Clendenning et al. 2005). Partially explaining these 
findings is the locational focus of a great deal of second home research, which centers on 
newly developing areas on the rural fringe of cities—i.e., the suburbanization and 
exurbanization of rural land (Hull 2012; Salamon 2007). 
 The literature presented thus far can be summarized in three main premises. First, 
second homeowners are framed as urban residents seeking refuge from the “ills” of 
modern city life in the rural countryside. Second, because second homeowners are urban 
residents, their urban values form the basis of conflict between themselves and the 
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longtime rural residents. Third, their values are necessarily distinct and incompatible 
from those of the longtime residents, who hold rural values and maintain different ideas 
over the form and function of rural landscapes. Ultimately, in borrowing from Mumford 
(1938), second homeownership has broadly been conceived of as a “metropolitan fact;” 
that is, its form, function, and outcomes for local rural populations is intimately tied to 
larger processes of urbanization, suburbanization and exurbanization, large scale 
technological advances, and urbanism.  
The Functionality of the Urban Second Home 
The historical narrative of second homeownership traces the ways in which urban 
residents sought refuge from the ills of the modern, urban world. The definition and 
emphasis of second homes has been defined by this function. However, historians have 
highlighted the various forms urban second homeownership has assumed in cities from 
the nineteenth century and onward.  
Throughout the decades, the urban second home has been framed in opposition to 
the rural second home. The rural second home was framed as a site of retreat and 
tranquility, away from modern industrial capitalism. The urban second home, however, 
has been framed as a functional dwelling unit for elites to either occupy occasionally or 
as a way for them to invest—or launder—their money.  
 Historians note the rise of palace hotels in cities, which offered elite residents a 
pied-a-terre within the city at the turn of the twentieth century (Groth 1994). Like the rise 
of rural second homeowners, the occupancy within a palace hotel unit was linked to the 
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rise of urbanization and the expansion of the elite industrial class. Groth (1994) explains 
this trajectory:  
“The rapidly expanding size of corporations and the sheer number of large 
business organizations after 1900 meant a marked expansion in the number of 
highly paid and fairly mobile white-collar employees. Developers made ample 
provisions in the new palace hotels for this infusion of investors, lawyers, 
bankers, brokers, financial analysis, and other professionals looking for expensive 
hotel rooms.... on opening [of the Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco], half of the 
rooms were reserved for permanent guests who needed a downtown pied-a-terre.” 
(Groth 1994, p. 35).  
Plantation owners in the rural south, too, owned urban residences—Annapolis, 
Charleston, or Savannah, for example—as a way to be closer in proximity to commercial 
establishments and escape from disease in the hot summer months (Irvine 1990; Timothy 
2004).  
Scholars have similarly noted the use of pied-a-terres in the latter half of the 
twentieth century. These homes, however, are considered different from second homes in 
rural areas because they are used for “non-recreational purposes” (Coppock 1977). In 
fact, Coppock (1977) argues, “the urban pied-a-terre in the large city show similar 
relationship to permanent home, except that occupation is weekly rather than seasonal. 
Here… it is the first home which provides the opportunity for rest and relaxation, the 
pied-a-terre being related primarily to the needs of work and intended to reduce the 
inconvenience and strain of commuting” (p. 3). Thus, while Coppock acknowledges the 
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existence of urban second homes—pied-a-terres—their function is juxtaposed against the 
function of the rural second home. It is not a vacation home in the way that rural second 
homes are, but a utilitarian housing unit for those who work in the city but wish not to 
live there permanently. Historically, the narrative of the second home in the city is 
intimately tied to its function for wealthy elites or business class. 
Today, contemporary urban changes have brought into the limelight a new form 
of urban second homeownership. While there is debate over the precise label for the 
contemporary changes taking place—super-gentrification, advanced gentrification, 
upscaling, ascent, to name a few—there is resounding consensus that core parts of select 
cities are increasing in affluence and exclusivity (Baum-Snow and Hartley 2016; Birch 
2009; Butler and Lees 2006; Hyra 2015; Lees 2003; Owens 2012). Over the past few 
decades, neighborhoods that have long-since gentrified, and are in close proximity to the 
downtown areas of cities, have populations that are increasingly better educated, have 
higher incomes, and are more white (Baum-Snow and Hartley 2016). This is attributed to 
large-scale social and economic restructuring over the past few decades (Logan and 
Molotch 1987; Sassen 2004; Smith 1996; Zukin 1987b). Scholars have extensively 
documented the rise of gentrification and middle class reinvestment back into the city 
(Butler and Robson 2003; Smith 1996), the increase of global capital flows in and 
through select cities (Friedmann 1986; Sassen 2004), as well as the shift to postindustrial 
forms of production and consumption (Greenberg 2008; Zukin 1995).    
In a seminal essay on the scope of gentrification, (Lees 2003) coins the term 
“super-gentrification” in reference the curious case of gentrification in Brooklyn Heights. 
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While previous work on gentrification has centered on the in-migration of middle class 
families back into the cities, and the subsequent displacement of low-income residents 
(Butler 1997; Glass 1964; Ley 1994a), Lees (2003) documents the transformation of an 
already gentrified neighborhood, whereby upper and upper-middle class residents 
displace upper-middle and middle class residents and turn the neighborhood into an 
increasingly exclusive elite enclave. In her analysis, she documents the history of one 
brownstone in Brooklyn Heights and the transformation of owners—and their varying 
orientations to the building and the neighborhood—throughout the years. What was once 
a multi-family unit occupied by low-income Irish families through the 1960s, 70s, and 
80s, turned over to a British woman in the 1990s who worked in finance, paid cash for 
the unit, and renovated the unit into a single-family brownstone. In 2000, the house was 
sold again, gutted, and upgraded into a luxury unit with a new floor plan, walk in closets, 
and a Jacuzzi. Lees (2003) links the changes she documents in Brooklyn Heights to the 
global economic changes which infused those in FIRE (finance, insurance, and real 
estate) with excess wealth—enough to pay cash for a new unit. Thus, this literature 
suggests that there is something fundamentally different about the new class of residents 
occupying the central part of the city compared to previous waves of in-migrants. 
The image of many these new in-migrants can be found in a plethora of news 
articles that have been published over the past six years. In 2011, The New York Times 
ran a story titled, “Homes Dark and Lifeless, Kept By Out of Towners,” which traces the 
rise of pied-a-terres owned by affluent non-residents in New York City’s most expensive 
neighborhoods (Roberts 2011). In the article, a resident of Park Avenue describes his 
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neighborhood as “like a ghost town... It’s dark on this street at night, and I’m not talking 
about the summer people in the Hamptons” (ibid). According to this resident, it is not the 
summer people who make the city “like a ghost town,” but instead those whose 
permanent residence is elsewhere and own homes in New York City for vacation or 
leisure use. Since this article and others like it, there has been an increase in news articles 
describing the in-migration of new wealthy residents into affluent neighborhoods in 
global cities—New York, London, Vancouver, even L.A. (Lyall 2013; Roberts 2011).  
Indeed, the rise of vacant residences across elite neighborhoods has preoccupied 
journalists and policy makers alike. These residents are often described as the super elite 
or wealthy international buyers who invest in real estate as a way to safeguard or launder 
their money. More recently, the focus has shifted to shell companies who purchase real 
estate and leave the homes completely vacant (Saul and Story 2015b, 2015a; Story and 
Bertrab 2015; Story and Saul 2015a, 2015b). The New York Times has dedicated an 
entire series, titled “Towers of Secrecy,” to this very topic (Saul and Story 2015b), and 
NPR’s Planet Money podcast dedicated an entire show, “How to Hide a Million Dollars 
in Plain Sight,” wading through a host of shell companies to track down who owns the 
vacant apartment, 5B, in New York (Marritz and Kestenbaum 2016.).  
These articles trace the implications of this rise. Story and Saul (2015) note that 
cities like New York actually encouraged the “Stream of Foreign Wealth” into the real 
estate market through tax breaks. The logic of this strategy is that the new wealth elites 
would invest their money in the cities that they have homes in and the money would 
“trickle down to the doormen, concierges, cleaners, drivers and construction workers, as 
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well as to the shopkeepers and restaurateurs who sell $5,000 handbags and $450 sushi 
dinners” (ibid). However, the authors explain the flaw in this logic. Interviewing James 
Parrott, of the Fiscal Policy Institute, he explains: “in terms of the local economy, you 
don’t have people who are going to plays, going to restaurants…They’re not spending at 
the dry cleaners, the grocers and all of that, so it deprives New York of all that local 
multiplier effect.” Because the influx of wealthy elites did not have the same benefit as 
intended—Bloomberg also suggested that the influx of money into New York real estate 
would infuse the government with more money to help low-income residents—Parrott 
and the institute want to impose a “graduated tax on pieds-a-terre worth $5 million or 
more…the group estimates it would generate $665 million a year in revenue for the city, 
mostly from owners of the approximately 445 apartments valued at more than $25 
million (ibid).” Other global cities—Paris, Vancouver, London to name a few—are 
grappling with this issue and considering imposing similar increased taxes to mitigate the 
in-migration of new transient residents, and/or simply benefit from their in-migration 
(Lee-Young 2017; O’Sullivan 2016; Pegg 2016).  
These articles have grabbed the attention of academics. Recent research suggests 
that the rise of vacant residences across global cities is linked to the financialization of 
real estate, which corroborates many of the arguments suggested by contemporary public 
discourse (Story and Saul 2015b). The increase in vacant residences, it is argued, is 
linked to the rise of international wealth elites using real estate as a “safe deposit box” 
(Fernandez et al. 2016; Hay and Muller 2012; Rogers and Koh 2017). Fernandez et al. 
(2016) suggest that “the use value of these properties is limited to their investors—most 
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of these properties are rarely lived in. They function primarily as a ‘store of value’ of 
which the exchange value is expected to remain stable at the least and appreciate 
significantly at best” (p. 2446). These scholars term those who buy these properties 
“transnational wealth elites” because, “this group has roots somewhere but their wealth is 
generally invested internationally, its members travel intensively between different cities 
and countries, and their social formation and networks are more international than 
national in nature…[and] takes seriously the international political economy of this 
group” (p. 2447).  
While (Fernandez et al. 2016) acknowledge the heterogeneity of transnational 
wealth elites, their emphasis of this heterogeneity rests exclusively on the multiple ways 
that such elites use the property for financial gain. They explain:  
“There is a group of Buy-to-Live super-rich buyers who spend the majority of 
their time in either city. The other two groups of elite buyers are those who Buy-
To-Let and Buy-To-Leave. While the former rent out their properties, the latter 
leave the units vacant. The Buy-To-Let elite investors overlap with a broader 
group of investors that are part of the rising ‘private landlordism’” (Fernandez 
2016 et al, p. 2447; citing Leyshon and French 2009; Ronald & Kadi 2016).  
There are important consequences to the rise of vacant properties purchased by 
international wealth elites, who prioritize the exchange value over the use value. 
Fernandez et al. (2016) note that the rise in wealth elites purchasing such properties 
means that city neighborhoods will become void of people, and the property values of 
these areas of the city will exponentially increase, pushing out lower, middle, and upper-
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middle income residents—which, they argue is linked to larger processes of “super-
gentrification” (p. 2454; see also Butler and Lees 2006; Lees 2003).  Similar to the causes 
of the rise of McMansions in the Hamptons (Dolgon 2005), these scholars suggest that 
the rise of vacant residences in elite neighborhoods in global cities is inextricably linked 
to the restructuring of the global economy throughout the 1980s and 1990s, which 
infused those occupied in finance, insurance, and real estate with exorbitant levels of 
wealth, which they housed in the real estate market (Butler and Lees 2006; Fernandez et 
al. 2016; Lees 2003; Sassen 2004).  
Ultimately, the historical context and image of urban second homeownership has 
largely been tied to the ways wealth elites purchase a second home for utilitarian pursuits 
or invest—or hide—their money through real estate. The image of the urban second 
homeowner has been tied to the elite, global capitalist class, and the contemporary 
concern about their real estate purchases has centered on tracing their financial 
investments and emphasizing their elusiveness.  
Conclusion 
This chapter has presented the image of the urban and rural second homeowner 
and second homeownership, revealing the ways in which the emergence of both is tied to 
socio-economic transformations in the city and the rural countryside. Furthermore, the 
prevailing image of the second home as a rural retreat from the city has been fundamental 
in explaining the implications of second homeownership. Urban second homeownership 
has been framed in opposition to rural second homeownership; urban second homes are a 
way for elites to either maintain a utilitarian pied-a-terre for work, or to invest or hide 
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their money. Importantly, in each case, the motivations for owning a second home is tied 
to how second homeowners impact each locale. In rural areas, because second 
homeowners are escaping from the “ills” of the modern, urban world, their engagements 
with their rural second home locales are guided by this logic. Second homeowners are 
thought to impart their urban values onto rural landscapes, and rural residents are shown 
to decry their in-migration. Urban second homeowners’ motivations, too, are similarly 
constructed as influencing their engagements. However, because their motivations are 
framed as purely financial, their engagements with the city is characterized by their 
absence and the concern about their in-migration centers exclusively on rising property 
values.  
 It is within this context that the following two chapters grapple with the influx of 
second homeowners in both urban and rural destinations. I ask how their motivations for 
buying a second home and their experiences in these destinations guide their 
engagements therein. I hold the findings in each chapter up to the images presented here, 
contributing to and challenging these very notions. In the final chapter of this manuscript, 
I draw upon chapters 3, 4, and 5 to reassess the meaning of second homeownership in the 
context of the twenty-first century. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE VENERABLE VISITOR 
 “The subject of the natives of Maine versus the summer people and the tourists is so 
complicated that it can be approached only by a gymnast or preferably a trapeze artist of 
eccentric talent…For unless you were born in the State and can prove it, there is no such 
thing as total acceptance. If you entered life only ten feet short of the State line while 
your mother was being rushed by ambulance toward a Maine maternity hospital, you’re 
still ‘from away.’ But while the natives form a fraternity you may never quite join, they 
offer you—tacitly—a series of steps toward the achievement of their trust and affection. 
The first step is marked ‘tourist.’ Here you could remain under scrutiny for years…if you 
keep coming back each season, it proves you must like them, so there must be some good 
in you. And therefore you advance to ‘Summer Visitor’ or ‘Summer Person.’ Try to make 
it the former. It’s nearer to the native’s heart.” (Smith 1980, p. 192)   
 
Introduction  
Building on the research presented in the previous chapter, this chapter unravels a 
theoretical puzzle. The literature on the relationship between second homeowners and 
permanent residents—as well as the literature that broadly grapples with the in-migration 
of residents into new locales—would predict two outcomes in Rangeley. First, it would 
predict that second homeowners would be viewed as a problematic exogenous force, 
disrupting permanent residents’ construction of rurality. Second, it would predict that 
because second homeowners and permanent residents have distinct engagements and 
locations within Rangeley, their values would be necessarily incompatible. However, the 
data in this chapter document two surprising findings. First, both second homeowners and 
permanent residents agree that second homeowners are not a problematic exogenous 
force, but in fact part of what makes Rangeley distinct and uphold its rurality. Second, 
despite their disparate orientations to and engagements with the town, second 
homeowners and permanent residents are able to build consensus over Rangeley’s 
distinct qualities.  
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In what follows I document the construction of the venerable visitor, which 
situates second homeowners as a deserving local resident, and enables both second 
homeowners and permanent residents to build consensus. I furthermore document the two 
primary conditions of this narrative and the ways in which it operates in local daily life. 
The two conditions require that: (1) second homeowners contribute to the local economy 
through their consumption practices, and (2) second homeowners both downplay class 
distinctions between themselves and permanent residents, and appreciate their hard work. 
Furthermore, because both agree on the value second homeowners lend to Rangeley, this 
narrative guides and explains how both groups engage with the town; second 
homeowners pursue that which they associate with themselves, and permanent residents 
actively try to bring in more second homeowners. In the final sections of this chapter, I 
document the ways in which the venerable visitor is both upheld and challenged through 
interaction. Second homeowners’ patronage of and participation in commercial 
establishments provides an important site of contact between the two groups who would 
otherwise have very little interaction. Moreover, these sites provide a bounded space for 
both groups to interact with each other in a way that upholds the conditions of the 
venerable visitor. However, second homeowners’ status as venerable is revoked when 
they disrupt the two core tenants detailed above: (1) when second homeowners challenge 
permanent residents’ productive pursuits, and (2) when second homeowners manifest the 
class differences between themselves and permanent residents. These breaches help to 
underscore the primary conditions of the narrative.  
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 Altogether, this chapter reveals precisely how second homeowners are not 
viewed as an exogenous force, and why their distinct orientations to the town do not 
prohibit them from agreeing over Rangeley’s distinct qualities. Collectively, this chapter 
broadens our vision of the variable ways in which rural place distinction can emerge and 
the conditions under which it varies, and articulates how two local groups with 
presumably divergent interests are able to agree on what makes a place distinct.  
Theoretical Background 
Sources of Place Distinction 
This research draws on the tools set forth by those who study the meanings 
associated with a place, how they are constructed, and how these meanings come to shape 
local life (Alkon and Traugot 2008; Bell 1994; Brown-Saracino 2015; Hummon 1990; 
Kaufman and Kaliner 2011; Milligan 1998; Paulsen 2004). Since the early years within 
human ecology, scholars have been attuned to how the cultural features of a place, such 
as “sentiment and symbolism,” act as key variables in the formation of a place (Firey 
1945; Hunter 1982). More recently, scholars have looked to how the qualities of a place, 
beyond major distinctions—rural/urban, New England/Southern—account for a place’s 
distinction and shape its contours (Brown-Saracino 2015; Kaufman and Kaliner 2011; 
Paulsen 2004). By uncovering the values and meanings people construct and attribute to a 
place, scholars are able to key into why people move there, how they spend their time and 
money, and how they do or do not engage in civic and political action (Bell 1994; 
Brown-Saracino 2010; Deener 2007; Kaufman and Kaliner 2011). Altogether, attention 
to a place’s character enables scholars to “draw attention to salient features, elaborate 
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their special local meanings, and come to understand how the specificity of place shapes 
local life” (Paulsen 2004, p. 246). I adopt this approach to understand local community 
dynamics in Rangeley.  
The sources of place distinction, or the meanings and local accounts of a place’s 
unique qualities, are often contentious in places that experience an in-migration of new 
residents (Anderson 1990; Bell 1994; Breen 1996; Brown-Saracino 2010; Deener 2007; 
Dolgon 2005; Pattillo 2008; Salamon 2007). The different race, class, and socioeconomic 
statuses of new and longtime residents often exacerbate these contestations. In many 
cases, the newer, more affluent residents often hold the power to choose what makes a 
place valuable and work to preserve this value (Anderson 1990; Breen 1996; Dolgon 
2005). In some cases, newcomers try to disassociate their new communities from the 
longtime residents, and poor and minority groups (Anderson 1990; Dolgon 2005; Park 
and Pellow 2011; Smith 1996). This has been documented in the ways that gentrifiers 
often seek to distance their new neighborhoods from its association with longtime Black 
residents (Anderson 1990; Smith 1996), or in natural amenity-rich destinations where 
affluent newcomers are spatially isolated and seek to distance themselves from the 
longtime residents and immigrants who sustain their vacationland (Dolgon 2005; Park 
and Pellow 2011; Winkler 2013). Others, however, have documented the ways in which 
newcomers sometimes seek to preserve and live alongside certain longtime residents, by 
selectively preserving the “authentic oldtimer” (Brown-Saracino 2010). However, in all 
of these cases—even in cases where newcomers seek to prevent the social and physical 
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dislocation of longtime residents—longtime residents often oppose the influx of these 
newcomers (Spain 1993; Salamon 2007; Brown-Saracino 2010; Martinez 2010).  
Contested Meanings in Changing Rural Landscapes 	
In rural amenity-rich destinations, these contestations take a specific form. In 
recent years, rural landscapes have undergone the “great rural transformation,” due to 
large-scale socio-economic, technological, and global changes, which have facilitated a 
new cohort of—oftentimes urban—residents moving to rural destinations (Lichter and 
Brown 2011; Salamon 2007; Woods 2010b). In the wake of these large-scale changes, 
the images and narratives of the “rural idyll,” which “imagines the rural to be a place of 
peace, tranquility and simple virtue, contrasted with the bustle and brashness of the city,” 
have endured and even strengthened (Woods 2010a, p. 21; see also Lichter and Brown 
2011; Logan 1996). While meanings of rurality are often contested, multiple, fluid, and 
can vary between and among different people and groups (Heley and Jones 2012; Woods 
2005), the rural idyll underpins the reasons why newcomers move to amenity-rich 
destinations and how they shape it, and is furthermore often found to be at odds with 
longtime residents’ own conceptions of rurality and their community’s identity (Gosnell 
and Abrams 2011; Salamon 2007; Spain 1993; Woods 2010b). While some scholars have 
documented that permanent newcomers and longtime residents are sometimes more 
similar along a range of demographic and social characteristics (Hiner 2014; Smith and 
Krannich 2000), the different meanings newcomers and longtime residents associate with 
rural life oftentimes leads to divergent views of land-use policies and practices, rooted in 
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conflicting ideas over the consumption or production of the landscape (Gosnell and 
Abrams 2011; Larsen and Hutton 2012; Nesbitt and Weiner 2001; Spain 1993; Woods 
2005). Furthermore, longtime residents have been shown to construct rurality as 
inherently incompatible with non-rural, urban people and view their in-migration as a 
problematic exogenous social and economic force (Salamon 2007; Bell 1994). In exurban 
England, for instance, longtime residents use conceptions of idyllic rural life and their 
identity as authentic “country people” as a way to construct local membership and 
belonging, and as a way to discount newcomers’, or “city people’s” sense of community 
membership (Bell 1994). Altogether, this suggests that constructions of rurality serve as 
an important source of identity formation, community inclusion and exclusion, and 
justification for land-use policies and practices. Importantly, this suggests that non-
residents are at odds with rural community identity and ideology.  
Second Homeowners in Rural Landscapes  	
While scholarship on amenity-rich rural destinations tends to focus on the sources 
of contestations or consensus among permanent new residents and longtime residents, 
scholars have begun to pay specific analytic attention to the role of second homeowners 
in these destinations and the contestations between permanent residents and this 
particular group of in-migrants (Armstrong and Stedman 2013; Jennings and Krannich 
2013; Schewe et al. 2012; Stedman 2006). Second homeowners and permanent residents 
are shown to attach different meanings to community and place (Armstrong and Stedman 
2013; Jennings and Krannich 2013; Schewe et al. 2012; Stedman 2006). For instance, 
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second homeowners become attached to place through “environmental quality” and as an 
escape from “day-to-day cares,” (Stedman 2006, p. 187), or become attached to the 
community through participation in local community activities (Jennings and Krannich 
2013). Meanwhile, permanent year-round residents’ attachment to place is borne from 
their social networks and community meanings (Stedman 2006), and they become 
attached to the community through social bonds (Jennings and Krannich 2013). 
Moreover, year-round permanent residents often perceive more culture clash than the 
second homeowners, in many ways because of seasonal in-migration (Armstrong and 
Stedman 2013).  
In these locales, there are varying explanations—class differences, residential 
segregation, and environmental privilege (Dolgon 2005, Park & Pellow 2011, Winkler 
2013)—for what produces these contestations. Much like the in-migration of permanent 
newcomers, previous research suggests that the in-migration of second homeowners is 
necessarily incompatible with longtime residents’ community values and land use 
practices (Clendenning et al. 2005; Gosnell and Abrams 2011; Jaakson 1986). As the 
previous chapter details, this incompatibility is borne from second homeowners’ different 
vision of rurality than longtime residents, because second homeowners are framed as 
urban denizens who bring urban values into rural locations (Clendenning et al. 2005; 
Green et al. 1996). Urban values—and desires to escape urban life—foster second 
homeowners’ stronger preferences for the preservation of the natural landscape and 
opposition to growth and development initiatives, which is at odds with longtime 
residents’ productive view of the landscape (Clendenning et al. 2005; Gosnell and 
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Abrams 2011; Green et al. 1996). While Armstrong and Stedman (2013) suggest that the 
urban-rural dichotomy is perhaps an incomplete frame for studying the relationship 
between the second homeowners and permanent residents, they hypothesize that 
everyday cultural practices of second homeowners “are incongruent with permanent 
residents’ lived experiences,” which lead to increased perceptions of clash for permanent 
residents (p. 340).  
While this body of literature productively pushes forward our understanding of 
second homeowners’ values and attitudes related to amenity-rich destinations, we still do 
not yet know who or what serves as the source of place distinction nor do we know how 
this does or does not align with longtime residents in everyday life. Moreover, scholars 
have rightly attended to the types of clash, tension, and attachment to community and 
place between and among second homeowners and permanent residents (Armstrong & 
Stedman 2013), however these findings rely on mail-in surveys to understand these 
differences. This project adds to this body of literature by uncovering the everyday 
interactional relationship between second homeowners and permanent residents. In doing 
so this analysis uncovers the conditions of these tensions in everyday life between second 
homeowners and permanent residents and the local factors that produce them, and 
furthermore demonstrates the conditions under which both groups are able to build 
consensus—despite their differences—over Rangeley’s distinct qualities.  
By inductively looking at the qualities that both groups construct as distinct about 
Rangeley, a more complete story can be told, not only of the meanings both groups attach 
to Rangeley, but significantly, how these meanings work to shape the contours of local 
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life. This chapter bridges the questions set forth by the literature by examining the role of 
both rurality, and second homeowners themselves, play in second homeowners’ and 
permanent residents’ construction of Rangeley’s place distinction, and also by unearthing 
the specific local qualities that serve as the source of its value.  
Methodology and Case Selection  
Methods 
To unearth the sources of place distinction for second homeowners and permanent 
residents, and how this shapes the form and function of local life, I rely on ethnographic 
observations collected over the course of nine months, which is supplemented with in-
depth interviews with second homeowners, and interviews that took place within the field 
with permanent residents. For a more extensive review of the methodology, see Chapter 
2.   
Case Selection: Rangeley, Maine  
Rangeley, Maine is nestled in the Western Mountains of Northern Maine, near the 
border of Canada and New Hampshire. Akin to many New England towns, Rangeley 
emerged as a farming community. However, during the late 1800s Rangeley also began 
to grow as a popular tourist destination for summer sports enthusiasts. Many would flock 
to Rangeley to hunt, fish, and fly-fish in the quiet forests, mountains, and lakes of 
Northern Maine (Ellis 1983). To accommodate this influx and demand of tourists, a 
narrow gauge railroad was built—though it has since been discontinued—that could take 
visitors to Rangeley from all over New England. Because of this, summer homes and 
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vacationers have a long legacy in Rangeley. Visitors from all over New England would 
travel to Rangeley’s “fishing camps” to enjoy the outdoors and catch “award-winning” 
trout (Palmer 2004; Priest 2009).  
The influx of newcomers to the small village—a little over 1100 permanent 
residents—is nothing new. For quite a long time Rangeley has been dependent on tourism 
(Priest 2009). Currently, the housing stock is over 57% second homeowners (US Census 
2010). As Table 2 from Chapter 2 demonstrates, over the past 10 years the town has seen 
an increase in service-sector, tourism-based jobs to the area, for which the majority of the 
local permanent population is employed; restaurant, retail, and recreation make up the 
largest portion of employed residents. Rangeley is overwhelmingly white, with a median 
age of 51 and a median household income of $51,250 (US Census 2010, American 
Community Survey 2010-2014). The median age in Rangeley is significantly higher than 
other locales, particularly in comparison to its county, Franklin County, which has a 
median age of 43 years old. This is because Rangeley has become a popular retirement 
destination over the past few decades.  
 
Second Homeowners and Permanent Residents in Everyday Life  
Second homeowners and permanent residents2 occupy distinct orientations to 
everyday local life in Rangeley, both in their relationship to the production and 
consumption of the town and also where each group resides. These differences are 																																																								
2 While there are many different ways to subdivide those who reside in vacation 
destinations (Hiner 2011), “second homeowner” and “permanent resident” (or, 
sometimes colloquially “local”) is often how each group self-identifies and identifies 
each other.  
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important to disentangle because scholars often attribute conflict over what makes a place 
distinct—and thus conflicting views over the form and function of the town—to these 
very differences (Spain 1993). In what follows I document these orientations, which lay 
the foundation for the remainder of the analysis.  
Second Homeowners 
Second homeowners in my sample almost exclusively own homes in non-urban 
locales. In fact, the majority of second homeowners in Rangeley actually hail from 
Maine, a mostly non-urban state.  In Rangeley’s tax assessment data, out of the 2342 
property assessments in the sample, 1167 are “second homeowners,” that is, people who 
own property in Rangeley, but Rangeley is not their primary residence. This closely 
aligns (almost 50%) with the census data, which cites 57% of the housing stock in 
Rangeley is labeled “for seasonal, recreational, or occasional use” (Census 2010)3.  Given 
these data, I aggregated the total number of residents that come from each state. The 
largest percent of the total number of second homeowners come from Maine, 38%, which 
mirrors my own sample. Of the 450 second homeowners from Maine only 37, or 8%, are 
coming from the top five most populous cities in Maine: Portland (population 66,194), 
Lewiston (population 36,592), Bangor (population 33,039), South Portland (population 
25,002), and Auburn (population 23,055) (Census 2010). Only 7.5% of the total second 
																																																								
3 While I critique this method in Chapter 2, given that the majority of Rangeley’s vacant 
housing stock is “for seasonal, recreational, or occasional use,” and not other types of 
vacant properties (e.g., for rent, for sale, or other), it can more closely capture the 
permanent residences of second homeowners. It furthermore aligns with the census 
estimates on second homeownership in the town.  
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homeowner population comes from New York or New Jersey. Table 5 demonstrates this 
distribution.  
 
State Count (1167) Percent of Total (2342) 
Maine 450 38.5% 
Massachusetts 272 23.3% 
New Hampshire 99 8.4% 
New York 47 4.0% 
Connecticut 46 3.9% 
New Jersey 41 3.5% 
Florida 34 2.9% 
Table 5: Rangeley Second Homeowners’ Permanent Home Residence: Top Seven 
States. Source: 2014 Rangeley Tax Assessment Data 
 
Second homeowners in my sample have almost uniform ideologies about their 
first home residences. Second homeowners in my sample permanently reside in Maine 
(half of sample), Florida, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New Hampshire, and one state in 
the Midwest. Most second homeowners described their predominantly suburban and rural 
permanent residences as a place they wish to escape from because it feels too urban—too 
noisy, too crowded, and too much traffic. In describing her permanent residence in a 
suburb of Portland, Maine, Hillary explains: “Traffic, people, dogs, kids. Just the hubbub. 
Totally opposite of what we like about here is what we don’t like about it there...the noise 
is what gets me every time I pull in [to Rangeley]. It’s like ‘oh, I can hear again!’ And 
you get home and it’s just so noisy.” Ted, a window manufacturer from a suburban town 
in Southern Maine, too, complains about the noise. “We also have the turnpike, so like in 
the morning you wake up…it’s not the tranquility of hearing the birds chirping; it’s 
hearing the noise of the interstate. It’s all of those things that you are surrounded by, the 
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airplanes taking off and coming in on a regular basis. It’s all those noises and just the 
whole city noise that you are stepping away from [in Rangeley]…down there [in his 
hometown] you are in the grind.” Even those in private golf communities in Florida 
complain about the noise of the golf course and the machinery. Thus, second 
homeowners, despite not living in cities, describe their suburban and rural residences as 
being too city-like, qualities that they wish to escape from when they are in their second 
home. This informs the activities they engage in while in Rangeley.  
Within Rangeley, the wealthiest residents—who, more often than not, tend not to 
be full time residents—occupy the most expensive real estate in the region, i.e., real 
estate with waterfront or mountain views (Dolgon 2005; Park & Pellow 2011; Winkler 
2013). It is important to note, however, that second homes vary significantly in size and 
type. Some second homes, for instance, are large family compounds on the water; some 
are tiny cabins without running water located deep in the woods. Most second homes, 
however, are somewhere in-between. Within my own sample, there is great variation in 
the types of homes second homeowners live in—a few condos on the mountain, a large 
mansion on the waterfront, some rustic log cabins, and some very modestly sized homes 
and “camps”—the colloquial umbrella category for some second homes—on the water 
and in the woods. The value of the homes, too, varies significantly. Some homes in my 
sample value at a little over $100,000, and some value at over $1,000,000 (Rangeley Tax 
Assessment 2014).  
Because most second homeowners I spoke with are on vacation when they spend 
time in Rangeley, their local daily lives in town revolve around leisure activities—
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everyone in my interview sample fell into this category, with the exception of one, who 
works remotely in Rangeley all summer. The leisure activities second homeowners cited 
included: housework, going for walks or hikes, boating, reading, cooking, skiing, fishing, 
bird watching, going out to dinner, or even taking a trip to the town transfer station. 
There are of course exceptions to this; some second homeowners work at the ski 
mountain in Rangeley, own businesses, and volunteer for organizations in town. 
However, by and large second homeowners are in Rangeley to be on vacation and engage 
in leisure activities.  
There is one important case in Rangeley in which second homeowners also work 
alongside permanent residents. At the local mountain, both second homeowners and 
permanent residents work part-time (or even full-time) during the winter months at the 
ski school or in the ski patrol. However, even though both second homeowners and 
permanent residents work alongside each other, they tend to have distinct orientations to 
this same activity.  
Each week while working at the local mountain as a ski instructor I observed clear 
distinctions between the culture of the weekdays and the culture of the weekends. During 
the week, those who worked at the mountain were primarily permanent residents, many 
of whom worked at the mountain part-time and worked elsewhere during the evenings or 
in the afternoons—e.g. at a restaurant, at the local grocery store, or at a local retail shop. 
For many, this was a large source of weekly income. There was one exception; one 
second homeowner who was recently retired and lived at his mountainside condo during 
the winter and worked most days during the week. During the weekend, the ski school 
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was dominated by second homeowners and the children of second homeowners, most of 
whom work full time jobs during the week or, in the case of the children of the second 
homeowners, attend college or high school. Working at the mountain for this group 
served primarily as a leisure and social activity first, and supplementary income second, 
if at all.  
To explain the distinct orientations to the mountain it is first crucial to explain 
how working at the mountain functions. First, work—and getting paid—is never 
guaranteed. Providing ski lessons is dependent on the demand for lessons that day. The 
ski school offers two sets of two-hour lessons per day (a two-hour lesson in the morning 
and a two-hour lesson in the afternoon), and the office administrators and director decide 
who will take on which lesson. This is often determined by the age, gender, and skill 
level of the ski students and the age, gender, and skill level of the ski coaches. For 
instance, because it was my first year and I am a woman, I often was only slotted to teach 
lessons to young children who are first learning, or older women who are first learning4. I 
rarely if ever was scheduled to teach older men who were first learning, or more 
advanced young boys who were looking to improve their ski skills. Thus, while you may 
very well show up to work on any given day, if you work is dependent on a number of 
external factors—which is all largely driven by the weather, your gender, your skill, and 
your age. It is possible that you may not get paid even if you show up for work, aside 																																																								
4 This often resulted in “task segregation,” (Chan and Anteby 2016) whereby women—
who were assumed to be better and more nurturing with children by the directors and 
administrators because of hegemonic gender scripts—were scheduled to teach some of 
the most emotionally and physically arduous lessons. Teaching a child ski lessons 
necessarily means picking them up when they fall down, slinging them onto the chair lifts, 
taking them to the restroom, and consoling them when they fall or miss their parents.   
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from a sum of ten dollars for “showing up.” However, the greatest benefit of working at 
the mountain is the allocation of a free season’s pass to the mountain, which retails at 
about $775 per year for an adult non-permanent resident. This partially explains why so 
many want to work at the ski school.  
For second homeowners, the ski pass was a central element to working in the ski 
school—many with whom I worked cited this as a primary benefit to working at the 
mountain, followed by their love of teaching skiing. Furthermore, working at the 
mountain provided second homeowners with a way to develop and maintain social ties. I 
learned from my time at the mountain that many friendships and social ties that second 
homeowners developed ended up traversing back to their permanent residence. This was 
particularly true for those who lived permanently in Southern Maine because there was a 
high density of them. While many met through working at the mountain, their continued 
participation in the mountain operations was largely driven by the social bonds they 
formed with each other. Some would commute to and from the mountain together, meet 
for drinks, parties and holidays back in their hometowns, etc. One second homeowner 
described working at the mountain as akin to working at a sleep-away summer camp.  
  For most permanent residents, working at the mountain was central and the ski 
pass was secondary, thus being slotted to provide ski lessons was of grave importance. 
Because of this, many second homeowners were sometimes quite happy when there was 
no work to be done. This means that they could freely ski the day away with their friends 
without worrying about providing ski lessons. For many permanent residents, this same 
scenario was wrought with worry and frustration because although they could also freely 
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ski, it meant that they also were not getting paid.  Any money second homeowners make 
from the mountain is often bonus money—or as I overheard one man in his sixties 
explain one afternoon, it is “beer money”—it is not their primary income. 
 Thus, even those productive activities that second homeowners participate in take 
on a leisurely form; working at the mountain part-time during the winter was a hobby, a 
social activity, and as a way to earn a free season’s pass. Or even those who own 
businesses do so as part-time projects; it is not their primary source of income.   
I asked all of my respondents to explain a typical day in Rangeley. The following 
passage from Carol, a second homeowner, best encapsulates how most second 
homeowners describe their daily activities and their relationship to Rangeley: 
“Pretty free form, we get up and go for a walk. Maybe go to the causeway to see 
if the eagle is there. This morning we got up and went kayaking. But this is such a 
huge lake that sometimes you just can't. Um... we do some gardening, do a little 
house cleaning. The second little building you see out there, half of it is tools and 
sort of Paul’s side and half is my side. We have a sewing machine and I quilt. 
Paul does a lot more outdoors than I do. We go into town a couple of times a 
week. Although, if we put stuff in the freezer I'm perfectly content just to sit here. 
I don't need to go into town. I know some folks go into town every day and it's 
just not going to happen. I don't want to do that.”  
Similarly, Jeff echoed these leisurely days: “when you asked what a typical day is, you 
get up 8, 8:30, you feed the birds, you take the dog out, you have breakfast, you get 
ready, you go out, and you get the mail and then you drive about 3 hours to get a 
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sandwich and you come home it's 5 o'clock and it's time for dinner.” The lives of second 
homeowners from my sample in Rangeley revolve around privileged activities. All have 
the time and leisure to engage in that which they choose—they are there on vacation and 
thus participate in the activities that they enjoy. This, perhaps unsurprisingly, very much 
differs from the permanent residents I encountered.  
Permanent Residents  
Most permanent residents live within a square mile from Rangeley’s Main Street 
neighborhood or in remote areas of Rangeley or the adjoining townships, away from the 
water and mountain views but adjacent to many of the retail and food service jobs in the 
region. While many permanent residents live in what is boasted as one of the most 
beautiful towns in the state, very few have access to the natural amenities in the way that 
many of the second homeowners do—most do not have immediate lake access or live in 
an area with mountain or water views.  
One Sunday evening in mid-July at the Rangeley Bistro while Kerry, a manager 
in her late 40s, was bartending, an exasperated local, Sandra, in her mid 30s walked into 
the restaurant and sat at the bar. Kerry seemed to know her and they exchanged 
pleasantries while Kerry poured her a beer. Kerry asked her what she had been up to this 
summer. Looking exhausted, Sandra folded both of her arms, leaned forward onto the 
bar, and exhaled. She told Kerry that she had been working three jobs this summer; she 
worked at two different restaurants in the evenings and at real estate company during the 
day. The day she came in was her only night off in weeks. She sighed again, sipped her 
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beer, and said to Kerry somberly: “But it pays the bills. That’s why we all do it.” Kerry, 
who rarely takes days off herself, gave her an all-knowing and similarly exasperated nod.  
Permanent residents in Rangeley often work multiple jobs throughout the year in 
the entertainment, accommodations, and food services industries to make ends meet in an 
increasingly tourism-dependent destination. Working multiple jobs is both a source of 
stress and a source of pride for many of the permanent residents I encountered. It did not 
take long to learn that permanent residents often work multiple jobs, which vary 
seasonally, to make a livable income. This means that some will sometimes work up to or 
even more than six different jobs per year. These jobs are often precarious, and are 
dependent on the influx of tourists and second homeowners—both of which tend to be 
driven by weather conditions (e.g. if it is raining, people are unlikely to drive to Rangeley 
to ski or to fish, or in the case of second homeowners, they are unlikely to leave their 
homes and go into town and patronize restaurants). I, myself, worked three jobs to make 
ends meet during my time in the field. On top of the mountain and the bistro, I also 
worked as an adjunct instructor at a nearby local college. It is not an overstatement to say 
that my adjunct teaching position at the college was my most dependable source of 
income that year.  
The precarity of work was often quite stressful. My co-worker Tanya would 
lament the fact that she only had one job during the summer months, which was rarely 
enough to feed her three kids. During the school year she worked three jobs: as a 
substitute teacher, a varsity coach, and as a waitress at the restaurant. She had to plan her 
year and her savings around only having one job during the summer months so that she 
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could care for her children while they were out of school. This often led to the summer 
months being stressful for Tanya. The summer I worked with her she suffered from a 
toothache, but because she had not budgeted for dental work, nor did she have dental 
insurance, she had to wait and until she had enough money to fix it. A slow day at the 
restaurant could be devastating. Our nightly tip income varied that summer from $30 to 
$200 on any given night, and it was often impossible to predict what kind of night it 
would be. After a few weeks of agonizing pain, Tanya had her entire tooth pulled because 
she could not afford to get the root canal she needed.  
While work is a source of stress and frustration, I found that talking about work 
functions as an organizing logic for daily life and also as a source of pride for those who 
live in Rangeley. Many have reframed this precarity into a local virtue— working hard 
and working often is a source of dignity for working permanent residents (Lamont 2009; 
Willis 1965). Hard work is part of the local moral order—it is the standard against which 
one is judged. Similar to the working class men Lamont (2009) interviewed, permanent 
residents I encountered on a daily basis in Rangeley use hard work to “maintain a sense 
of self-worth, to affirm their dignity independently of their relatively low social status, 
and to locate themselves above others” (p. 19). My neighbor, Ron, best exemplifies how 
some permanent residents experience this in daily life. Ron and his wife, Debbie, lived in 
an apartment near mine in the center of town while they worked to save up enough 
money to buy a house. Ron worked at night as a custodian at the mountain and worked 
during the day at the local grocery store, the IGA, stocking shelves. Debbie also worked 
at the mountain and at the IGA as a cashier.  
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My daily interactions with Ron and Debbie took only one form: discussing work. 
When I would run into Ron, I would ask him how things were going. Most, if not all, of 
the time he would respond in how many hours a week he worked—sometimes the 
number even got up to 100 hours in one week during the busy February vacation period. 
Time and time again Ron would either complain about too many hours worked, or 
complain about not enough hours worked. Debbie, too, would respond in similar ways 
and would emphasize how much Ron worked during the week. Ron never thought it was 
enough that I worked just one job in Rangeley during the summer and would frequently 
knock on my door to offer me jobs that he had heard of through the grapevine—catering 
jobs, more waitressing jobs, or retail jobs. What at first seemed like either judgment or 
pestering, I soon learned this was Ron’s way of connecting with me because he 
understood the precariousness of working in the restaurant industry in town.  
One afternoon while I was doing my weekly shopping at the local grocery store, I 
again ran into Ron who was stocking the refrigerator shelves with eggs. I stopped to say 
hello and asked, “how’s everything going?” As he always did, he began recounting the 
long list of odd jobs and total number of hours he worked that week: during the day he 
would stock shelves, at night he would work as the custodian, and on weekends he picked 
up another side job painting houses for a friend. Because for Ron, “how are you doing” 
translates into “how well is work going?” 
 Chuck, a permanent resident with whom I worked at the mountain and who also 
works at the IGA, spotted us chatting and came over to say hi. Chuck overheard Ron’s 
long list of work, and readily chimed in with his own: working at the IGA, working at the 
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mountain, helping his wife start her own business selling stationary, working as a waiter 
at the Rangeley Restaurant down the road, and occasionally working at the town transfer 
station. While I often heard many permanent residents lament the hours they work to 
make ends meet, I also observed many such interactions as the one above between Chuck 
and Ron. In this interaction, neither were lamenting the hours worked, but instead using it 
as a source of pride and importantly, as a way to exert power between each other. In 
many ways, permanent residents I interacted with over the course of my time in Rangeley 
used this as a way to reframe the precariousness of their employment into a source of 
power and pride.  
Thus, in line with much of the literature on vacation communities (Dolgon 2005; 
Park & Pellow 2011; Winkler 2013), permanent residents and second homeowners have 
different—and perhaps self-evident—orientations to Rangeley. Second homeowners 
engage in the consumptive aspects of Rangeley, while permanent residents almost 
exclusively engage in the productive aspects of the town (Green et al. 1996). Importantly, 
these distinctions have been shown to create a great deal of conflict—and even if just 
perceptions of conflict on the part of permanent residents (Armstrong & Stedman 
2013)—between and among permanent residents and second homeowners, who maintain 
divergent ideas over the land use policies and practices and community identity and 
occupy distinct socioeconomic positions (Armstrong & Stedman 2013; Green et al. 1996; 
Winkler 2013).  With this as the foundation, I next turn to the meanings both second 
homeowners and permanent residents construct and attribute to the town and second 
homeowners.  Ostensibly, these opposing orientations to the town would seem to produce 
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conflict and tensions among second homeowners and permanent residents, however I 
demonstrate how these orientations lay the foundation for the ways in which they build 
consensus over Rangeley’s distinct qualities.  
Constructing the Venerable Visitor  
 
In what follows I detail the ways in which second homeowners and permanent 
residents—with presumably distinct interests—construct similar narratives of the 
venerable visitor, a discursive framework which situates the second homeowner as a 
valued and revered transient resident, who is central to the construction of Rangeley’s 
place distinction. This ethic is important to parse because of how it both upholds and 
challenges traditional narratives of the rural idyll—an enduring and well documented 
narrative that suggests that rural life is simple, virtuous, and different from urban life, and 
importantly, incompatible with non-rural residents (Bell 1994; Hummon 1990; Williams 
1974; Woods 2010). While scholarship on the in-migration of residents into rural locales 
often cites the ways in which longtime residents take issue with newcomers for how they 
are disruptive to local life, second homeowners in Rangeley are not seen as a problematic 
exogenous force, but as a marker of what makes Rangeley distinct and revered in town. 
Moreover, second homeowners come to understand their location in Rangeley’s symbolic 
landscape as requisite and deserved.  
 There are two important components to this narrative. The first component centers 
on the ways second homeowners in Rangeley are constructed as different from other 
types of second homeowners found in other rural locales, because of the ways they 
downplay class differences between themselves and permanent residents. The second 
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component squarely rests on the ways in which both groups view second homeowners as 
essential contributors to the local economy—there is production in second homeowners’ 
consumption.  
The construction of this narrative functions in important ways for both permanent 
residents and second homeowners. For permanent residents, the narrative allows a co-
optation of the longstanding in-migration of second homeowners into Rangeley as social 
and economic good. Rather than framing the in-migration of second homeowners as 
destructive to rural life, second homeowners are framed as part of what saves it. Michael 
Bell (1994) draws upon Raymond Williams’ (1974) cultural analysis of the meaning of 
rurality when describing Childerleyan’s fears of the decline of rural life. He explains the 
“rural complaint”: “As Raymond Williams noted, the ideal of rural life has always gone 
hand in hand with a sense that such life is in decline, a Golden Age which is always 
slipping away” (Bell 1994, p. 101). Rangeley residents discursively, and in practice, 
reframe the in-migration of second homeowners, not as a challenge to the rural ideal or 
causing its slippage, but as part of what strengthens it. For second homeowners, the 
construction of the venerable visitor encourages a way to reconcile their own in-
migration and practices without confronting the ways in which this very in-migration 
may challenge the rural ideals that they seek. Thus, because of this narrative, second 
homeowners freely and without self-reflexively pursue that which they associate with 
themselves, and permanent residents pursue strategies that bring second homeowners to 
Rangeley.  
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Scholars have documented how a shared ethic of what makes a place distinct 
enables presumably disparate groups of residents to come together under the umbrella of 
a collective good (Macgregor 2010). For instance, MacGregor documents the ways in 
which multiple groups in Viroqua, Wisconsin—with distinct orientations to the town—
come together under the language of beneficent enterprise, which functions as a way for 
“local business owners to cooperate with one another to keep their small businesses open 
in the face of competition” and it furthermore serves as the “broader language of 
community loyalty and achievement that residents use to explain Viroqua’s successes 
over time” (ibid p. 151). In Rangeley, second homeowners and permanent residents come 
together under the language of the venerable visitor, and this shared ethic guides their 
collective, and respective, practices and the broader place-making project in Rangeley.  
Second Homeowners and the Venerable Visitor  
Constructing the Narrative 
Second homeowners situate themselves as the venerable visitor through their 
discourse of Rangeley’s place distinction, which distinguishes Rangeley—and its 
inhabitants—from other locales. When I asked second homeowners to explain how they 
chose Rangeley as a destination for their second home, their narratives necessarily 
involved comparing Rangeley to their permanent residences as well as other vacation 
destinations. They situate Rangeley as immune to the very exogenous forces—shifting 
economic and social conditions—they perceive have changed their first homes and the 
other vacation destinations they cite. For instance, many of the second homeowners I met 
have permanent homes in other vacation destinations. They would often lament the 
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changes brought about in their hometowns due to post-industrial economic changes. 
Second homeowners often expressed frustration with the rising consumption of their own 
hometowns—the Jersey Shore, Cape Cod, and waterfront communities in Florida, for 
instance. Ray best captures this first narrative, as he explains the changes he experienced 
in his primary home in New Jersey, which he notes is “the most densely populated state 
in the country.... I wanted out.” He provided me with a brief history of his hometown: 
“At one point there was nobody there in the winter. However, once the Garden State 
Parkway got installed in 1954 people from North Jersey, Staten Island started to come to 
the Jersey Shore and they bought homes to stay.” He then detailed how he decided on 
Rangeley, he noted:  
“I wanted to go to a place where there was not a major population area near, I 
could see from talking to people, walking around, there wasn't a lot of work up 
here, so there wasn't going to be much of a population boom, and whatever it was, 
was going to be second home owners and I thank my lucky stars I did it.”  
Here, it is possible to see how Ray perceives Rangeley as distinct from and 
immune to the type of development he has experienced in his hometown in New Jersey, 
which to him is characterized by the in-migration of unwanted new residents. While he 
notes that Rangeley experiences an influx of second homeowners, he does not perceive 
this influx as problematic or contradictory to the rural ideals he seeks—quiet and 
unchanging—because as I will detail below, second homeowners are framed as special 
and valued. Other second homeowners’ narratives similarly lament suburban sprawl, the 
influx of seasonal visitors, or other new affluent residents into in their hometowns, and 
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readily call upon the ways in which they view other in-migrants as a problematic force, 
disrupting their own permanent residences.  
In the same breath, second homeowners worked to distinguish and distance 
Rangeley—and themselves—from these very problems, despite criticizing the similar 
influx of residents into other places they have lived. Second homeowners do not see their 
presence as problematic for Rangeley. Instead, they see themselves as part of what 
constitutes Rangeley’s special qualities. Betsy, for example explains how, not only is 
Rangeley distinct from other vacation locales—in particular her family’s shared summer 
home in upstate New York—the second homeowners in Rangeley are part of its value. 
She feels that, “Here [in Rangeley] it's different [than her family’s shared summer home 
in Upstate New York]; here, to me, it's so much more mingling. It's a lot more healthy I 
think.” Betsy then explains that what distinguishes Rangeley from other vacation 
destinations is that, she says, “the local people I think might have more appreciation, and 
I think we also have appreciation for, well, all those locals, whereas at [the lake 
community in Upstate New York] it was totally separate. I mean, it was almost like a 
class thing… Most of the homes had maids…and most of the maids were the help, were 
black people…it's a whole different way of life! I mean, most of the people up here that 
we know [in Rangeley], I don't know anybody that has help.”  
Above, Betsy notes that Rangeley is unique because she believes that it is 
removed from many of the class and racial problems she sees in Upstate New York, and 
she believes the second homeowners in Rangeley help to make it special, in part because 
she argues they do not engage in the same class-based practices that she sees in other 
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vacation communities and have an appreciation for the permanent residents—and that 
permanent residents appreciate them because they do not participate in these problematic 
class-based practices. It is important to note that Betsy may not see class in the same way 
that she did in Upstate New York. Nearly all second homeowners and all permanent 
residents I encountered were white, which helps to explain their perceptions of class—
i.e., that they perceive there are few class distinctions between second homeowners and 
permanent residents.  
 In fact, second homeowners laud that they are more “middle-class” than second 
homeowners in other locales. Ted, who built his beautiful rustic log camp—a four-season 
home—himself, compares Rangeley to the Sugarloaf area, the mountain nearby, and says 
that the differences between the two “are night and day.” When pressed, he explained that 
Sugarloaf was “like a society…this [Rangeley] is like middle-class and Sugarloaf is like 
upper class…I could care less if the person beside me is living pay-check to pay-check or 
has a wealth of money in the bank. It’s irrelevant.”   
 Some second homeowners actively try to mitigate class differences between 
themselves and those who live in Rangeley, and engage in practices of cultural 
omnivorousness (Peterson and Kern 1996; Peterson and Simkus 1992). Ted, from above, 
explains that he calls his second home a “camp” because it is a more neutral “generic” 
term for a house in the woods or on the water. Henry, whose home values at over a 
million dollars, drives an old beat-up Buick around town—his “Rangeley car.” Nancy, 
who spends her time between Rangeley and her home in Connecticut, was cautioned by 
her mother, who lived in Rangeley permanently. She recalled: “I got a job [for the city], 
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and my pay down in Connecticut, was so much more than anybody was up here making. I 
remember my mom saying to me ... I mean, these are executive men that she knew 
working up here… She said, "Don't you ever tell anybody how much money you make." 
And Elsie, who prefers to wear “gold sandals” and “fancy beach dresses” knows not to 
dress like that while she is in Rangeley. She explains, in Florida “everyone dresses well 
and I can get a pedicure and I can't get one up here! (Laughs). So I kind of like that, you 
know I like to dress up and I like to wear nice clothes. Up here, you know, like you look 
like an idiot. No one is wearing heals.” Elsie calls these two disparate displays of class a 
“schizoid existence.” Here, Elsie suggests that she can become two different people 
through style of dress, behaviors, and practices. The pliability of these attributes speaks to 
the performative aspects of class—and rurality—that second homeowners engage in and 
the very cognizance of this performance speaks to how important the act is for second 
homeowners (on the performativity of rurality, see Woods 2010a). As I will demonstrate 
in later sections, these practices of omnivorousness—in this case, performing rurality and 
engaging in “low-brow” displays—have material benefits for second homeowners. These 
practices grant second homeowners inclusion in Rangeley.  
Furthermore, second homeowners’ displays of rurality operate as a form of social 
distinction. As Elsie went on to explain: “I also like to rev myself up and say, none of the 
other women I know in Florida would ever… All the other women I know there they 
would never do any of this. Ever. They wouldn't hike, they wouldn't ski, they wouldn't 
kayak, anything like that. I kind of feel good that I'm sort of stretching myself or pushing 
myself [her emphasis].” Others echo this same sentiment and highly value other second 
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homeowners who do not engage in conspicuous consumption; that this downplay of class 
is itself a form of distinction.  
While sitting in the living room of Jeff’s modest summer camp overlooking 
Mooselookmeguntic Lake, he explained that the presence of second homeowners, 
particularly those who “blend in” to the local community and seek to keep it the way it is, 
lend Rangeley its distinction. In doing so, he draws discursive boundaries between the 
types of people in Rangeley and the types of people in other vacation destinations. He 
explains, “Everybody up here isn't really a vacationer, everyone up here is a second 
homeowner. It was a good mix, a good relationship. The townies weren't hostile towards 
us and we weren't superior to them and so there was none of that. You walk down the 
road and you can't tell who's who. And so it's sort of an egalitarian kind of thing [my 
emphasis].” Like the others, Jeff perceives Rangeley to be more egalitarian and less 
infused with class differences than other locales—and this is what makes Rangeley 
special.  
He explains this egalitarianism as due in part to the second homeowners’ own 
practices. “You know,” he mused, “there's a good mixture on this street. People with 
PhDs, people who work with their bodies for a living. So it was the right mix for us.” 
Importantly, this “right mix” is set in stark contrast to his permanent residence in Florida. 
“See in Florida [where their first home is], we're used to people coming from out of town 
and coming down and telling us how great it is in New York and Chicago, it's like ‘if it's 
so great, go back!’ We don't like that. We tell them, 95 runs north too, you know you can 
get on 95 and go! But here, nobody comes up here with the idea ‘I want to change this 
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into a Boston or Chicago or wherever’ you know. It is what it is. They're happy.”  Here, 
Jeff distinguishes the second homeowners in Rangeley from other vacationers; the 
permanent residents to not decry their influx, and the second homeowners—in his 
perception—do not try to change Rangeley. Again, he celebrates the value he believes 
second homeowners lend to the town and narratively uses them to signal Rangeley’s 
worth.  
Second homeowners construct the ethic of the venerable visitor by situating 
themselves as a defining feature of Rangeley’s unique qualities and by distancing 
themselves from other types of second homeowners found in other locales. Second 
homeowners furthermore frame themselves as deserving of this venerated status. On a 
bluebird Sunday morning during February, I sat in a four-season log cabin with Ted and 
Cindy, second homeowners from Southern Maine, who built their second home 
themselves. Ted and Cindy’s college-aged children work at the ski mountain during the 
winter teaching ski lessons, and have done so for the past few years. Ted was detailing 
the perks the children receive from working at the mountain—including a free season’s 
pass and access to the cross-country skiing trails. Ted expressed frustration that these 
perks are not transferable to the parents—they do not get any free lift tickets or access to 
the cross-country trails—and expressed that he felt in many ways entitled to these perks. 
“It’s almost like I can almost look at in a selfish way and say, you know, ‘[the Mountain] 
wouldn’t have what they have, if it wasn’t for, you know, families like us that dedicate 
our time to come up here’ and allow [their children to work at the mountain…it’s] 
something you can’t put a value on.” Ted expresses the ways in which he felt deserving 
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of the perks at the mountain, because if it were not for families like his own, the 
mountain would not be in business.  
Betsy also acknowledges the economic value that they lend to Rangeley. I asked 
what her relationship was like with local residents. She explained, “Most of the locals 
I’ve run into business-wise… very helpful and they’re great. I know them by 
name…they’re very good.” She continues to explain that there are exceptions to this, that 
some are “standoffish and grumpy.” She concedes, “we’ve already upset their place as it 
is, but then again,” she shrugs, “we’ve also provided income for them and they’re 
dependent on it.” In many ways, second homeowners are cognizant of the possible 
(economic) decline of Rangeley, and are highly aware that their presence prevents this 
downturn.  
The Pursuits of the Venerable Visitors  
Because second homeowners situate themselves as part of what makes Rangeley 
distinct—and, themselves, develop the narrative of the venerable visitor—they 
furthermore work to reify their place in Rangeley, and preserve aspects of Rangeley that 
they associate with themselves. In most cases, this means direct or indirect involvement 
with the Rangeley Lakes Heritage Trust (herein “RLHT”), a land trust organization that 
seeks to preserve the natural landscape of Rangeley. Holly, who is largely absent from 
other forms of local life, explains the origins of her involvement with the RLHT dates 
back to when developers wanted to build a summer camp on the pond where her second 
home is located. She details, “It was a huge huge issue for the town. Five years ago. 
There were 200 campers, you know, we're talking huge and no more boats are allowed on 
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[the] pond, so all of the motorized boats would be here. Everyone was all up in arms. So 
that's when we became part of the Heritage Trust because they were organizing this drive 
of ‘no.’” What’s more, Holly explains that her involvement with this organization is 
driven primarily because they are not permanent residents and do not have ability to vote 
for or against its development. She expressed, “And, we couldn't vote. And that was hard 
for us.” Here, Holly explains that the threat of a summer camp, which had the potential to 
ruin why she came to Rangeley in the first place, served as an impetus for her to become 
involved in the RLHT. Thus, rather than engaging in political battles—largely because 
she feels she does not have a political voice due to her part-time status—Holly invests in 
the non-profit organization to preserve her vision of Rangeley.  
Albert, a second homeowner from Massachusetts explains that during his lake 
association meeting, he became very vocal in his support of their association’s donation 
to the RLHT. “Two years ago” he recounted, “there was a discussion over whether or not 
to put the 500 dollars we had the prior year, and there were people who didn't want to do 
that…so I was vocal that meeting anyway, listen, these guys protect why we come up 
here! [my emphasis]” To show me what he meant, he stood up and pointed out the 
window of his home overlooking the water and proclaimed, “That half of the lake 
[pointing out the window], they bought the land all around Mooselook, they work on the 
stream that comes down… And then they bought this campground at Cupsuptick and 
bought land there to protect access to Cupsuptick Lake. So they... and the Height of Land, 
they're the ones that... they're very very active. And you're right, $500 isn't enough, we 
ought to be giving more.”  
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 Albert, who was quiet and reserved during the interview, became quite passionate 
when he explained his support. In fact, as Table 6 indicates, the RLHT is in large part 
made up of volunteers, most of whom are second homeowners, and almost all of the 
second homeowners in my sample either donate money to this organization or volunteer 
for it. And since the RLHT’s inception twenty-five years ago, it has conserved “over 
13,800 acres of land including 47 miles of lake and river frontage, 15 islands, and the 
majestic 2,443foot Bald Mountain” (RLHT.org). 
Type Total # Residents Non-Residents 
Board of Directors 17 3 14 
Water Quality Monitors 43 12 31 
Shoreline Patrol 83 10 73 
Total 143 25 118 
Table 6: Rangeley Lakes Heritage Trust Volunteers 2013. Source: RLHT internal 
data. 
 
 
Most join as a preemptive measure, like Holly and Albert, to ensure Rangeley’s place 
distinction. The managing director of the RLHT informed me as well that the majority of 
their donations come from second homeowners. Second homeowners, who by virtue of 
being non-permanent residence, do not have voting power in town. Thus, their 
engagements with the town take the form of donating to and volunteering for non-profit 
organizations that protect the natural environment. Rather than attending local political 
meetings—where I observed an absence of second homeowners—second homeowners 
bypass political organizations and direct their time and energies to that over which they 
can exert their power.  
Another way in which second homeowners express their interests outside of the 
political realm is through discursive and investment strategies, which protect their vision 
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of Rangeley and their place within it. These strategies involve preventing development 
and, perhaps ironically, the influx of new residents. In some cases, they threaten to leave 
Rangeley if they are no longer able to associate themselves with the town—if the dirt 
roads are paved, if a stoplight is put in, if there is increased development, etc. This is best 
articulated by Jeff, who threatens to leave Rangeley if it develops. I asked him if anything 
has changed during his time spent there, he answered: “Our consternation comes when 
somebody wants to change things here because we want it exactly the way it is.” I then 
asked him if anything has happened to make him think that things were going to change, 
he explained: 
“No, but, we're glad this is a dirt road. If they pave this I'll sell the place and go 
someplace else…you know, it wouldn't be the same. I walk that road almost every 
day with the dog… I went down to the causeway and back about 3 miles. Saw 3 
trucks and a car. You know, that's just the way we like it.”  
He went on to tell me later in the interview that he purchased an acre of land 
behind his house on the other side of the road to prevent anymore development of the 
area surrounding his house. And the end of the interview, I sat with Jeff and his wife, 
Bonnie out on their dock overlooking their beautiful view of one of the biggest lakes in 
Rangeley. With a glass of whiskey in hand, Jeff sighed and said, “When we first came 
here we’d tell people we’re going to Rangeley and they’d go, ‘oh, where’s that?’ And 
now too many people know! So keep it down!” Others echo Jeff’s sentiments. A common 
theme throughout my interviews was that second homeowners do not want other people 
to discover Rangeley. Some even—in jest—admonished me, like Jeff, for doing this 
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study in fear that it would attract more second homeowners to the area. Carol 
acknowledges her own contradictions of wanting the town to be successful financially, 
but also wanting to limit the amount of people who come to Rangeley:  
“Well since the boom…there does seem like there aren't as many people up here 
as there were in 2006-2007. And of course on the lake the noise goes way down. 
But yeah, I sometimes wonder how some of these businesses make it and 
especially since 2008 a few of them have gone under. But when you go into 
Rangeley it just doesn't seem as busy. Hopefully it will pick up… I don't want 
them down here though! [Laughs] isn't that awful?” 
In fact, Carol and her husband purchased 35 acres of property behind their house to 
prevent development, to ensure that they can continue to enjoy the unaltered landscape 
throughout their tenure in Rangeley. While second homeowners celebrate themselves as 
vital to the town, these practices suggest that they try to mitigate the in-migration of more 
second homeowners. It is, however, the second homeowner in the abstract—not the 
second homeowners who are already in Rangeley—that serves as the potential threat. 
Those who are there—including themselves—constitute the town’s unique qualities.  
While other scholars have explained in-migrants’ participation in preserving 
natural amenity landscapes as rooted in the different values they hold about the 
production vs. consumption of the landscape, compared to longtime residents (Spain 
1993; Nesbit and Weiner 2002; Woods 2005; Abrams and Gosnell 2012; Larsen and 
Hutton 2012), I add to these findings the ways in which in-migrants come to justify these 
values and preferences. Because second homeowners value their presence in Rangeley as 
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part of what makes it distinct, they feel justified in and deserving of their practices, 
pursuing that which they associate with themselves. By situating themselves as a 
venerable resident, they are more freely—and unselfconsciously—able to celebrate the 
attributes of Rangeley they enjoy. Furthermore, because of second homeowners lack of 
political power (by power, I only mean to suggest material voting power, not symbolic 
political power), I document the subtle ways in which they exert their power that extend 
beyond fighting land use policies and practices in municipal meetings—second 
homeowners bypass political battles and preemptively donate to, volunteer for, and 
secure the aspects of Rangeley that they value.  
Permanent Residents and the Venerable Visitor 
Constructing the Venerable Visitor 
Permanent residents similarly work to construct the ethic of the venerable visitor by 
situating second homeowners, not as a problematic exogenous force, but as markers of 
what makes Rangeley distinct. Permanent residents discursively laud and celebrate 
second homeowners who frequent Rangeley because of two primary conditions: (1) they 
contribute to the local economy and (2) their practices are more benevolent than those in 
other vacation destinations, because they aim to mitigate class differences and 
demonstrate appreciation for permanent residents’ ways of life.   
 In many of the same ways Bell (1994) finds with Childerleyans, residents in 
Rangeley express the threat of the possible decline of rural life. The permanent residents I 
encountered would stress the value of attracting tourists and second homeowners amidst a 
changing economic landscape. On a slow morning at the mountain, Andy, who in 
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addition to working at the mountain owns a small restaurant on Main Street, arrived at 
work and came into the break room while Ed and I were waiting for our lesson 
assignments. He took a seat next to us and without pause, asked us if we had seen the 
email going around about the “Rangeley Visioning Meeting.” I nodded that I had. 
Looking bewildered, he asked if we had noticed that one goal of the Visioning Meeting 
would be to discuss ways to “become less dependent on tourism.” “What?” he rebuffed. 
“That’s all we’ve got here. People need to embrace tourism…there’s no more logging, 
there’s no more industry. It’s vacationland, it’s all tourism.” Ed turned to me and in 
agreement with Andy said, “Some people around here get it. They get that all we have is 
tourism. And people coming up here is good for everyone. It puts money is everyone’s 
pocket.”  In an era of declining logging and industry, tourism is framed as an economic 
necessity.   
On a Thursday evening in May, I attended the “Meet the Candidates” event at the 
Rangeley Theater, where candidates for board of selectmen answered questions about 
their respective positions. I was sitting by myself in the corner of the auditorium until a 
former workmate of mine from my days at the mountain, Craig who is in his mid-fifties, 
joined me. Craig works full time for a land trust organization in town. During the event, 
candidates were asked about their economic plans for Rangeley, which almost 
exclusively centered on ways to attract more tourists and second homeowners. One 
candidate, a gentleman in his late sixties, continuously referred to second homeowners as 
the “lifeblood” of the community. During this part of the question and answer period, 
Craig turned to me and whispered, “Did you see that article online about the top jobs in 
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Maine?” I answered that I had not seen it. Shaking his head, he responded with 
disappointment “logging is the very last…the very last.”  
While Bell (1994) suggests that part of rurality is always real or imagined 
decline—either the decline of rural community, the decline of traditional rural economic 
production like farming and logging, or even the destruction of nature—residents in 
Rangeley were often faced with a very real impending sense of economic decline, which 
would have consequences for community life. During my time in Rangeley rumors 
abounded about the possibility that the mountain would be sold—or worse shut down. 
The family—wealthy second homeowners—that owned the mountain had been public 
about their desires to sell it for years, because it stopped being profitable for them and its 
maintenance required an infusion of capital that they simply did not want to invest in 
(Quinn 2015). The mountain is one of the largest employers in Rangeley and Franklin 
County at large, and thus its closure was always on the minds of residents (Abbate 
2016b). In the years following my time in the field the mountain did, in fact, shut down 
with devastating consequences to local businesses (Abbate 2016a, 2016c). The mountain 
closure was constantly a topic of community internet forums for over two years. 
Recently, a local group headed by a second homeowner aimed to buy the mountain and 
turn it into a community owned and operated non-profit organization. However despite 
the efforts of the community-led initiative, the mountain was recently sold to an 
Australian businessman. Now, concerns over economic decline have shifted to concerns 
over the decline of Rangeley’s rural, small town identity, particularly as one of its largest 
businesses in town is now run by an international businessman. Russ, a local resident, is 
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quoted in the Portland Press Herald, “I think it’s great for the region and great for the 
state of Maine if they can do that [turn Saddleback into a “premier ski resort”] and keep 
the small-town feel of the mountain” (Flemming 2017).   
Indeed, lauding second homeowners goes hand in hand with this sense of decline.  
This sentiment was particularly salient at the town meeting I observed, where residents 
voted on how money should be allocated throughout the town. The appropriation of funds 
to the Chamber of Commerce elicited the most commotion from the audience—who, by 
virtue of who has legal voting power, were all permanent residents. The conversation 
surrounding appropriating these funds shifted to a more general discussion of the 
importance of tourism and seasonal residents for the area in order to support the efforts of 
the Chamber and appropriate them the full amount of funds. A local manager at a 
business in town declared that he wants the community to invest in the things that attract 
second home buyers—things like marketing strategies—because this helps the whole 
region and pays for itself. He made an emphatic note that 68% of the local tax base is 
second home buyers. One by one, people took to the microphone to voice their support. 
Another man stood up and spoke in favor of giving the chamber money because, he 
argued, “the economic landscape has changed. We’re at war trying to get tourists. It’s our 
lifeblood.” Finally, a man walked to the microphone and declared, “these are not 
donations, these are investments [emphasis added].” After this, a handful of people in the 
audience clapped and the article was passed without further discussion.  
 Permanent residents do not imagine that second homeowners are an important 
factor for the local economy. As Table 7 indicates, in 2014 the industries to which second 
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homeowners contribute—namely, retail trade and accommodations and food services—
yield the most profit for the town. While most second homeowners contribute to the local 
economy in other areas, Rangeley is highly dependent on the wages produced by the 
types of establishments second homeowners frequent. Retail trade, arts, entertainment, 
and recreation, and accommodations and food services made up about 52% of Rangeley’s 
total wages in 2014 and employed a little over 62% of the local labor force. In Maine as a 
whole, these same industries employ 29% of the population and make up 16% of the total 
wages in the state. 
NAICS Title Establishments # Employed Total Wages 
Avg. 
Weekly 
Wage 
Total, All Industries 114 557 $13,674,312 $472 
Agriculture, Forestry, 
Fishing, and Hunting 
3 11 $419,367 $762 
Construction 23 71 $2,535,405 $686 
Wholesale Trade 3 9 $493,695 $1,085 
Retail trade 21 144 $3,354,289 $447 
Finance and Insurance 4 19 $818,729 $836 
Real Estate and Rental 
Leading 
7 39 $726,593 $363 
Administrative and 
Waste Services 
8 20 $467,574 $451 
Health Care and Social 
Assistance 
4 16 $355,880 $439 
Arts, Entertainment and 
Recreation 
4 23 $583,509 $484 
Accommodation and 
Food Services 
21 179 $3,166,183 $340 
Other Services 10 22 $634,387 $557 
Table 7: 2014 Annual Private Industry Employment and Wages, Rangeley, ME. 
Source: Maine Department of Labor Center for Workforce Research & Information 
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While formal municipal meetings tend to attract only a subset of the local 
population (Brown-Saracino and Stiman 2017; Mansbridge 1983), the theme that second 
homeowners are the “lifeblood” of the community was  prevalent throughout the 
political, civic, parochial, and commercial organization I observed—indeed, this logic 
was commonplace. For instance, on a Sunday morning in February, I attended mass at the 
Catholic Church to observe the presence or absence of second homeowners in Rangeley’s 
parochial life. During the more informal part of the sermon, the priest took a moment to 
express how thankful he was for the donations from seasonal winter residents in 
Rangeley, and that without them, the church would not have been able to pay for their 
exorbitant heating bill throughout the coldest winter months. He took pause and nodded 
to a family of four sitting in the front row. I recognized the family as the Johnsons, who 
own a condo at the ski mountain nearby and live permanently in Southern Maine, as I had 
taught ski lessons to the youngest child one afternoon earlier that winter. The priest even 
took the time to highlight seasonal visitors in his weekly letter to the parishioners, which 
was handed out during mass. He wrote “I trust that we are all happy to see such a good 
attendance at Mass, especially at the 9:00 am in Rangeley at a time of the year when we 
are sometimes very few. Families with children have certainly made a big difference, 
especially at Sugarloaf and Rangeley. In a Parish with few children, our seasonal children 
are a special blessing.” This small moment in the Catholic church that Sunday reveals a 
larger theme; second homeowners have great economic worth to local residents. But it is 
not just the wallets that local residents are after. Second homeowners are perceived to be 
a special and unique subset of second homeowners who truly care about the town’s well-
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being and help to sustain its continuance—their presence is quite literally a “special 
blessing.”  
 Kerry, a bartender at the Rangeley Bistro echoed these sentiments. One evening 
while I was working I overheard a conversation that Kerry had with a patron of the 
restaurant. The patron was a man in his fifties who was visiting Rangeley. Since he was 
doing some travelling, he asked Kerry’s advice about traveling to Moosehead Lake, 
which is a lake town northeast of the Rangeley area. Kerry encouraged him to travel there 
because, as she reasoned, that area of Maine is “a lot like Rangeley.” She then justified 
this comparison because “the second homeowners in Moosehead are a lot like those in 
Rangeley… [they] actually care for the area’s community and physical landscape.”  
Importantly, she emphasized that they were different than the second homeowners in the 
Sebago Lake region in southern Maine—a lake known for its primarily Massachusetts 
second home population; she cautioned him to avoid that area.  
Kerry could have chosen a great many things to celebrate the distinct qualities of 
Rangeley—the lakes and mountains, the longtime local families who have stayed in the 
area, or even the local businesses. That she chose second homeowners to mark its 
distinction is revealing, and coincides with the larger narrative in town that second 
homeowners are not the cause of Rangeley’s decline—as one might expect (Bell 1994)—
but rather something that preserves and even enhances Rangeley.  
 In the New York Times, journalist Wendy Knight wrote an article about the 
attraction of Rangeley. After talking with local residents and second homeowners, she 
detailed the pros and cons of visiting Rangeley. In the “pro” section she writes: 
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“Generations of second-home owners in Rangeley have spawned a tight-knit community 
where seasonal and full-time residents are often indistinguishable. ‘They’re not outsiders, 
Ms. Dexter [a permanent resident and owner of a local shop] said. ‘Many of them have 
been here since they could walk. And many of them, she added, have been instrumental 
in raising money for community projects like the public library” (Knight 2006). Here, 
second homeowners are both cited as “indistinguishable” from permanent residents 
because of their longstanding status in Rangeley, as well as benevolent residents—that 
their presence does not take away from, but contributes to the town.  
 Second homeowners are publicly and privately celebrated in Rangeley for their 
contributions. Significantly, they are narratively constructed as different from other types 
of second homeowners—a special subset—something second homeowners themselves 
echo. This celebration, however, is intimately tied to the ways in which second 
homeowners are perceived to be the “lifeblood” of the community; they patronize 
businesses, donate to the church to pay for the winter heating bill, and set Rangeley apart 
from other vacation destinations.  
Pursuing the Venerable Visitor 
 The construction of the venerable visitor has material consequences. This 
narrative is often put into action. First, this narrative means that permanent residents 
often draw boundaries around other groups in town—particularly permanent newcomers 
and vacation renters. Second, local businesses pursue attracting more second 
homeowners to the region, and value their tastes and preferences over other groups. 
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Permanent residents draw upon the logic that second homeowners are part of what saves 
Rangeley to justify local business and political practices.  
Permanent residents actively draw boundaries around the valued second 
homeowner, and in doing so repudiate other local groups. This became particularly 
evident in an exchange I had with permanent residents, Denny and Lindsay, who work at 
the Rangeley Bistro. One week Lindsay continuously expressed frustration with an 
ongoing problem with her neighbors, who, she explained, were driving wildly on four 
wheelers down their road, shooting guns, and lighting fireworks off at night. Lindsay’s 
new neighbors were vacation renters—she did not know who they were or how long they 
would be there. She expressed that because they were vacation renters, they did not have 
the same sense of respect for Rangeley and its solitude as some full-time summer 
residents. She even detailed her frustrations with a second homeowner couple who 
frequented the bar at the restaurant. The couple, in solidarity with Lindsay, complained 
about their own influx of noisy neighbors who are short-term vacation renters5.  
Day after day Lindsay contemplated calling the police on these neighbors for 
disrupting her quiet street. One evening, Denny readily chimed in with Lindsay’s 
complaints. Denny, however, noted that the most “obnoxious [people] of all” is a family 
of permanent newcomers who started a business on Main Street a few years prior, which 
is a combination of a bakery and four-wheeler rental shop. I asked him what he found to 
be obnoxious. He smirked, and asked me to guess where this family came from before 																																																								
5 There are vacation renters who are more similar to second homeowners than those 
Lindsay derides. Some vacation renters rent the same cabin every year in Rangeley—they 
are more known and predicable than the more transient vacation renters who may come 
up for a weekend or a week a year without subsequent or frequent returns.  
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moving to Rangeley. Hardly before he could finish his sentence, Lindsay shouted, 
“Massachusetts!” Denny nodded with one eyebrow raised and went on to say that the 
family has “been nothing but trouble ever since they got here.” He cited, in particular, 
that this family tried to open a four-wheeler track near his house, but he, and the people 
in town including second homeowners, shut it down through collective political action. It 
is not just that these permanent residents I spoke with have a dislike of the bakery/four-
wheeler shop, but furthermore they actively avoid patronizing this business. In fact, they 
admonished me for the time I told them that I bought baked goods from this store to bring 
to my interview participants, and insisted that I buy from the longtime permanent resident 
down the road, instead.   
Permanent residents do not just decry the influx of any new businesses owned by 
newcomers—from out of state—in favor of longtime residents; the Rangeley Bistro, 
itself, is owned by second homeowners. Upon my first meeting with Kerry, she expressed 
that most newcomers who attempt to start or take over businesses in the area tend to fail. 
She noted that unlike the owners of The Rangeley Bistro, most of these newcomers do 
not have the same stake in Rangeley—according to Kerry, newcomers do not know how 
to “interact with locals” and they furthermore “treat their [local] employees badly.” Kerry 
reasoned that because the owners of the Rangeley Bistro have been coming to Rangeley 
for over fifty years, their love of and dedication to the town enables them to run a 
successful business. In my months working at the restaurant, I learned that it was not only 
a monetarily very successful business, but also the restaurant and the owners are beloved 
by permanent residents and second homeowners alike. In many ways, what this reveals is 
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that for many of the permanent residents I spoke with, the problematic group of in-
migrants is not second homeowners—who make up the majority of the housing stock—
but rather vacation renters and particularly permanent newcomers. 
To justify the allocation of money and resources, business owners and politicians 
in town often draw upon the value of attracting second homeowners and catering to their 
perceived preferences. At the Meet the Candidates event, questions were posed about 
how to fix some of the resources that the town lacks—such as good internet access and 
cell phone coverage. Rather than appealing to needs of permanent residents directly—
indeed, better cell phone and internet access would benefit everyone—the candidates all 
framed their support of better coverage by drawing upon the ways that access to such 
resources would encourage more second homeowners to the area. When the candidates 
were asked what their philosophy was for economic growth, a candidate, Connie, cited 
that her plan for economic growth would be to first get better cell phone service and 
internet. She reasoned that with better coverage, “second homeowners’ stays in Rangeley 
can be lengthened”—all of which means they are spending more money in town.  
This is furthermore not something that is imagined by permanent residents. On 
my first day working at the Rangeley Bistro, I was trained by Renee, a permanent 
resident in her early 40s who works as a real estate agent as well. That evening, I 
followed her over to a table of second homeowners we were waiting on, whom Renee 
had recently sold a house to. After we brought them the drinks they ordered, Renee took a 
moment to ask how they liked their new place. They expressed delight with having been 
able to fulfill their “dream” of owning a place in Rangeley. The man, in his early 40s, 
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however, lamented that they could only stay during the weekends. Despite wanting to 
work remotely in Rangeley sometimes, he noted that he did not have internet access in 
the house, which impeded his ability to stay much longer than a couple of days at a time. 
It’s a running joke in town that on any given day, particularly during the summer, you 
will find second homeowners packed in, huddled shoulder to shoulder in the library or 
coffee shop on Main Street to get their fix of internet access. Even those areas in town 
that did have internet access—such as my own apartment on Main Street—were riddled 
with connectivity problems.  
At the town meeting, I witnessed how this logic—valuing second homeowners— 
overrides all other logics, even in seemingly irrelevant cases. There was contention over 
whether to continue to fund the local radio station in Rangeley. At first, a member of the 
Board of Selectmen supported the funds by reasoning that the radio station is a crucial 
resource for the safety of the region; it serves as an emergency alert system. After which, 
a man in his late 50s argued against funding the radio station. He suggested: “[the money 
would be] more beneficial for lunch programs, for the kids...[he could see the radio show 
being something of value] if we had a bigger population.” As a retort to this, a local 
business manager stomped to the microphone to reiterate the import of second 
homeowners. He fervently explained: “it’s the best way to promote the region, it’s a 
marketing campaign for Rangeley… You want more money from second homeowners? 
You need to make these kind of investments.” A wave of nodding passed over the 
agreeing audience members. After this, there were no other speakers and the article 
passed with a majority vote. Even in an instance that ostensibly had nothing to do with 
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bringing in and catering to second homeowners, this logic still served as a tool to explain 
the use value of town services—and this logic trumped other logics such as keeping local 
residents safe through an emergency alert system and even reallocating the money to 
children. 
 While working at the restaurant during the summer an owner of a neighboring 
restaurant came in during the early hours of the night. He sat at the bar to chat with the 
bartender and general manager about the problems he is experiencing in his own 
restaurant nearby. After having a beer, he divulged that he has received complaints from 
permanent residents in town about his menu, that it does not have enough options that 
locals would want. Then, exasperated, he told us that he does not care what the locals 
think of his menu. All he really cares about is what the second homeowners and tourists 
think because they are his money-makers—they order the drinks and appetizers, and 
desserts—and they furthermore designate his restaurant as successful. The manager, 
Kerry, agreed empathetically.  
The manager at the local ski mountain, too, reiterated these same ideas. One 
afternoon he walked into the break room and asked those of us sitting around the table if 
we, employees of the ski school, could brainstorm a way to come up with $75,000 by the 
end of the winter. A co-worker of mine suggested appealing to the 21+ crowd like the 
nearby ski mountain, and have events that would draw in these customers—e.g., concerts, 
beer festivals, even keeping the bar open past nine at night. Greg, the manager, 
immediately shut down the idea. He explained: “It’s important we create a place where 
families want to come... because families are the ones that will come up and buy condos 
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someday... they’re the repeat customers we want [my emphasis].” And indeed, the 
activities that took place at the mountain the rest of the winter reflected this family-
friendly logic. The mountain had an Easter egg hunt, cardboard box contest for kids, and 
the bar always shut down before it could get too rowdy. Attracting second homeowners 
serves as the driving force for the businesses that I observed, and in many ways the 
pursuit of attracting second homeowners overshadows other local groups in the 
community—evidenced here by business practices, which dismiss young people and even 
permanent residents.  
 Together, these sections reveal the value for permanent residents in constructing 
and pursuing second homeowners as a venerable visitor. Permanent residents could very 
well frame the in-migration of second homeowners as problematic and take issue with 
their in-migration—even though they are the primary source of Rangeley’s income. 
Scholarship has documented the ways in which permanent residents perceive the influx 
of non-residents as disruptive to local life, even in instances in which second 
homeowners contribute to the local economy (Hull 2012; Salamon 2007), however, 
permanent residents laud and actively pursue the in-migration of second homeowners. In 
many ways, this functions as an important economic strategy for local residents. 
However, I furthermore argue that this construction of the venerable visitor goes beyond 
this, for it enables local residents to co-opt the in-migration of second homeowners as a 
productive economic and social good. The influx of second homeowners is framed as a 
way to prevent Rangeley’s decline, but the special type of second homeowner who comes 
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to Rangeley helps to differentiate the town from other locales with a similar influx of 
second homeowners, furthermore contributing to its unique qualities.  
 In many ways, the efforts of the permanent residents have paid off. As Table 8 
indicates, Rangeley’s population and number of second homes have slightly increased 
between 2000 and 2010. However, Rangeley furthermore benefits from an increase in 
median household income, and fewer residents living below the poverty line between 
2000 and 2010, compared to Franklin County’s modest increase in median household 
income and increase of percent of residents living below the poverty line.   
 
 Rangeley Franklin County 
 2000 2010 2000 2010 
Total Population  1,052 1,168 29,467 30,768 
Second Homes 1,012 1,046 6,493 7,183 
Median Household Income  $33,382 $51,250 $31,459 $41,446 
% Ind. Below Poverty Line  11.7% 6.7% 14.6% 15.3% 
Table 8: Comparison of Rangeley to Franklin County. Source: All data from US 
Census 2000 and 2010; income and poverty data for 2010 come from 2010-2014 
American Community Survey. 
  
 
Permanent residents do not view the in-migration of second homeowners as 
disruptive to the town because they highly value that which prevents Rangeley’s 
economic decline. This is in line with the ways that permanent residents highly value 
work—despite its precarity. While permanent residents and second homeowners often 
disagree on what makes a place distinct, both agree that second homeowners at part of its 
distinction, and the in-migration of second homeowners in Rangeley is lauded, 
encouraged, and even cultivated. This is in part because second homeowners are viewed 
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as a form of production, and are thus not viewed as incompatible with permanent 
residents’ rural ideals.   
The Venerable Visitor in Interaction  
Moments of interaction between and among second homeowners and permanent residents 
help to reveal the power of this narrative. Below I offer instances in which second 
homeowners are celebrated in interactions with permanent residents. I then follow this 
section with instances in which the venerable visitor is challenged in interaction between 
second homeowners and permanent residents. Together, these sections underscore the 
conditions of the venerable visitor and also reveal the power that permanent residents 
have in creating and policing its boundaries.  While the previous section demonstrates the 
ways in which permanent residents generally laud the in-migration of second 
homeowners, these sections reveal the specific conditions that are worthy of their 
celebration by articulating the precise practices second homeowners engage in that 
disrupt the core tenants of the ethic: (1) displays of class status, and (2) impeding 
permanent residents’ economic pursuits.  
Sites of Interaction  
Second homeowners’ participation in and patronage of permanent residents’ 
business establishments is an important site of interaction. Their patronage has two 
important functions in developing the ethic of the venerable visitor. First, second 
homeowners’ patronage of businesses provides an opportunity structure for both groups 
to engage with each other. This is particularly important because—given their divergent 
orientations to and locations within the town—they may not otherwise interact.  Second, 
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their patronage of local business establishments provides a bounded way for second 
homeowners to interact with permanent residents in a way that upholds permanent 
residents’ productive pursuits and reaffirms the value of their work.   
I first began working at The Rangeley Bistro before the major influx of summer 
residents. Each day as summer began I watched as my co-workers would anxiously await 
the arrival their “summer friends.” One day at the beginning of the summer season, I 
watched as a couple in their mid-50s walked into the restaurant. Kerry, who was behind 
the bar at the time, jumped in the air and ran around the other side of the bar to greet 
them with an enveloping hug. As I waited on my own tables that night, I watched as 
Kerry and the couple would excitedly fill each other in on their year’s events. At the end 
of the evening while Kerry and I were cleaning up the restaurant she told me that they 
were second homeowners who came each summer and they were “staples” in her life. 
She proudly told me that they are like her fan club— they “follow” her everywhere she 
has worked in Rangeley from Duck’s Landing, to the Water’s Edge Inn, and now to The 
Rangeley Bistro—and their relationship spans over fifteen years. Her friendship ties with 
this couple emerged out of her interactions with them in the first restaurant where she 
worked and has traversed over a decade and Kerry’s multiple jobs. Indeed, it is not the 
businesses or the product that this particular couple is attached to, but those who work 
within them.    
I watched a similar story unfold at different points at the beginning of the summer 
with each member of the wait staff, many of whom have worked in the Rangeley 
restaurant business for over a decade. In the early summer, Tanya ran to hug a second 
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homeowner, Catherine, and promptly put in an order of her favorite chardonnay and 
appetizers—shrimp poppers and La Crema—before Catherine even sat down or asked. 
Tanya told me she waited on Catherine and her posse of friends all last summer and 
developed a friendship with her. Lindsay, who has been a server in Rangeley for over ten 
years jumped to embrace James and his partner Steve. James had been coming to 
Rangeley his whole life because his parents and grandparents own a camp. While I was 
supposed to wait on Ted, he requested Lindsay to be their server. At the end of the night 
he left her a hefty tip, gave her kiss on the cheek, and yelled, “I love you Lindsay!” on his 
way out the door.  
Catherine, the woman in her mid 50s whom Tanya developed a relationship with 
was a regular that summer. She would frequently come into the restaurant with friends—
almost exclusively other second homeowners—or sit at the bar. One evening I was 
waiting on her and her friends. When I went to their table to take their dessert order, 
Catherine asked if we had “B&B.” Being new to the restaurant and unfamiliar with the 
drink menu, I darted off to ask Kerry. She told me that our bar was not stocked with 
B&B, and came over to the table herself to apologize to Catherine. The next day at the 
beginning of my shift Kerry proudly showed me her newest purchase of a bottle of B&B. 
A few days later Catherine came into the restaurant again and Kerry showed her the 
newest bar acquisition. Catherine was flabbergasted that Kerry remembered something 
like that, and grateful she took the time to pick it up. It is possible that Kerry purchased 
the B&B to please a customer and encourage good business relations. However, I noticed 
that Kerry really cared about her relationship with Catherine and wanted to show her this. 
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Akin the way Tanya put in the order of Catherine’s favorite appetizers and wine, the 
business interaction and exchange facilitated the relationship between them and allowed 
for a bounded way for each to show affection and friendship. Indeed, this is the essence 
of the venerable visitor. Permanent residents express appreciation for the business that 
second homeowners bring, and also appreciate that they appreciate them; permanent 
residents are proud of their relationships with second homeowners, and are eager to 
please them. Previous scholarship on the relationship between second homeowner and 
permanent residents suggests that their respective relationships to 
production/consumption would lead to clashes between them because of the ways in 
which it reveals class distinctions (Armstrong & Stedman 2013). However, I found that 
under the right conditions—that second homeowners demonstrate their appreciation for 
local businesses through their consumption practices—the relationship between 
production and consumption fostered a way for both groups, who would otherwise not 
have a chance to interact, to rub elbows with each other in a safe, and bounded site of 
interaction. These sites of interaction uphold permanent residents’ productive pursuits 
and are consistent with the narrative of the venerable visitor. 
The ski mountain was furthermore an important site of interaction among and 
between second homeowners and permanent residents. Well over half of the ski school 
employees were second homeowners, and many of the auxiliary staff—mountain hosts, 
ski patrol, etc.—were as well. Many of the second homeowners I spoke with cited this as 
the only place where they socialize, particularly those who primarily come up during the 
winter. When asked about their friends and social ties in Rangeley, most, like Sharon, 
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who have friends who are permanent residents met them through their time working at 
the mountain. While Sharon has a “mix of both” types of friends in Rangeley—both 
permanent residents and second homeowners—her closest friend is a permanent resident, 
whom she met through working at the mountain. She explains: “probably our closest 
friend is a permanent resident. She is a mom of the family, and we met the mom. Before 
either of us were pregnant she used to work at the mountain. We were pregnant at the 
same time and we both have daughters who are about a month a part. They live there 
permanently and they're ... Her husband does plowing and lawn care and maintenance 
and things. That's right up my husband's alley. It just fits.” Other second homeowners 
echo these sentiments; working at the mountain provided a way for permanent residents 
and second homeowners to meet—who would likely not otherwise—and develop 
relationships over a shared hobby—skiing. Peter, who does not “tend to hang around bars 
and go to parties or things like that” cites the mountain as his only site of interaction with 
other second homeowners and permanent residents, where he has developed friendships 
that traverse over twenty-seven years owning a second home there.  
Sonya Salamon (2007) argues that in Prairieview, a rural community undergoing 
suburbanization in the heartland, newcomers and longtime residents lack “crosscutting 
activities that produce the repetitive, densely overlapping, richly textured life that, in turn, 
creates community traditions constituting a shared history and culture” (p. 80). In 
Rangeley, second homeowners and permanent residents largely exist in separate spheres; 
however, second homeowners’ participation in and patronage of local business 
establishments functions as a site to foster repetitive and overlapping social ties and 
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networks. These interactions allow a space for second homeowners and permanent 
residents to interact with each other in ways that uphold second homeowners’ status as 
the venerable visitor. At the restaurant, second homeowners contribute to permanent 
residents’ production pursuits, and at the mountain, second homeowners and permanent 
residents work alongside each other, developing social ties and relationships in the 
process. And if, as previous sections have demonstrated, permanent residents highly 
value the work they do, and derive a sense of worth through it—and the work they do is 
bound up in the tourist economy—the patronage of second homeowners in their 
businesses helps to confer their worth. Put simply, it makes them feel as if what they are 
doing is valued. However, below I detail the ways in which the discourse of the venerable 
visitor can be disrupted in these very sites of interaction.  
Disrupting the Venerable Visitor  
While the narrative of the venerable visitor is a salient discourse which shapes the 
ways in which both second homeowners and permanent residents engage with the town 
and with each other—and thus the form and function of Rangeley more broadly—this 
narrative also serves as a powerful boundary between those that are “good” second 
homeowners and those that are “bad” second homeowners—those who are venerated, and 
those who are rebuked by permanent residents. Because the ethic is largely derived from 
the primary conditions that (1) second homeowners are valued because they contribute to 
the production of the town and (2) from the idea that there is a special type of second 
homeowner who values Rangeley and downplay class status, second homeowners can 
readily be pushed to the outside of the boundary by disrupting permanent residents’ 
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pursuits of production or by devaluing permanent residents’ production pursuits, which 
reveals class distinctions. Thus, if second homeowners challenge one of the primary 
components of the venerable visitor, they can readily be downgraded from this status to 
“flatlander,” a pejorative term for non-residents. Other scholars have noted the ways in 
which language used in rural locales creates boundaries between and among newcomers, 
oldtimers, and others. For instance, in Childerley, residents use “city people” to draw 
boundaries around those who do not belong (Bell 1994). Or in Provincetown, longtime 
residents use the term “washashore” to denote newcomers who began as tourists and 
stayed (Faiman-Silva 2004). The language is used as a powerful symbolic tool for 
longtime residents who feel their political and social legitimacy is slipping because of the 
in-migration of new residents (Faiman-Silva 2004; Spain 1993). In Rangeley, both 
second homeowners and permanent residents are able to construct the venerable visitor, 
but permanent residents hold the power to take away this venerated status and downgrade 
second homeowners to “flatlander.” Indeed, there is a continuum of status for second 
homeowners, and one small move can push them away from being the venerable visitor. 
However, this downgrade is wholly dependent the disruption of the core tenants which 
make them venerable in the first place. Figure 8 represents this process.  
 Venerable Visitor  “Flatlander” 
Conditions Contribute to economy  Disrupt local production 
 Downplay class status  Reveal class distinctions 
Who decides Permanent residents 
Second homeowners 
 Permanent residents 
  
Figure 8: The Conditions of the Venerable Visitor 
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While scholars have documented that permanent residents perceive more cultural 
clash than do second homeowners because “the material and cultural practices evoked by 
second homeowners are incongruent with permanent residents’ lived experiences,” 
(Armstrong & Stedman 2013, p. 340), I demonstrate the specific conditions under which 
these incongruences emerge.  Importantly, Armstrong & Stedman (2013) suggest that 
“economic interactions that signal or perpetuate stratification may encourage social 
differentiation within communities” (p. 323), and I contribute to this by articulating the 
specific interactions that manifest social differentiation, all of which reveal the bounded 
conditions of the venerable visitor.  
During one of my many conversations with Chuck and Andy in the break room 
during slow periods at the mountain, we discussed how they would describe the 
relationship between permanent residents and second homeowners. Andy explained that 
there is a “divide” between “the locals” and the second homeowners, although Chuck was 
quick to mention that he feels that it is the “locals” who actually impose this very divide. 
He insisted that many of the second homeowners come to Rangeley for the very reasons 
he did seventeen years ago—to enjoy the beauty of the area—and this is something, it 
seemed, should be praised. Andy shook his head in disagreement with Chuck. I asked 
him to explain why he thinks there is a divide, he emphatically responded: “They don’t 
live here. It isn’t just vacationland; this is our livelihood.” He went on to explain that the 
divide stems from the second homeowners not being able to relate to the locals because 
“they don’t work three jobs [like we do] to support their vacation lifestyle.”  
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 This sense that second homeowners could not relate to their economic pursuits 
was indeed a source of tension. Chuck explained that he feels the most frustrated when 
second homeowners ask him “what do you do?” Each time, Chuck told me that he coyly 
responds, “I ski and I fish.” In response to this, Chuck explained that second homeowners 
always follow up with: “but what do you do.” For Chuck, he finds this is a point of 
frustration because he feels “they’re all lawyers from southern Maine who want to know 
what I do for work.” He feels that work does not define him in the same way that it does 
for many of the second homeowners. While they validate each other through how hard, 
and how much they work—and in this way it is very much part of many permanent 
residents’ identity—their employment conditions are necessarily distinct from many of 
the second homeowners who frequent Rangeley. The revelations of these distinctions, 
and when second homeowners highlight them, serves as a source of frustration for 
permanent residents.  
 Working in the restaurant I came upon this question almost daily. Asking what 
someone does for a living is relatively innocuous and tends to be part of casual 
conversation and routine pleasantries. One evening, however, Tanya waited on a table of 
two couples who were second homeowners. They were regulars, and I knew one of the 
couples from my time working at the mountain. I watched as Tanya chatted with the 
group, and she left the table with a noticeably uncomfortable laugh. After her back was 
turned to the patrons, her smile disappeared and she stormed over to the waitress station 
with tears in her eyes. I asked her what happened at the table. She explained one of the 
people asked: “what do you do?” Tanya told them that she works at The Rangeley Bistro. 
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She was asked the follow up question “but what do you do?” She relayed to me her 
response: “this is what I do,” she responded emphatically. Tanya’s frustration stems from 
feeling as if the question some second homeowners ask is patronizing. In many ways she 
felt that this implies that what she “does”—working as a waitress—is not a viable answer 
in the eyes of the second homeowners and it undermines her experiences living and 
working in Rangeley. Tanya fumed about this interaction for the remainder of our shift. 
Thus, the instances in which permanent residents devalue second homeowners are if they 
are perceived to discursively challenge permanent residents’ economic livelihoods—or 
demonstrate that they do not understand or value what they do. This has the effect of 
challenging one of the core tenants of the venerable visitor—that the class differences 
between permanent residents and second homeowners are lessened because second 
homeowners value Rangeley more than other groups. These moments of failed 
interactions between second homeowners and permanent residents emerge when the class 
differences between them are exposed, and palpably felt by permanent residents.   
 Second homeowners’ display of class is indeed a source of derision for some 
permanent residents. For instance, Craig chided those second homeowners who come up 
to Rangeley a “pretend like they don’t have money… they drive around in their beat up 
truck…but they have a lot of money.” For instance, he explained that Kennebago, one of 
the more geographically isolated lakes in the region, is “like a gated community.” The 
types of people who live there are not the kind of second homeowners you can “stop by 
and say hi to… they aren’t interested in social events. They’re just interested in their 
private little getaway.” Andy agreed with these sentiments. He calls them “the New 
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Jersey Types,” who come into Rangeley in their “expensive cars” and “want to be left 
alone…they don’t give anything to their community.” The conspicuousness of second 
homeowners’ displays of class—even if they try to “downplay” through their choice of 
vehicle—prompts contempt from permanent residents. Thus, second homeowners can fall 
into the “flatlander” category in the eyes of permanent residents if they reveal class 
distinctions.  
Furthermore, permanent residents in my sample often express contempt for 
second homeowners if they materially challenge their economic livelihoods. At the ski 
mountain, the only instance in which tensions arose between permanent residents and 
second homeowners who worked together occurred during times when second 
homeowners would be scheduled to provide ski lessons, and permanent residents would 
not. Because there are two very different orientations to working at the mountain—
permanent residents who viewed working there as mostly an economic necessity and 
second homeowners who viewed working there as mostly for socializing—tensions arose 
when permanent residents felt their weekly income was threatened by second 
homeowners who worked there. On a particularly slow week—a week when we all rarely 
worked more than one lesson a day, if at all, which translates into roughly forty dollars 
total for the week—Ed, a local horse farmer who makes ends meet by working at the 
mountain during the day and grooming cross-country trails in the early mornings, showed 
up to work and found that his name was not on the board to work that morning. He 
started pacing back and forth and then turned to me and to Chuck and mumbled in 
frustration that Phillip—who is a retired second homeowner and was in fact on the board 
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and scheduled to give a lesson—“doesn’t need the money” like he does. Typically, 
Phillip and Ed have a congenial relationship; they often ski together in their down time 
and make small talk every morning in the break room. But on this particular day a 
symbolic wall emerged between them. Phillip knew that Ed was upset, and quickly 
offered to let him take his place.  
Second homeowners were particularly cognizant of this perceived contempt felt 
by permanent residents. Tony and Michelle, second homeowners from a small city in 
Maine felt that they were relatively integrated into the Rangeley community, largely 
through Tony’s involvement in the Mason’s organization in town, and because Tony’s 
father is a longtime resident, himself. Even more, while I was interviewing them one of 
their best friends, a longtime resident, popped in to say hello without even knocking. 
There was great ease and familiarity with the interaction.  Despite all of these local 
connections, when I asked Tony and Michelle if they ever experienced tensions with the 
longtime residents in Rangeley, both were quick to note that despite feeling integrated 
and part of the local life in Rangeley, they still feel a “divide.” When I asked them to 
elaborate, they detailed a time when Michelle and another friend, who is also a second 
homeowner, held a craft sale for the Masons—they sold jewelry and hand-designed wine 
glasses. Michelle was hurt and surprised that no one in town came to the craft fair. She 
continued to tell me that the local library, across the street from their craft fair, was 
simultaneously holding a bake sale and “everyone from town went to the library.” She 
felt particularly ostracized by local residents when one of her friends, a longtime resident, 
noted that she liked a bracelet from the craft fair but sent her child down to purchase it 
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instead of purchasing it herself. Michelle felt that this was because her local friend did 
not want to be seen by other permanent residents buying crafts made by second 
homeowners. Tony and Michelle, in frustration, noted: 
Tony: “If you’re not from here and you do that, the locals really don’t...” 
Michelle: “They don’t like it” 
Tony: “And they won’t patronize you.” 
Similarly, Ted, a window manufacturer from southern Maine explained that 
sometimes his work takes him to Rangeley. He explained that he, too, felt a “divide” 
between the longtime residents and second homeowners particularly when second 
homeowners tried to get involved in the commercial life of Rangeley. He explained: “it’s 
like you can tell they are willing to put up with what you are doing, but it’s like... there is 
like this sense of, “Don’t make it a habit.” Like you know, you just mind your P’s and 
Q’s and enjoy what you have and don’t buck the system.”  
 Most permanent residents do not take issue with second homeowners’ value for 
the natural landscape—as Kerry noted earlier, she values that second homeowners value 
Rangeley’s natural beauty—because second homeowners valuing the natural landscape is 
indeed part of their own production process and economic strategy. So too do their 
donations help protect the natural environment, which attracts tourists and second 
homeowners. However, there are instances in which this rubs up against permanent 
residents’ other production processes. In an interview with Peter, I learned about a 
conflict in the town over a cement plant. Peter lives in a housing subdivision that abuts an 
empty lot where a construction company is trying to build a cement plant. Those in the 
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homeowners’ association are against the plant, arguing that it will be “heavy industry,” 
for which the lot is not zoned. Peter relayed to me that many in the association are 
concerned about the noise and the potential pollution of the plant, and furthermore see 
that this infringes on a protected scenic area.  
Peter, who has been a second homeowners for over twenty-five years felt 
particularly frustrated with the process. He and the other homeowners—many of whom 
are second homeowners—are fighting the plant at board of selectmen meetings and plan 
to take the construction company to court. For Peter, this is the first instance where he felt 
like he was not a venerable visitor. At the board of selectmen meeting, Peter and his 
fellow homeowners were called “flatlanders,” a pejorative term used to denote an out-of-
stater or simply a non-local (Peter, himself, is from a rural town in Western Maine). He 
explains “Sometimes we're referred to as flatlanders and that's okay. We're not equal to a 
true native of Rangeley, they’re voting residents here, even though we pay the same 
taxes… I'm not upset at that. I mean, that's okay. That's the way it goes. It's sort of 
interesting, I was not aware of that until the cement plant came up. It's a whole new 
aspect.” When I asked if he ever felt like that before, he revealed, “It was the first time I 
felt like an outsider at all. I've always felt really welcome especially since I worked at the 
mountain. I really felt accepted as one of the locals.” This, too, is one of the only times 
Peter has ever become politically active in town.  
 While most literature finds that residents, non-residents, and newcomers often 
argue over the production and consumption of the land, both second homeowners and 
permanent residents agree that second homeowners are part of what makes Rangeley tick. 
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Thus, they are framed as the venerable visitor so long as they contribute to the production 
of the town and value Rangeley and its population; their venerable status is bound to the 
ways in which it can save Rangeley from rural decline. However, when second 
homeowners challenge local residents’ productive pursuits—craft fairs and cement plants 
for example—they can quickly become an outsider. Exposing the class differences 
between permanent residents and second homeowners, too, by devaluing permanent 
residents’ productive pursuits revokes second homeowners’ venerated status. In some 
ways, this serves as a source of power and control for permanent residents, who are often 
at the whim of the presence or absence of second homeowners and their corresponding 
tastes and preferences.  
Conclusion  
What meanings do permanent residents and second homeowners construct and 
ascribe to Rangeley? Both groups of actors situate second homeowners as constitute of 
Rangeley’s distinction and as such, construct the narrative of the venerable visitor. This 
narrative is based on the conditions that second homeowners prevent the possible 
economic decline, and that second homeowners mitigate the class differences between 
themselves and permanent residents by valuing locals’ productive pursuits. This narrative 
has important local implications. It enables second homeowners to unselfconsciously 
pursue, and justify, that which they associate with themselves—preserving the natural 
landscape. It furthermore means that permanent residents pursue the in-migration of more 
second homeowners. Ultimately, despite, and perhaps because of, permanent residents’ 
willingness to pursue second homeowners as an economic strategy, the town broadly 
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engages in collective project of community building—both in discourse and practice—of 
and for second homeowners.   
Furthermore, second homeowners’ and permanent residents’ distinct orientations 
to the town help explain the construction of the venerable visitor and importantly, the 
ways in operates in interaction. It is because of—not in spite of—these distinctions that 
permanent residents are able to view second homeowners as venerable. The interactions 
in which second homeowners are downgraded from this status help to reveal this finding. 
Second homeowners do not engage in local political life, instead their engagements with 
Rangeley are largely through their consumption practices—e.g. going out to eat and 
skiing at the mountain—and donations to and participation in preserving the natural 
environment. When second homeowners do become involved in political life or step on 
the toes of permanent residents. For instance, when Peter, for the first time, went to a 
municipal meeting to fight against the cement plant he rubbed elbows with permanent 
residents in the wrong way. Permanent residents appeared to be happiest in interactions 
with second homeowners in instances in which they demonstrated appreciation for the 
work they do in town.  
 These findings advance the theoretical underpinnings of the meanings associated 
with rurality and boundary construction within rural locales. While this analysis, on the 
one hand, uncovers an enduring dedication to preserving a normative discourse of 
rurality, it also, on the other hand, unearths a group of non-rural residents who come to 
signify rural life for both residents and non-residents. While many residents understand 
rural life as in decline (Bell 1994; Williams 1974), second homeowners are framed as 
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part of what prevents this imminent decline. This has implications for the larger processes 
of rural restructuring (Lichter & Brown 2011; Woods 2010a); it is not just that second 
homeowners and other amenity migrants are moving to Rangeley, but the local 
population welcomes and facilitates their in-migration—they are part of what lends it its 
cultural value and distinction. This is evidence for a shift of meanings and disruption of 
the rural idyll and the pillars that uphold it. Rangeley has undergone such transformation 
over the past century that the in-migrants have come to symbolize and are compatible 
with this version of and vision for rurality.  
 Furthermore, while second homeowners do pursue the consumption and 
preservation of the landscape, a finding that mirrors the literature on newcomers (Abrams 
and Gosnell 2012; Woods 2010b), this is not wholly at odds with permanent residents 
visions for the town as one might expect. Because second homeowners are the main 
source of the town’s production processes, their tastes and preferences are necessarily 
compatible with permanent residents, who highly value that which prevents rural 
decline—and in this particular case, second homeowners serve as their economic 
“lifeblood” because permanent residents have found production in second homeowners’ 
consumption.  
These findings furthermore complicate what we know about in-migrants as a 
whole; while scholars have demonstrated that in some cases, longtime residents celebrate 
aspects of affluent newcomers’ in-migration (Freeman 2006), by and large longtime 
permanent residents tend to have an aversion the influx (Martinez 2010; Salamon 2007; 
Spain 1993). In Rangeley, permanent residents do not object to second homeowners’ in-
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migration precisely because they have been written into their narrative of place 
distinction; both groups endorse second homeowners as part of Rangeley’s distinction, 
rather than viewing them as an incompatible force. As such, permanent residents 
celebrate and work to facilitate second homeowners’ in-migration. These findings 
support the research, which suggests the traditional divisions of “newcomers” and 
“oldtimers” are not always appropriate, nor are they always steeped in conflict (Hiner 
2011; Larsen & Hutton 2012).   
There are, however, four important local conditions that may account for how and 
why second homeowners are not perceived as a problematic exogenous force, but rather 
part of Rangeley’s place distinction. First, second homeownership’s longevity in 
Rangeley. While at one point the influx of second homeowners might have been 
perceived as an exogenous force, they are now thought of as a natural, inevitable, and an 
important part of the social landscape of the town. Perhaps because second homeowners 
have had such a long presence in Rangeley, they are themselves perceived, not as 
newcomers, but in some ways as longtime residents, particularly in comparison to new 
permanent residents. This story may have looked quite different at the beginning of the 
influx of second homeowners to the town in the early 1900s.  
Second, Rangeley is markedly isolated. Rangeley is over 130 miles from Portland, 
Maine’s largest city, and just over 225 miles from Boston, the regions’ largest city. 
Commuting from Rangeley for work is largely impractical and nearly impossible, and 
most employed persons in the area work in the town of Rangeley. Almost 93% of 
Rangeley residents work within the county and average a thirteen-minute commute 
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(American Community Survey 2015), and while data is unavailable for how many work 
within Rangeley itself, observations revealed that most, if not all, of the permanent 
residents I met worked in the town. This type of extreme isolation might in some ways 
make their dependence on—and acceptance of—the tourism economy, and second 
homeowners, that much more salient and perhaps inevitable.  
Third, Rangeley is arguably much less “animated” than, for instance, the 
Hamptons or Aspen (Dolgon 2005; Park and Pellow 2011). While there is of course a 
degree of bifurcation between wealth and poverty, permanent residents in Rangeley fare 
better than their neighboring towns in other parts of the region. Second homeowners and 
permanent residents each exist on a much wider spectrum than do other places like the 
Hamptons or resorts in Colorado (ibid). Some permanent residents are quite wealthy 
because of the influx of second homeowners; some second homeowners are solidly 
middle class, but share a home in Rangeley with members of their families, making it 
more affordable. Very few of the second homes I observed in Rangeley can be classified 
as McMansions—though they do exist. Thus, there is great variation in the class status of 
both groups, which may lessen the potential for class contestations between second 
homeowners and permanent residents.  
Fourth, and finally, it is also important not to overlook the homogeneity between 
and within both groups. It is not just that a large portion of the second homeowners 
comes from Maine—and not from urban areas—but the majority I observed are white, 
heterosexual families. One wonders what Rangeley might be like if the influx of second 
homeowners was constituted primarily by out-of-staters buying McMansions, a non-
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white population, or even predominantly lesbian or gay homeowners. Or, if the 
employees in the vacation industries were predominantly immigrants and/or minorities 
like in other vacation communities (Dolgon 2007; Park and Pellow 2011).  
However, it is important to note that these conditions are not necessarily unique. 
Many places in Maine, across New England, and in other natural amenity-rich 
destinations look like Rangeley and have had second homeowners invade their towns for 
decades. Indeed, a great deal of New England folklore and popular culture is dedicated to 
this very topic (Brunelle 1980; Lewis 1993; Melnicove 1985; Smith 1980). Even if 
second homeownership is becoming increasingly more important across the country, it 
has for a long time been a large part of lake, mountain, and coastal communities across 
the United States. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: SPECULATORS AND SPECTERS 
“For proof that Boston has become a luxury housing mecca for wealthy people from 
around the world, look no farther than Downtown Crossing. At the high-end Millennium 
Tower, buyers have come from Greece, Hong Kong, and the Middle East, scooping up 
condos two or three apiece. There's a real estate executive in San Francisco who markets 
luxury US properties in Asia, and claims on her website that she's sold 7 percent of the 
tower -- roughly 30 units. And then there's the recent immigrant from China, Bingyi 
Chen, who lives in a modest townhouse in Concord and has bought at least 16 condos on 
behalf of investors in his native country, according to property records and his real estate 
agent. He paid $15.6 million in total. All cash… With its crop of luxury condominium 
buildings sprouting out of the ground, Boston is an increasingly popular destination for 
international real estate investors looking to park their cash in an uncertain global 
economy” (Logan 2016e). 
Introduction  
In Chapter three, I uncovered the ways in which the urban second homeowner has been 
framed, nearly uniformly, as international wealth elites who use real estate as a way to 
“park their cash” (Logan 2016). The emphasis of urban second homeownership has 
rested squarely on the ways elites buy condos in affluent central city neighborhoods as 
real estate investments and leave the residences completely vacant (Fernandez et al. 
2016). Collectively, these narratives suggest the rise of transient residents, and their 
visible absence, has implications for community and neighborhood character—rising 
property values, declining locally-based community life, and broader patterns of rising 
income inequality across the United States and Europe. However, despite this concern 
little is known about affluent in-migrants, aside from financial investments. Are all in-
migrants global elites or shell companies, leaving their homes “dark and lifeless” 
(Roberts 2011)? Is expensive central city real estate simply a place for the elite to 
safeguard—or hide—their money? Are elites’ economic investments in real estate the 
only ways they engage with and shape the city?  
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 This chapter analyzes one portion of this phenomenon and complicates the 
hegemonic narrative by turning the analytical lens to a growing population of second 
homeowners in Boston, Massachusetts, where second homeownership has increased by 
92% over the past ten years and heavily concentrates in already-affluent central city 
neighborhoods (Census 2010). While domestic second homeowners have garnered less 
attention than global elites and shell companies, this analysis underscores the ways in 
which they are constitutive of the larger geographic shift that has taken place over the 
past thirty years, in which the affluent have moved back into central cities, turning certain 
neighborhoods into exclusive, elite urban enclaves (Hyra 2014). This chapter draws on 
ethnographic observations, interviews with second homeowners, real estate agents, and 
community leaders, and census data to understand how second homeowners in Boston 
make locational choices and the ways they engage with the city. 
 I document two types of second homeowners that emerge from my sample. These 
types help to both demonstrate the heterogeneity of affluent in-migrants and also serve as 
exemplars for the ways cities—and the challenges they face—have changed. Moreover, 
this analysis reveals the variable ways in which elites engage with and shape cities aside 
from their investments in real estate. The first type, city speculators, became second 
homeowners by default or circumstance, and purchased homes in Boston between 1980 
and 1999. These second homeowners tended to speculate on gentrifying neighborhoods 
and helped to materialize their speculation through active civic and political 
neighborhood engagement. Speculators have predictable patterns of their second home 
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residency; those who fall into this subset often used their homes consistently throughout 
the year while they worked in the central city, and were transparent in everyday local life.  
However, city specters6, all of whom purchased second homes in Boston after 
2000, maintain a very different orientation to and engagement with the city than 
speculators. City specters float in, through, and out of the city throughout the year and 
their patterns of emergence are often unpredictable and inconsistent. Specters are second 
homeowners by choice and very purposefully buy a second home to use as just that—a 
second home. They are drawn to neighborhoods, not necessarily for the investment 
potential, but for the ways certain neighborhoods enable them to express and pursue elite, 
high-cultural urban identities and maintain social distinction. Specters’ engagement with 
the city is more institutional and cultural than speculators, whose engagement is often 
bound within a given neighborhood. City specters shape the contours of urban 
neighborhoods and contribute to city-building projects through donations to and 
participation in elite, high-cultural institutions.  Collectively, these cases advance our 
understanding of the heterogeneity of affluent urban actors, the implications of their in-
migration for the city’s socio-spatial landscape, and the ways in which their power over 
place has changed.  
																																																								
6 Here I draw upon but expand (Bell 1997) conceptualization of “ghosts,” or “the sense of 
presence of those who are not physically here” (p. 813). While Bell aims to uncover the 
ways in which ghosts give meaning to landscapes, I aim to unpack how being a city 
specter is an active and consequential pursuit of and orientation to city living.   
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Background  
Cultural Practices of Urban Residents 
This chapter builds on a growing line of inquiry in urban sociology which examines the 
cultural practices of urban denizens, and the ways in which these practices shape cities 
and neighborhoods (Brown-Saracino 2010; Deener 2007; Douglas 2012; Grazian 2003; 
Greene 2014; Ocejo 2011; Wynn 2010). Furthermore, this chapter bridges this body of 
research with more recent work which analyzes the causes and consequences of the 
increasingly affluent central city (Baum-Snow and Hartley 2016; Birch 2009; Butler and 
Lees 2006; Lees 2003; Owens 2012).  
Previous scholarship highlights important economic and cultural factors that bring 
in new affluent residents to urban neighborhoods (Ley 1994b; Smith 1996; Zukin 1987b). 
The influx of new in-migrants often leads to the cultural and physical displacement of 
longtime residents (Levy and Cybriwksy 1980; Pattillo 2007; Perez 2004). To further 
unpack these processes, scholars have recently attended to the cultural motivations and 
ideologies of gentrifiers themselves to understand urban change and the actors who 
participate in it (Brown-Saracino 2010; Douglas 2012; Lloyd 2010; Ocejo 2014; Pattillo 
2007; Tissot 2014). This line of inquiry aims to capture the diversity of gentrifiers “in 
terms of the impetus for their relocation, their ideological orientation to their place of 
residence, longtimers, and gentrification, and their practices” (Brown-Saracino 2010, p. 
9).  
For instance, Brown-Saracino (2010) identifies gentrifiers’ orientations to the 
neighborhoods in which they gentrify, in order to understand both their motivations for 
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participating in the gentrification process, but also to unpack how their distinct ideologies 
shape the neighborhoods in which they live. Social preservationists, a subset of 
gentrifiers, depart from the classic image of the “urban pioneer” (Brown-Saracino 2010, 
see also Smith 1996, Spain 2003), and are more self-conscious of their impact on the 
neighborhoods they occupy. Social preservationists actively work to prevent the 
displacement of “authentic” people and places through their social and cultural practices. 
However importantly, social preservationists selectively preserve certain groups in the 
neighborhoods while overlooking others, effectively cementing the legitimacy of certain 
longtime residents over other local populations (Brown-Saracino 2007, 2010).  
Other recent work has sought to understand gentrifiers participating in different 
waves of the gentrification process. For instance, Ocejo (2011, 2014) turns to how early 
gentrifiers on the Lower East Side construct and rely on “nostalgia narratives” to rally 
against newer waves of commercial upscaling and justify their own claims to the 
neighborhood. Similarly, Douglas (2012) documents how first wave gentrifiers on the 
“fringe” of Chicago seek out the “urban frontier” as a way to both escape the upscaling of 
more gentrified parts of Chicago and to pursue—and in fact create—their vision of an 
“authentic” urban scene they believe once existed before more advanced stages of 
gentrification eradicated such scenes. In Douglas’ case, these fringe gentrifiers and their 
practices ultimately pave the way for more gentrification. Collectively, these important 
studies trace the relationship between in-migrants’ orientations to the city at the various 
stages of the city’s development and highlight the ways that these ideologies guide their 
actions and have the power to shape the cities and neighborhoods they inhabit.  
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By attending to second homeowners, this analysis adds to this growing line of 
inquiry in two important ways. First, this research examines a more transient group of in-
migrants and their relationship to urban change. Non-residents are increasingly important 
actors in and for the production and consumption of post-industrial cities (Greene 2014; 
Judd and Fainstein 1999). The relationship between and dependence on culture and 
capital makes a city of and for tourists and transients (Judd and Fainstein 1999; Sorkin 
1992). As a result, non-residents play an important role in city place-making. Greene 
(2014) develops the notion of vicarious citizenship, “the exercise of rights and 
entitlements to community participation emanating from extra-neighborhood, symbolic 
ties to a neighborhood or locality” (p. 99). He documents how vicarious citizenship, 
exercised by gay non-residents in historically gay neighborhoods, translates into action 
on the ground, both through everyday practices and political mobilization. This research 
highlights the necessity of looking beyond locally embedded residents to understand the 
form and function of urban neighborhoods in more transitory, affluent, post-industrial 
cities.  
Second, this chapter builds on the previous line of inquiry by examining affluent 
in-migrants in more upscale neighborhoods. While scholarship has examined gentrifiers 
in gentrifying neighborhoods and the implications of their in-migration (Brown-Saracino 
2010; Douglas 2012; Lloyd 2010; Ocejo 2014; Pattillo 2007; Tissot 2014), and have even 
attended to first wave gentrifiers who reside in upscaling neighborhoods (Ocejo 2011), 
less is known about second homeowners, who concentrate in already-gentrified, 
increasingly affluent parts of the central city.  
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The Increasingly Upscale Central City  
Existing literature on the social and economic transformations of the city have traced the 
changes that have taken place over the past few decades—the rise of gentrification and 
middle class reinvestment back into the city, the increase of global capital flows in and 
through select cities, as well as the shift to postindustrial forms of production and 
consumption (Butler 2003; Friedmann 1986; Greenberg 2008; Logan and Molotch 1987; 
Sassen 2004; Smith 1996; Zukin 1987b, 1995). This chapter contributes to this literature 
by linking second homeownership to the various stages of the city’s development.   
 Scholars of gentrification often point to waves of city-building to explain the 
trajectory of urban neighborhoods (Hackworth and Smith 2001; Lees 2003). To explain 
gentrification’s waves, Hackworth and Smith (2001) point to a series of state- and 
private-led initiatives of city investment beginning in the late 1960s, which account for 
changes in city investment and disinvestment. While today there is debate over the 
precise label for the contemporary changes taking place—super-gentrification, third-
wave, advanced gentrification, upscaling, ascent, to name a few—there is resounding 
consensus that core parts of select cities have reached a new stage of affluence and 
exclusivity (Baum-Snow and Hartley 2016; Birch 2009; Butler and Lees 2006; 
Hackworth and Smith 2001; Hyra 2015; Lees 2003; Owens 2012). Over the past few 
decades, neighborhoods that have long-since gentrified, and are in close proximity to the 
downtown areas of cities, are becoming increasingly filled with residents who are better 
educated, have higher incomes, and are more white (Baum-Snow & Hartley 2016). These 
patterns raise important questions about how and why areas of the central city are 
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changing; particularly as they concentrate affluence and privilege while simultaneously 
push out middle and low-income residents in the process (Massey 1996).  
 While there is a burgeoning body of literature that unpacks gentrifiers’ impact on 
the socio-spatial landscape in gentrifying neighborhoods, less is known about the increase 
of affluent residents into already-affluent neighborhoods (Brown-Saracino 2010; Douglas 
2012; Lloyd 2010; Ocejo 2014; Pattillo 2007; Tissot 2014). Some research suggests that 
in already-gentrified neighborhoods, new affluent residents—wealthy, elite, global 
financifiers—are moving in and pushing out the professional middle and upper-middle 
class who originally gentrified the neighborhood (Butler & Lees 2006, Lees 2003). Other 
research suggests that the rise of vacant residences across global cities is linked to the 
financialization of real estate, which corroborates many of the arguments suggested by 
contemporary public discourse (Saul and Story 2015b; Story and Saul 2015b)—the 
increase in vacant residences is linked to the rise of international wealth elites using real 
estate as a “safe deposit box” (Fernandez et al. 2016; Rogers and Koh 2017). Thus, this 
research builds on and contributes to this literature by attending to the variable ways in 
which second homeowners act as urban place-makers beyond their economic investments 
and by unpacking second homeowners’ relationship to contemporary urban change more 
broadly.  
Placing Elites in the Urban Landscape 
There is furthermore growing renewed interest in elites and how their pursuit and 
use of capital—economic, cultural, and social, etc.—produces inequalities (Khan 2012). 
While there is a growing body of literature that seeks to understand how culture is used 
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by elites as a way to draw boundaries and construct identities (Khan 2012; Lamont and 
Molnár 2002), less is known about how this is mapped onto place (for important 
exceptions, see Centner 2008, Logan & Molotch 1987). Thus, to understand the rise of 
the city specter and the power they wield, I draw upon tools set forth by those who study 
the ways elites “use cultural institutions to construct themselves as a class—defined by a 
particular set of tastes, values, and ways of being” (Khan 2012, p. 368; see also 
(Dimaggio 1982)—and apply this to the ways in which these “tastes, values, and ways of 
being” are placed across the urban landscape (Khan 2012, p. 368). I furthermore draw 
upon Khan’s (2012) definition of elites as those who “[occupy] a position that provides 
them with access and control or as [those who possess] resources that advantage them” 
(p. 362). Owning two or more homes has intrinsic economic value and acts as a way to 
accumulate wealth. However, I add to this by demonstrating the ways second 
homeowners shape the city with their resources.  
Furthermore, there is a new interest in understanding elites’ migratory and 
settlement patterns, particularly as states try to (re)capture the—ostensibly fleeting—tax 
flight of millionaires (Young et al. 2016). Elites may be more rooted in their home states, 
forgoing the advantage of lower tax rates in other states often due to family obligations, 
which demonstrates how elites are more embedded in place than previously expected 
(Young, et al. 2016). Understanding how and where elites place their money is pivotal; 
particularly as income inequality is increasing across the United States (Young, et al. 
2016). Building on this body of literature, this analysis sheds light on the ways in which 
elites move their capital in and through their second home residence. That is, it uncovers 
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patterns of investment that extend beyond what is captured in taxation and property 
records, and uncovers a type of elite migration and investment pattern not captured by 
permanent residence migratory data, but which may very well help explain patterns of 
investment and disinvestment in urban neighborhoods.  
 
Methods and Case Selection 
This chapter seeks to uncover a portion of these larger trends—the increasingly upscale 
central city and the corresponding concern of the influx of new wealthy migrants—by 
turning the analytical lens to a growing population of second homeowners in a smaller 
global city, Boston, Massachusetts7. As Table 9 indicates, this rise of second homeowners 
in Boston mirrors the rise of second homeowners in large cities (e.g., New York, 
Chicago) as well as cities of the same size (e.g., Washington, D.C.) across the United 
States8.  
 
 
 
 																																																								
7 I draw upon the census measure “vacant: for seasonal, recreational, or occasional use” 
to define second homeowners for this sample. To qualify as a second homeowner for this 
study, the owner either now uses or has at some point in their lives used the residence 
they own for leisure, part-time use.   
8 While second homeownership only makes up a small percentage of the housing stock in 
Boston, scholars have turned their attention to populations of the same size—e.g. lesbian 
and gay populations, artists, etc.—to unpack how their in-migration helps to produce 
social, economic, and political changes in cities across the United States (Hayslett and 
Kane 2011, Brown-Saracino 2010, Lloyd 2006). 
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 Second 
Homeowners 
2000 
% Second 
homeowners 
2000 
Second 
Homeowners 
2010 
% Second 
Homeowners 
2010 
Boston 1,568 .6% 2,999 1.1% 
NYC 28,157 .9% 39,793 1.2% 
Chicago 4,549 .4% 10,483 .9% 
Houston 4,169 .5% 4,920 .4% 
DC 2,207 .8% 3,537 1.2% 
Memphis 740 .3% 918 .3% 
Denver 1,443 .6% 2,165 .8% 
Table 9: Second Homeownership in cities across the United States. Source: Data 
come from US Census, measure “vacant: for seasonal, recreational, or occasional 
use” 
 
Despite making up a small percentage of the housing stock in Boston, as a whole 
second homeownership is more heavily concentrated—and increasing—in specific areas 
across the city. Second homeowners made up a negligible portion of Boston’s housing 
stock in the 1990s, but as Table 10 and Figure 9 below demonstrate, second 
homeownership has increased in the areas proximate to Downtown.  
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Figure 9: Number of Second Homes by Census Tract, Suffolk County. Source: US 
Census 2010, “for seasonal, recreational, or occasional use.” 
 
1990 2010 
Tract Neighborhood % Number Tract Neighborhood % Number  
303.00 Downtown 2.7 71 303.00 Downtown 10.8 321 
107.02 Back Bay 2.1 45 107.02 Back Bay 8.7 143 
107.01 Back Bay 2.1 29 106.00 Back Bay 8.1 190 
104.04 Fenway 2.0 51 108.01 Back Bay 7.8 149 
104.03 Fenway 2.0 32 703.00 Bay Village 6.3 172 
105.00 Back Bay 1.9 33 201.01 Beacon Hill 6.1 174 
1207.00 Jamaica Plain 1.9 15 107.01 Back Bay 6.1 98 
305.00 North End 1.8 21 305.00 North End 5.5 92 
108.01 Back Bay 1.6 12 701.01 Downtown 5.4 183 
108.02 Back Bay 1.6 14 203.03 Downtown 5.2 97 
City Boston 0.3 870 City Boston 1.1 2,999 
Table 10: Census Tracts with Highest Concentration of Second Homeowners, 1990 
and 2010. Source: Neighborhood Change Database 
 
Concurrently, there is surge in luxury development projects close to downtown, rapidly 
increasing condo prices, and a city-wide affordable housing crisis pushing out low and 
middle income Boston residents (Bluestone et al. 2015). Upon closer inspection, Table 11 
reveals that the tracts with the highest concentration of second homeowners are far 
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surpassing Boston’s median household income, rent, and percent of the populations with 
a Bachelor’s degree. And Figure 10 reveals the clustering and intensifications of median 
home values in the areas proximate to the central part of the city.  
 
Tract Neighborhood Med. HH Income % BA or Higher Med. Rent 
City Boston $50,684 42% $1,199 
303.00 Downtown $106,602 74% $1,798 
107.02 Back Bay $91,071 86% $1,621 
106.00 Back Bay $68,080 77% $2,001 
108.01 Back Bay $112,284 85% $1,491 
703.00 Bay Village $106,337 76% $1,601 
201.01 Beacon Hill $93,244 88% $1,618 
107.01 Back Bay $88,438 92% $1,656 
305.00 North End $82,308 78% $1,677 
701.01 Downtown $41,786 63% $1,382 
203.03 Downtown $87,244 62% $2,001 
Table 11: Characteristics of Tracts with Highest Percentage of Second Homeowners, 
2010. Source: Neighborhood Change Database 
 
 
Figure 10: Median Home Value by Census Tract, Suffolk County. Source: US American 
Community Survey 2011-2015, 5-year estimates. 
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While some newspaper coverage notes the heterogeneity of new non-residents 
buying homes in the city, the emphasis—and palpable unease—rests almost exclusively 
on wealthy international elites, and often points to these new buyers as the cause and 
consequence of Boston’s housing problems (Logan 2016).   
To understand the motivations and practices of second homeowners in Boston, 
this paper draws on twenty-four in-depth interviews with second homeowners9. To 
provide contextual background for the perceptions of second homeowners and to gain an 
understanding of how they do or do not engage in civic and political life, this paper 
furthermore relies on interviews with six community leaders, interviews with five real 
estate agents, and observations of civic organizations in Boston where second 
homeowners concentrate.  
Second homeowners are an elusive population, in part because of their 
transience—the very essence of second homeownership means that they live between two 
or more places—and in part because many choose not participate in the formal, public 
sphere of their second home communities (Brown-Saracino and Stiman 2017). Thus, to 
gain access to this population I relied on a wide variety of sampling methods. I solicited 
participants through real estate agents, neighborhood listservs and websites, AirBnB and 
VRBO10, and Boston’s tax assessment data11.   
																																																								
9 While popular media has drawn considerable attention to the role of shell companies 
and wealthy international elites in urban change (Logan 2016b, 2016c, 2016d), my aim is 
to shed light on another, and perhaps overlooked, dimension of these recent trends.  
10 On Airbnb and VRBO (Vacation Room by Owner/Homeaway), I contacted members 
who explicitly mentioned in their listing that they use their property occasionally as a 
vacation home for themselves. 
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For additional observational data, I attended community meetings where second 
homeowners most concentrate in Boston—the North End/Waterfront, Back Bay, and 
Downtown—in an attempt to measure the presence or absence of second homeowners in 
civic life. Altogether, this set of sampling methods provided me with a largely diverse 
group of second homeowners throughout many of the Boston neighborhoods. However, it 
is important to note that the findings in this paper are wholly dependent on who 
responded to inquires; many of the second homeowners I contacted declined to 
participate; contacting second homeowners by mail yielded the most response. I 
inductively coded my interviews looking for emerging themes and patterns about second 
homeowners’ locational choices, which uncovered two distinct orientations to Boston’s 
neighborhoods and engagement. For greater depth of the methodology for this chapter, 
see Chapter 2.  
Homes Dark and Lifeless?: Visible Vacancy in Boston  
Between 2015 and 2016 I observed ten community meetings in three Boston 
neighborhoods—Back Bay, Downtown, and the North End/Waterfront. I chose these 
neighborhoods because of their high concentration of second homeowners, which 
enabled observation of the presence or absence of these residents in civic and political 																																																																																																																																																																					
11 I used Boston’s tax assessment data to determine second homeowners in Boston. Using 
Boston’s tax assessment data, I first filtered for the rows with “No” in the column 
“Owner Occupied,” to capture non-residents. Then, I filtered the rows for property type 
that included only single-family homes and condos, to capture homeownership. Then I 
deleted all rows that contained a Boston Zip code in their permanent mailing address. I 
then deleted all rows that contained any indication of a business (e.g. LLC, LTD, Corp, 
etc.) to better capture those who own the home as a home, and to better filter out those 
who own it for business purposes I then randomly contacted residents by mail, in which I 
asked a series of demographic questions and asked if they would like to participate in an 
in-depth interview.  
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life. Meetings included residents’ association, neighborhood associations, and meetings 
hosted by the Boston Redevelopment Authority (now, the Boston Planning and 
Development Agency), which covered development projects taking place in these 
neighborhoods. Along with observing local meetings, I followed up observations with 
interviews with six community leaders—those who are on the board of civic 
associations—in Back Bay, Beacon Hill, Downtown, North End/Waterfront, and the 
South End. The interviews helped to understand the extent to which second homeowners 
are or are not constitutive of formal neighborhood organizations and the extent to which 
second homeowners do or do not present challenges and/or opportunities for these very 
organizations.  
A pattern emerged from interviews with community leaders and observations of 
civic organizations: visible vacancy is of concern, and second homeowners—broadly 
speaking—are largely absent from civic and political life. By visible vacancy, I suggest 
that community leaders express concern over the vacancy that they can see; they are 
concerned with dark windows, empty condo units, and the absence of residents who own 
these units. For instance, I met with Carol, a board member of a civic association in the 
South End. Once I clarified the project, Carol abruptly ended our interview, telling me 
there are no second homeowners in South End; it is “real neighborhood,” unlike, she 
noted, her hometown of Charleston, South Carolina, where a “great number of the 
mansions in the downtown area have been restored to a fare-thee-well but are empty most 
of the year…The dark windows are a problem in neighborhood cohesiveness.” She 
suggested I steer my search away from the South End and turn my attention Downtown, 
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where the dark windows are visible and closer to what she sees in Charleston. For Carol, 
vacancy is not visible to her in the South End, and thus second homeownership not a 
cause for concern. While Carol may be correct that second homeowners are few and far 
between in the South End—116 “for seasonal recreational or occasional use” residents 
out of 13,859 are located in this particular neighborhood (Census 2010)—her emphasis 
on the concentration of dark windows as the indicator of second homeowners is 
revealing, for she frames second homeowners and the concern therein by their absence.   
In the North End, when in a conversation with four members of the North End 
Waterfront Neighborhood Association after a meeting, I mentioned the project studying 
second homeowners in Boston. Without further prompting, a man in his 50s readily 
mentioned the vacant units in the building across the street from him. He cited the “dark 
windows” at night as the indicator. I asked if he knew who resides in this building, and he 
explained that it is common knowledge in the neighborhood that one of the units with the 
dark windows belongs to an Apple executive. With indignation, the other men in the 
conversation then went on to name all of the buildings in the area they notice are dark at 
night—a few in the North End on the waterfront and others across the bay in 
Charlestown. In an interview with Madeline, a board member of the North End residents’ 
association, she corroborated these concerns. “Flagship Wharf, over in Charlestown,” she 
explained, “if you walk by that at night, it oftentimes looks like there are more lights out 
than there are lights on. That is a real luxury condo over on the other side of the harbor.” 
Thus, second homeowners—and the concern therein—are marked by absence and the 
visibility of their vacancy.  
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 There is some consensus over who the community leaders and neighborhood 
residents I spoke with believe own these units—wealthy international elites. In the Back 
Bay at a meeting to discuss the redevelopment of Back Bay station, I sat next to a white 
man in his 60s. He introduced himself and asked why I was attending this particular 
meeting. I explained that I was sampling meetings in neighborhoods where second 
homeowners concentrate. Like in the North End, without further prompting, he matter-of-
factly stated that he was concerned with the international buyers who purchase property 
as a holding cell for their money in the neighborhood—and throughout the city— and 
leave them vacant. He also expressed concern about what will happen when people sell 
these properties, “if they can even sell them,” he lamented. By way of example he told 
me about his own building of seventeen units in Back Bay. One of the units is owned, he 
whispered to me, by a Chinese businessman whose son goes to school in Andover. With 
a sigh of frustration, he told me that “they’re never there,” and “they’re not involved at 
all.”   
Indeed, international buyers are characterized by their visible vacancy and 
importantly, by the ways that they do not engage with the city outside of their financial 
investments. Among the most dominant features of the Boston news cycle over the past 
few years has been Millennium Tower, located downtown, which replaced the old 
Filene’s building. Millennium Tower has garnered a great deal of press in the Boston 
Globe. Since breaking ground in 2013, the tower has appeared in the Boston Globe 116 
times, and has landed in an article headline sixteen times in 2016 alone. Most articles 
center on Millennium Tower as being a site for elite wealthy international buyers to “park 
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their cash” (Logan 2016). The tower has come to serve as the center and symbol of urban 
change in Boston. Standing sixty stories tall and with a penthouse that sold for $35 
million, the tower represents the growing discursive fears of the increasingly exclusive, 
affluent, and vacant central city.   
While at first the Boston Globe’s news coverage of Millennium Tower celebrated 
the new residential construction, which was argued to help pave the way for a new, 
transformed, and lively downtown district (Ross 2012), more recent newspaper accounts 
have become increasingly critical of Millennium Tower and what it represents for 
Boston’s increasingly exclusive city. Writers from the Boston Globe cite the ways in 
which luxury units, like Millennium Tower, “in Boston and other US cities have become 
a popular investment for international buyers looking for a place to store their cash” 
(Ross 2014) or as a “safe place to park their money” (Fernandes 2015). A recent article 
documents a local Concord resident, a Chinese immigrant, who purchased sixteen condos 
for a total of $15.6 million dollars—paid in cash—on behalf of foreign investors from his 
home country. In doing so, this article points to an increasing trend of foreign real estate 
investments in Boston, which leaves entire floors of these buildings virtually empty 
(Logan 2016a) The coverage of these new luxury buildings emphasizes tracking both 
who the new buyers of these units are and how much money they have invested—or 
laundered—in Boston’s real estate.  
While this analysis does not in any way deny the surge of these buyers—one of 
the five real estate agents I spoke with deals exclusively with international buyers from 
Russia and Asia and corroborates their in-migration—it aims to underscore the other 
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types of vacancy that occurs alongside the influx of international elites who are said to 
use property as a “safe deposit box” (Fernandez et al. 2016, p. 2444). In popular 
imagination, the problem presented by second homeownership—of all kinds—is the 
visibility of the vacancy. Dark windows, of course, are a tangible symbol one can point to 
as a way to discuss problems with the increasingly affluent city—a site for elites. 
However, the aim of this analysis is to emphasize patterns of emergence, rather than 
vacancy. In what follows, I document other types of second homeowners who engage in 
different forms of city building that extend beyond sheer absence or financial investment, 
but have consequential implications.  
City Speculators 
City speculators purchased their second homes in Boston between 1980-1999 and 
still own them today. While only seven of those in my sample fall within the speculator 
category, their orientation to and engagement with the city is vital for understanding both 
the heterogeneity of second homeowners, as well as how those who are purchasing 
second homes in the mid-2000s depart from this particular orientation, and more 
traditional forms of city-building practices more broadly. Speculators intentions for 
buying their now-second homes were often driven by investment or utility and 
importantly, the ways in which they became second homeowners was often by default or 
circumstance. Many purchased their homes originally to live in as their primary residence 
or to use as a pied-a-terre when they worked in the central city, but lived in the suburbs. 
However, when life took them elsewhere they decided to keep their homes to use 
occasionally and maintain as part of their investment portfolio. It is important to note 
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what, precisely, took them elsewhere. Five out of the seven cited the Boston Public 
School system as a primary reason for not wanting to live permanently in the city during 
the 1980s and 1990s. Their experiences mirror the larger patterns of white flight—
reflected in Boston’s major population decrease—that occurred in Boston during the 
latter half of the 20th century (Allison 2004). Those who expressed that they left Boston 
for the suburbs for a better school district for their children did so during a time of 
educational and social upheaval in Boston. During the era of school desegregation, 
busing, and education budget cuts, many middle class families left Boston in search of 
the better school districts in suburbs, which contributed to widespread disinvestment. As 
a result, in the 1990s, ninety percent of the students in the Boston school system were 
minority students and Boston’s total population dipped to 575,000 (Allison 2004). 
Five speculators in my sample live in the suburbs of Boston, and two live in the 
suburbs of smaller cities states away. All speculators are either retired or semi-retired, all 
are married, all have adult children, and all are white and US born. Speculators in my 
sample purchased homes in Jamaica Plain, Downtown, Back Bay, the North End, the 
West End, and Dorchester—and at the time when these neighborhoods were undergoing 
early to mid-stages of gentrification (Ehrlich & Dreier 1999). While all of their homes 
vary in size and type—they range from a large single family home, a brownstone unit, a 
condo overlooking the water, to small studio apartments—what unites this particular 
cohort is their orientation to both the act of purchasing a second home in the 
neighborhoods in which they purchased them, and the ways in which they engage with 
the city.  
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I label this group of second homeowners city speculators because of their very 
close alignment with the ideological orientation of “structural speculators,” who not only 
“rely solely on their capacity to estimate future locational trends; they [also] supplement 
such intelligence by intervening in that future” (Logan & Molotch 1985, p. 30). Building 
on this, I document three important characteristics that define their orientation to and 
engagement with the city. First, speculators speculated on gentrifying neighborhoods. 
Second, they intervened in the future of their neighborhoods through direct civic and 
political engagement and place-entrepreneurial activities, with the intention of protecting 
and helping to materialize their second home investments. Third, their engagement in the 
neighborhood has been predictable, visible, and consistent throughout their tenure 
owning a second home.  
Speculators’ Orientation to Boston 
The first wave is orientated to their second home neighborhoods in many of the 
same ways that “urban pioneers” are oriented to gentrifying neighborhoods—they 
understood their neighborhoods as the wild, urban frontier that needed to be tamed and 
envisioned the profit that could come from that taming (Smith 1996; see also Brown-
Saracino 2010; Douglas 2012). This narrative is best captured by Betsy, who purchased a 
second home in the Copley area in the mid 1980s:  
“We had just sold the house from [suburb of Boston], then the tax period of the 
time, we had to do something with the capital gains…Location, location, location. 
Having fifty feet from Copley Place, and pioneering just starting. All things 
considered, low price and because of just pioneering, Saint Botolph was just being 
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developed by the billions near Copley Place. It was boarding houses and 
apartments and so forth but we knew that would turn around quickly. Which of 
course it did.” 
In the above narrative, Betsy acknowledges both the motivation for buying a 
second home and the intentions for choosing the Copley area. It was a place to put their 
capital gains from another investment, and the “pioneering” of the time, that is, the early 
stage of gentrification was just beginning, meant the area would soon “turn around.” 
Other second homeowners similarly described their neighborhoods as “not desirable” or 
“not what it is today,” but simultaneously acknowledged that the potential investment is 
what attracted them to the neighborhood in the first place. Stan explains similarly this 
trajectory:  
“We were both working in Boston, living at Beacon Hill, needing a bigger place 
to live looking for equity. Boston was very focused on inner city re-development. 
We had very good friends living in JP who said this is a great place to buy a house 
and invest. It's turning around, and indeed it did… We moved there when it was a 
little dodgy… We had crime and other issues and we slugged it out, and 
everything came together. As a real estate investment, it's been spectacular.”  
Like Betsy, Stan explains his motivations for buying the home—they wanted the 
equity—and his very specific motivations for choosing Jamaica Plain—he thought it was 
“turning around.” In fact, Stan left Beacon Hill, an already-upscale neighborhood (Farrell 
1993), in search for equity. Both Betsy and Stan expressed foresight into neighborhood 
change, and speculated on the potential changing use-value of their neighborhoods 
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(Logan & Molotch 1987). Betsy did so by relying on indicators of “pioneering,” or the 
transformation of boarding houses and apartments, and Stan gained foresight through his 
social ties. For this cohort, the purchase of a second home was first and foremost an 
investment and their choice of neighborhood was primarily driven by the economic 
potential of it.  
 Others in this cohort purchased a second home for both commuting and 
investment purposes; while they worked in the city they needed a place to stay during the 
week—or even just a place to keep their car—to avoid having to trek back out to the 
suburbs where their families lived, mirroring the narratives suggested by previous 
research on urban second homeownership, i.e., that the urban second home is utilitarian 
housing unit (Timothy 2003). Karl explains his decision to buy a condo downtown in the 
1980s while he lived permanently in the suburbs of Boston: 
“It all had to do with where I worked, which was near State Street and it was a 
five-minute walk to work. I traveled a great deal and I come in late at night and 
rather than come out here ... If I came out here I'd have to read the mail and see 
the kids and everything and then get up and go back in… it was impossible.” 
Speculators who purchased their condo to live in while they worked in the city often 
discussed their purchase of a second home as both desirable because of its proximity to 
work and because of its value. For instance, Patty purchased a condo in the North End 
Waterfront in the 1980s after she started her job. She was working in Boston for a few 
years and “thought the market was down…[and] thought [she] might as well buy a condo 
as an investment property and to live in.” Thus speculators viewed their homes as a utility 
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for work but also as an investment purchase. This is not to say that this cohort does not 
derive their identity through their second home purchases. Where and how one chooses to 
live is always tied to identity work (Hummon 1990). In fact, some in this cohort 
described themselves as “city people” or a “city mouse.” In this case, however, second 
homeowners’ identity is tied to participating in and taming the “urban frontier” and 
amassing wealth in the process (Smith 1996, Spain 1993; see also Brown-Saracino 2010, 
Douglas 2012).  
Speculators in this cohort purchased homes in Jamaica Plain, Downtown, Back 
Bay, the West End, and the North End, which were the in the early- to mid-stages of 
gentrification of that time (Ehrlich & Dreier 1999) and were more likely to cite finding 
homes that were “bargains.” This cohort of second homeowners was primarily motivated 
to purchase a second home by the pursuit and promise of economic capital and its 
proximity to their jobs downtown. This explains why second homeowners in this cohort 
purchased homes in gentrifying areas close to the central city.   
Speculators’ Engagements   
It is not simply that speculators sought to purchase homes in gentrifying 
neighborhoods, they intervene in the future of their properties through place-
entrepreneurial activities as well as direct civic and political engagement to both actualize 
and protect their pursuits of capital. Speculators were more likely to report buying units 
to renovate and expressed unique foresight into potentially lucrative neighborhoods—in 
many ways the very essence of a place entrepreneur (Logan & Molotch 1987). As John 
explains, he purchased a second home in the downtown area during the late 1980s, 
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because even though “back when [he] first bought it, it was not the best place… it wasn't 
really that desirable” he “knew the location was great and it would only get better as time 
went on.” At the time, John had been parking in an apartment building’s garage for work. 
Before the building turned condo, he “had an opportunity to buy in there at the offering 
price for the conversions.” He then explains:  
“[A tenant] paid me rent for five years, and then when she moved out, I went in 
and rehabbed the place, and used it for myself... Those were terms of the deal 
[allowing the previous tenant to live there for five years]. The people that were in 
the building, they were all apartment renters, because it wasn't a condominium. 
The building converted from an FHA 207 loan, which is an apartment, it 
converted from that. The owner decided to go private and turn into 
condominiums, so that's what he did, and I had an opportunity to buy in back 
then.” 
Today, John reasons that because of the rehabilitation work that he put into the condo, 
coupled with the changing landscape of the Downtown neighborhood, “it’s worth a lot 
right now. [He] get[s] calls and letters from brokers that want to buy it. [He even] had a 
neighbor in the next apartment that says if [he] ever want[s] to sell, they want to buy it. 
They want to break through and make their place bigger, but [he has] no interest in 
selling it.” Instead of selling his lucrative investment to developers or neighbors, John 
plans to pass on this wealth to his children. Collectively, John’s narrative underscores the 
motivations of speculators as well as their particular type of engagement with the 
neighborhood. In John’s case, he never purchased the second home with the intent to use 
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it as such—in his own words, “it’s just an apartment downtown.” His purchase was 
instead driven by the potential investment in a neighborhood he suspected was up-and-
coming. To secure this potential John renovated his apartment, intervening in the 
economic future of his condo, the building, and the neighborhood at large. While he will 
not benefit from his investment purchase, his children will accumulate the capital from 
the investment he made over thirty years ago.   
 Other second homeowners during this time period not only renovated condos, but 
worked to intervene in the future of the neighborhood through direct civic and political 
engagement at the local level. Betsy describes the ways that she worked to fight the 
development near her second home as a way to protect her investment:  
 Betsy: “I was really the catalyst about all the law suits against the city going 
immediately on every possible subject… I spear headed at every possible level. 
Getting petitions signed every two weeks and every month by the, huge number 
of people…we could significantly influence a city council election… I was not 
going to allow some big developer or some stupid city to destroy where he [her 
husband] had put his investment property, and all his capital gains from his other 
home.” 
Betsy’s orientation to the neighborhood and her second home—that it was an investment 
worth protecting and materializing—helps guide her engagements with the city. When 
Betsy thought that a development project would threaten her property, she spearheaded 
an action plan to prevent it. Others during this wave were actively involved in their 
neighborhood associations working to end streetcars in Jamaica Plain, fighting zoning 
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laws Downtown, and combating development projects they thought would harm their 
neighborhoods. This was a period of change in Boston, with intensive middle class re-
investment back into the city, and those in this cohort were on the front lines of these 
changes. Indeed, speculators engagements paid off. On average, they paid $126,000 for 
their condos between 1980 and 1999. From these purchases, they have on average 
accumulated wealth of just over a half a million dollars each12. Speculators were much 
more likely to discuss explicit financial gain from their second homes and frame their 
orientations and engagements in this way.   
Moreover, their presence in the neighborhood has been predictable, consistent, 
and visible over time—they still act as speculators today. Stan, for instance, still 
champions for his neighborhood from afar by donating money to the organizations that 
protect his vision of JP—organizations that promote responsible development, and keep 
the city walkable and bike-friendly. To combat the construction of Lewis Wharf hotel in 
the North End Waterfront, Patty signs petitions, supports her neighbors, and keeps a sign 
in the window of her waterfront apartment opposing the hotel’s construction. Betsy, who 
is now in her seventies, is an ardent member of Back Bay’s neighborhood association and 
still attends meetings concerning development in her neighborhood. I observed her 
participation first hand at a neighborhood meeting that addressed the redevelopment of 
Back Bay Station, a project similar to the one she tried to halt in the early 90s. Upon 
buying their second homes, speculators knew that their buildings and neighborhoods 																																																								
12 These data come from six speculators in the sample, one inherited the residence from 
his family member so his purchasing price is not listed. All data come from 2016 
property tax assessment data and either self-reported cost of their residence or mortgage 
data from Suffolk County registry of deeds.  
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required labor to actualize their investments and visions for their homes. In many ways, 
they still see their homes needing this sort of investment today—the work of a speculator 
is never done. 
Speculators’ Social Ties 
Those in this wave cite this particular kind of involvement due in part to their embedded, 
and longstanding relationship with their second home neighborhoods. Stan best captures 
this:  
“I think the biggest difference you're going to find between us and other second 
homeowners is that most second homeowners parachuted in and bought a place, 
and they have little organic tie to the community. I think we have a much more 
organic tie to the neighborhood.”   
For Stan, the choice to maintain and use their second home today is furthermore a way to 
maintain these locally-based, organizationally rooted social ties in Boston. While Stan 
once lived in Boston and moved to the Midwest, he is “connected with a group of guys 
that’s been meeting since the mid 80s [when Stan moved to Jamaica Plain], who every 
Thursday meet for breakfast, and when [he’s] in town [he] attends that breakfast...[he] 
also feels that it is nice to maintain relationships that [they’ve] had for almost 50 
years...[they] would not maintain the [friendships] if [they] weren’t there regularly”  
 Betsy, the seventy-year-old second homeowner in Back Bay since the mid 80s 
explains how she returns to Boston consistently to attend NABB, or Neighborhood 
Association of the Back Bay, meetings. In fact, she attends two different NABB meetings 
each month as a way to maintain her connection to the Back Bay neighborhood. In fact, 
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the meetings often dictate when she stays in her second home in Boston. When I asked 
her how she decides when she will stay in her Boston house, she explained that it was 
dictated by the civic association meetings, “Wednesday evenings… there might be 
NABB meetings on Wednesday evenings at the end of the month. There's usually two 
NABB meetings I attend.”  
 Similarly, Bridget explained that her presence in Boston is often dictated by her 
participation in the Genealogical society and the various meetings held. Others use their 
second home to maintain long-term friendships, which developed throughout their tenure 
in Boston. For instance, Pam, who owns a vacation home in the country, notes the 
function of her Boston residence for her social ties. She explains:  
“We enjoy our friends there and enjoy the city. We join our friends for dinners. 
The ranch is very much a country place. We do have friends and family that come 
visit us there. As opposed to Boston, where, which is urban, and primarily it’s our 
Boston friends that we’re seeing when we’re there.” 
 Thus, the second home enables speculators to stay involved in organizations that 
are meaningful to them, maintain a stake in the neighborhood, and cultivate their once 
place-based social ties. The second home is used as a method to stay connected to the city 
and the people within it.  
Speculators and Urban Change 
While at times speculators appear to be more detached from their second homes—
John described his home as “just an apartment downtown”—they are still deeply invested 
in its longevity for themselves or for their children. Collectively, this reveals the ways in 
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which this cohort engages in urban change. Through active, visible, and consistent civic 
and political engagement and place-entrepreneurialism, these second homeowners were 
part of the larger city-building projects of the late 80s and 90s, which took place 
throughout Boston. In many ways, this is a familiar, well-documented—and highly 
contentious—form of city building, which has garnered a plethora of academic attention 
over the past few decades (Brown-Saracino 2010, Logan & Molotch 1987, Smith 1996, 
Zukin 1987); to shape buildings, streets, and their neighborhoods, these second 
homeowners went to public meetings, challenged zoning rulings, rehabilitated their 
residences, and used their social and economic capital to actualize their visions. 
Speculators are in many ways indistinguishable from classic accounts of gentrifiers—
they just happen to be second homeowners as well.  
City Specters  
While speculators engaged in city-building through direct and visible civic and 
political involvement and place-entrepreneurialism, city specters who purchased homes 
after 2000—seventeen second homeowners and the bulk of my sample13—maintain a 
very different set of orientations to and engagements with the city and its institutions. 
City specters float in, through, and out of the city throughout the year. While this cohort 
is largely inconspicuous—for instance, they have garnered far less media attention than 
international buyers and are far more transient than speculators—they touch down and 
take material form through their micro-engagements with Boston’s elite, high cultural 
institutions. The label, specters, derives from the emphasis on the ways in which this 																																																								
13 Sixteen of the seventeen purchased second homes after 2007.  
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cohort of second homeowners appears in city space. While concern over the rise of 
transient residents emphasizes the visible vacancy of urban denizens, I note the 
apparition of these denizens, and the consequences therein.   
Orientation to Boston and its Neighborhoods 
Unlike speculators, specters by and large explicitly intended to buy and use their 
second home as just that—a second home. Four of the five luxury real estate agents I 
spoke with cited this type of buyer—domestic residents who wish to buy a second home 
for vacation or leisure purposes—as their primary, growing, and more lucrative market. 
Like speculators, their original intent for purchasing their homes guides how and when 
they use it. Specters range in age, with the youngest in their forties and the oldest in their 
seventies. Some are still gainfully employed—however often have flexible work options, 
such as telecommuting—and others have entered retirement. Some specters have young 
children, some have adult children, and some do not have any children at all. All with the 
exception of one are married and all with the exception of one are white. Specters in my 
sample purchased second homes in the South End, Beacon Hill, Jamaica Plain, Bay 
Village, Back Bay, Charlestown, Fenway, Brighton, and Downtown. The homes they 
own vary widely in size and type, from a small garden-level condo unit on Beacon Hill, 
to studio units in professionally managed buildings in the Financial District, or multi-
million dollar brownstones in Back Bay. Specters’ homes similarly range in price. Their 
second home purchasing prices range from $260,000 to just over $2 million—over half 
fall under $600,000 and six are over $800,000. Moreover, while speculators tended to 
live permanently in the suburbs of Boston, specters hail from suburban and rural areas 
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from all over the country—Texas, California, Arizona, Vermont, Ohio, Georgia, New 
Hampshire, Massachusetts, and New York. Thus, what unites specters is not their age, 
occupation (or retirement status), permanent residence, or even the type of building they 
can afford and prefer. What unites specters is their orientation to the neighborhoods they 
choose and their engagements with the city.  
City specters wield high levels of spatial capital (Centner 2008) in the ways that 
they come to understand, use, and shape city space. Many of the second homeowners in 
this cohort are either retired or semi-retired empty-nesters or have flexible work 
schedules, and, as one of my participants aptly explains, they “had the time [and] had the 
money” to purchase a second home. Because of this, many were not interested in the 
second home as purely a potentially lucrative investment, but instead preferred to find a 
safer investment that required minimal renovation work in an already-gentrified 
neighborhood14. As Bruce from Texas explains, he and his wife were primarily interested 
Back Bay, parts of the South End close to Back Bay, and Beacon Hill. I asked if there 
were any neighborhoods that they were not interested in. He continued: “Anything in 
South Boston, the South End, basically below Tremont. I can’t articulate why we didn’t 
end up in those areas, but it seemed like just… you pay more in Back Bay and you get 
more.” Bruce and his wife ultimately ended up in Back Bay. They preferred to pay more 
for a condo unit that was already equipped with the amenities they prefer—an elevator in 																																																								
14 While six specters out of seventeen rent their second homes using AirBnB or VRBO, 
all except one cited using their home for vacation or leisure use, and maintain a similar 
orientation to the city and a second home as the other remaining specters—that is, profit 
is not the primary factor for their second home purchase and even for those who profit 
was at least in part motivating their second home purchase, they still preferred already-
gentrified neighborhoods.  
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a newer building that did not require any renovations—and to be in walking distance to 
the cultural amenities they enjoy, such as the theater, museums, Whole Foods, and the 
Boston Common. Specters desire safer investments in established neighborhoods and are 
willing to pay more for this luxury. Particularly because most are there so infrequently 
and their permanent homes are far away, they prefer not to have to put in any labor into 
their second home; they wish to use it immediately.   
However, it is not just those who pay nearly a million dollars for their condos who 
choose already-gentrified neighborhoods. Others in this cohort who have a smaller 
budget engage in these very same practices. This is best captured by Cathy, who began 
her search in the South End, but ultimately purchased a small, $300,000 garden level 
condo unit on Beacon Hill. She explains:  
Cathy: Oh, yeah. We were also looking at the South End, but I think ... There are 
a lot of bargains there but sometimes they're in an area that's not as desirable or 
close to other areas that are not, that are kind of sketchy, so… [I] looked on the 
map where it was and how close to like Dorchester and… East Roxbury, and ... 
I'm not that familiar with it…but maybe, if it's kind of closer to Back Bay and that 
section…but it was hard to find something that was kind of in the right spot.” 
While Cathy was initially drawn to parts of the South End for its more affordable housing 
stock and proximity to the Back Bay neighborhood, she ultimately turned her search 
elsewhere—again prioritizing already-gentrified neighborhoods over a potentially 
lucrative investment—to avoid owning a home in what she perceives are “undesirable” 
parts of the South End. Other second homeowners who similarly began their searches in 
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more up-and-coming neighborhoods—Fort Point and the Leather District, for example—
ultimately turned their searches elsewhere for the more upscale neighborhoods—Back 
Bay and the Financial District, for instance.  
There are many push factors that help to explain why second homeowners choose 
already-gentrified neighborhoods. They cited crime and physical blight, lack of proximity 
to public transit, and lack of walkability to cultural amenities and grocery stores as 
primary reasons for redirecting their searches to other neighborhoods. These 
neighborhood characteristics are often used as proxies for wanting to avoid 
predominantly Black and minority neighborhoods and help to explain the concentration 
of white affluence in cities (Quillian and Pager 2001).15 It is important for specters—who 
are almost exclusively white—to both avoid neighborhoods they deem unsafe and to 
choose neighborhoods where this is not an issue. The data help to confirm that second 
homeowners are not speculating in gentrifying neighborhoods and specifically avoid 
places with a higher concentration of minority residents. If they were speculating, there 
would be a rise in concentration of second homeowners in East Boston, South Boston, 
and parts of Dorchester and Roxbury (Conti 2016; Haigney 2016; Teitell 2016). Instead, 
they specifically avoid these types of neighborhoods and concentrate their capital in the 
increasingly affluent part of city.   
																																																								
15 Two in my sample who purchased homes in the South End cited the neighborhood’s 
reputation for being diverse as one of many factors. In Sylvie Tissot’s (2014) study of the 
South End, she finds that while gentrifiers do often cite diversity as a driving mechanism 
for living in the South End, it is inextricably linked to their abilities to control it.  
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Pursuing Urban Identities, Lifestyles, Fantasies 
 If they are not interested in speculating on up-and-coming neighborhoods like 
speculators, what, then, drives their decisions to purchase a second home? I found that 
this cohort seeks out exclusive, upscale neighborhoods close to the city’s high-cultural 
amenities and institutions as a way to reify their urban identities, pursue urban lifestyles, 
and enact their urban fantasies. Like Grazian’s “daytime self” and “nocturnal self,” or, 
the “special kind of presentation of self, associated with consuming urban nightlife,” 
specters use their second homes as a way to confirm and reify their “city selves” (2003, p. 
63). Specters are interested in the ways in which their second home can fulfill a particular 
type of urban fantasy firmly rooted in prestige and high-cultural distinction, and express 
this through their consumption patterns.    
 Many specters lived in Boston at earlier points in their lives and expressed similar 
fantasies about returning to live in the city. Many moved away for work or family reasons 
and long to return to the city that holds great meaning for them16. As Margaret expresses, 
she and her husband met while they were living in Boston earlier on in their lives, but 
while work and careers took them elsewhere, they knew they always wanted to return:  
“We moved up here [Vermont] full time and then began to think, ‘Gee we never 
really fulfilled that dream of going back to Boston, but we love where we're living 
now, so maybe we should think about a pied-a-terre; some place that we could 
just go and enjoy the city in small doses.’ So that's what we did.” 
																																																								
16 For an analysis of the power of nostalgia in shaping the way people interpret, frame, 
and use space see Milligan (2003) and Ocejo (2014).  
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For Margaret, purchasing a second home in Boston fulfilled a long-held wish and 
actualizes her nostalgia for the city. However, their fantasies and images of the city are 
often quite specific and help to explain where specters choose to purchase their homes. 
They call upon their past knowledge of what the city is, and which neighborhoods best 
represent this memory. Tracy explains:  
“To me Back Bay and Beacon Hill is sort of quintessential Boston. When I was in 
college, which was the last time I lived there, that was always the big fun thing to 
me, was to go into the city and that's what I thought of as the city... I love the 
Common, and going and sitting on the benches and googling the people who have 
benches dedicated to them and getting that sense of history and place.”   
For Tracy, the decision of where she and her husband would purchase a second home fell 
squarely upon their idea of which neighborhoods best represent Boston and give her a 
“sense of…place.” For specters, Boston is Beacon Hill’s gas lamps and brick sidewalks, 
Back Bay’s brownstones, and Downtown’s proximity to iconic sites, such as the Boston 
Common.   
However, the pull to upscale neighborhoods is more than the imagery tied to these 
spaces. Part of the fantasy is the way in which specters can potentially pursue their city 
selves through their second homes. They explain the purchase of a second home in terms 
of a lifestyle choice or as an expression of their identity. Jonathan “wanted to compliment 
the [rural] lifestyle that [he] had in Texas,” and to “experience city life.” Karen claimed 
that she and her husband are both “urbanites to begin with” and because their “lifestyle 
revolves around the arts…theater, museums…lecture travel…the city life is great for 
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[them].” Importantly, specters juxtapose their city selves—and city homes—with their 
rural and suburban selves and homes. Most cite wanting a lifestyle different from their 
more suburban permanent residence that feels too rural or too suburban.  
In the above examples, specters explain the purchase of a second home as 
something that can help to fulfill part of their selves and round out their place-based 
lifestyles. Many have permanent homes in more suburban or rural areas across the 
country and wish to buy a second home in the city as a way to actualize their specter 
lifestyle—traveling between and touching down in various parts of the country and 
world—as well as escape the more undesirable parts of their first homes.  
However, they choose upscale neighborhoods because the lifestyle they wish to 
pursue is firmly rooted in Boston’s high-cultural institutions. As Doris notes, there is 
“something about the city that just speaks to [her].” When probed further, she explains 
that it is the “cultural institutions…museums, theater, plays, art exhibits, music, theater” 
that speak to her. Others, like Valerie, even reject omnivorous cultural tastes in favor of 
the more, as she notes, “traditional environment… where [they] feel 
comfortable…[They’re] not into the trendy lifestyle.” Thus, specters actualize part of 
themselves through a very specific part of the city: Boston’s high-cultural, elite 
institutions, which reintroduce elite’s “snobbish” tastes (Peterson and Kern 1996).  
Furthermore, a second home in an upscale neighborhood affirms social status and 
distinction. Doris explains why she and her husband chose a second home in a city, while 
many of her friends opted for a second home in rural areas in lake communities or on the 
coast:  
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“I can just point to some differences perhaps. My husband and I have always 
enjoyed traveling pretty much on our own. We’ve taken a couple of Rick Steve’s 
Tours where we thought it might be handy…For the most part we will just do it 
ourselves and head off ourselves. Most of the people that I happen to know, 
though, tend to go, when they travel, to sort of the same places. Either back and 
forth to the islands somewhere, or if they do venture further than it’s usually 
with…definitely with a tour or a cruise.”  
As Doris narrates, there is something distinct about their choice of a second home in a 
city. While her friends often take the beaten path during their travels, Doris and her 
husband prefer the road less traveled and cultural capital they gain from these ventures. 
The specific neighborhoods second homeowners choose help to solidify this distinction. 
As Bruce explains below, while crime was a deterrent for not choosing certain 
neighborhoods, the pursuit of social distinction was the primary factor for ultimately 
choosing Back Bay17:  
“I guess Back Bay was always our first choice just because of the neighborhood 
feel, the charm, and the central location. I think, at least our perception, that crime 
is less of an issue there… It's hard to point to one specific thing. I guess if we're 
thinking of one thing over everything else…it would be just the prestige of living 
in Back Bay.” 
Above all else, Bruce cites Back Bay’s prestigious reputation as the guiding logic for his 
second home choices. In fact, Back Bay and the brick townhomes that fashion its streets 																																																								
17 Of course, seeking prestige and avoiding minority neighborhoods are two sides of the 
same coin for specters. 
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has long been associated with Boston’s elite residents and distinguished cultural 
institutions (Allison 2004; Farrell 1993; Warner 1962). It is thus not surprising that one 
who seeks out a second home as a form of social distinction would choose a 
neighborhood that is historically linked to Boston’s most elite history (Farrell 1993). This 
furthermore demonstrates how elites’ cultural tastes are expressed through urban 
neighborhoods.   
Together, this section reveals what drives specters to choose and purchase a 
second home in the city and what guides their decisions to purchase their second homes 
in upscale neighborhoods, both of which diverge from speculators; a second home in 
upscale neighborhoods enables specters to pursue their high-cultural identities and 
maintain social distinction. In what follows I first detail specters’ social ties and then 
move onto the ways in which they engage in the city. 
Specters’ Social Ties 
As Stan, a speculator, perceptibly noted before, the difference between himself 
and other second homeowners is that most second homeowners “parachuted in and 
bought a place, and they have little organic tie to the community.” City specters have few 
locally-based social ties. The ties specters do have are often instrumental in nature, if at 
all. Across the board, when I asked specters about their relationships with their neighbors 
or other social ties in Boston, many cited knowing their neighbors minimally through 
their condo associations, maybe having a glass of wine on the roof deck if they happened 
to be in town, or some noted developing a relationship with the concierge of their 
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building to keep an eye on things while they are away. For instance, John in Beacon Hill 
explains:  
“With only six owners, you're going to cross people pretty frequently while you're 
here. The structure [of meeting people] has been primarily through the condo 
association. Which can often start as a formal discussion and end up with a glass 
of wine talking about other things.” 
However, most specters cited having no strong social connections within Boston itself. 
Or as Maggie explains, “we have no friends in the city.” Thus, specters rely on other 
strategies for socializing.  
 Specters explain that they use their second home as a way to maintain connections 
with their intimate, but geographically diffuse social ties. They do this in two ways. First, 
specters often have family who live proximate to Boston, and this partially explains why 
they chose Boston as a site for second homeownership. For example, Tracy uses her 
second home as a way to stay connected to her ailing mother who lives in Rhode Island. 
“Recently, unfortunately, my mother entered memory care in Rhode Island and I 
didn't feel like it was appropriate for my brother to bear the primary caregiving 
responsibilities because I was away. My husband and I talked about and we 
decided that it would be a good thing for us to start the transition up there to 
spend part-time here, part-time there and help out our family with the various 
obligations.”  
Or, for instance, Jane uses they second home as a way to stay close to her son who lives 
in a town north of the city. However, it is important to underscore that these primary ties 
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are not within the city itself. Specters will travel to visit their family members outside of 
the city while staying in Boston, which highlights their very spectral qualities.  
Furthermore, rather than developing social ties within the city, specters bring their 
ties with them from their own personal networks, often from their permanent residence. 
For instance, Dennis has started the tradition of renting out units in the Hilton next to his 
second home during holidays, so friends and family can come and enjoy the city with him 
and his family. John actually had his neighbors from his first home in Texas stay with 
him and his wife to enjoy the city and the activities they typically participate in—going to 
the theater, museums, and dining out.  
 Indeed, much of this can be explained by the temporal component of specters’ 
time in the city; specters have only had homes in Boston for a few years, and thus have 
not had the time to develop more longstanding relationships or connections to 
organizations in the same way that speculators can and do. However, there are underlying 
variables that help to explain why specters do not develop more locally embedded ties, 
even those who have had second homes in Boston since the mid-2000s.  
First, some enjoy being anonymous in the city and relish not having social ties or 
obligations—they embrace being a specter. This city is a place for them to escape to at 
their leisure. For instance, Doris explained that “A big strong factor, particularly...for [her 
husband] is anonymity. He finds that anonymity in the city. Some people... find it out in 
the remote countryside but [they] find it in the city.” She went on to tell a story about 
visiting the Grand Canyon in Colorado. While they were there they ran into one her 
husband’s clients from their small town in Western Massachusetts. It was this sort of 
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interaction that they hoped to avoid in Boston—small town life, running into people you 
know at every turn. Owning a second home in Boston allows for Doris and her husband 
to be invisible if they want to be.  
Second, others note the ways in which the specter lifestyle impedes their ability to 
make connections. Joyce explains this: “What's interesting, we have friends who visit us 
from out of town and we see more of those people than we do of people who live in 
Boston. As an older adult, it's really hard in any community to make friends. You don't 
have young children getting you out to PTA and baseball games and things like that. You 
have to put yourself out there and being there part time, it's hard to make those 
commitments.” As a result, Joyce plans to volunteer at the Public Rose Garden when she 
feels has the time or occasion to do so, and hopes to make connections that way because 
it allows her the flexibility to participate when she can.  
Thus, their social ties have a spectral and transient quality to them—and in some 
instances this is by choice. Specters bring with them their social ties, which render them 
more placeless than speculators’ ties. And the difficulty of making new ties in Boston in 
part explains their engagements with the city and its institutions.  
Specters’ Engagement  
Most second homeowners in this cohort are not at all involved in the civic and 
political life of their neighborhoods, nor do they engage in renovation projects like 
speculators. Dan quite succinctly sums up specters’ general relationship with Boston’s 
civic and political life: “[I’m] not really [involved]…I’m not there… it’s not easy for me 
to make a Tuesday night meeting in the city. I don’t do a lot.” Many, like Dan, 
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acknowledge the difficulties of living between two, or sometimes three, different places. 
The lifestyle simply does not afford them the time to keep up with, let alone engage with, 
Boston’s civic and political life. Doing so would require more consistent and reliable 
emergence, which is simply not part of their lifestyle.   
However, while this cohort by and large does not engage civic and political life, 
they engage in city-building projects that help to reify the central city as a site of and for 
elite, cultural consumption. This cohort almost exclusively engages in Boston through 
their participation in cultural institutions and “privileged consumption practices” 
(Centner 2008). This is best captured by Deborah, who earlier explained that she prefers 
to enjoy the city in “small doses”:   
“We'll go to a movie, we'll go to the theater, maybe the Huntington Theater, and 
see a play, we'll go out to dinner, have friends into the city. Gosh, we're members, 
for instance, of the Museum of Fine Art so I've been taking a course this past 
month… A lecture course. Tomorrow I'm going to a lecture on the new exhibit 
that just opened on the Japanese painter Hokusai. I'll do a couple of errands in the 
Back Bay and then I'll either drive or hop the T up to the Museum of Fine Arts, 
make my way back.” 
As Deborah explains a typical day while in Boston, she touches on important 
characteristics of specters’ engagements. While their emergence is quite spontaneous, 
their choice of places to emerge is quite consistent. Specters across the board cite 
Boston’s institutions of high culture as their primary sites of emergence. Others enjoy 
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volunteering when they have time. Joyce, who has become a Master Gardener, explains 
that while she has not yet started volunteering in Boston, she plans to do so in the future:  
“We've gone on several architectural tours and tours of the gardens and things like 
that, just to get to know the city better. I'm thinking maybe of volunteering next 
year to work in the rose beds at the garden, but it's kind of hard…that's the one 
drawback…when you live part-time in two places to get committed to 
something.” 
Joyce’s comments reveal two important qualities of specters. First, while you may not 
find specters in neighborhood meetings fighting zoning laws, you might find them 
working on the rose beds in the Public Garden18. Second, being a specter inherently 
means touching down occasionally and often sporadically. Most second homeowners in 
this cohort reported, as Margaret notes, “there’s no methodical schedule to [when they 
visit Boston] whatsoever.” Indeed, much of their spectral and spatial power lies in these 
qualities. They are not tied to locally embedded institutions like employment or the 
educational system—most are retired and their kids are grown or they have flexible work 
schedules and/or do not have children—and are able to be highly selective with when and 
why they appear. Thus, specters’ engagement with the city is more linked to cultural 
institutions than to the neighborhood itself. While most report no clear pattern of when 
they touch down in Boston, most explain similar collective patterns of emergence for 
cultural events that draw them to town, as Margaret explains:  																																																								
18 The rose beds are an important historic cultural destination in Boston, which relies on 
volunteers from the Friends of the Public Garden to work in conjunction with the city’s 
department of Parks and Recreation to maintain the gardens 
(http://friendsofthepublicgarden.org/programs-projects/rose-brigade/) 
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“We sometimes go down for specific events. Particularly theater. We enjoy going 
to the Lyric Stage, the Huntington, the BCA… We'll go out to restaurants, we 
became members of the MFA, so we'll frequently go there. We like concerts, we 
were at the Boston Book Festival recently, and sometimes we don't have any 
agenda whatsoever. We just go down see what's going on. We really enjoy 
walking, so we'll walk all over the city, we'll walk across the Mass Ave Bridge or 
the Longfellow to Cambridge. Just kind of enjoying whatever happens to be going 
on.” 
A primary reason specters choose to live in upscaling neighborhoods is the 
immediate accessibility to the very institutions that Margaret explains. Specters rarely if 
ever express desires to patronize an independent bookstore, buy groceries from a bodega 
owned by a longtime resident, or enjoy a beer among locals at the dive bar across the 
street, like other waves of in-migrants (Brown-Saracino 2010; Deener 2012; Ocejo 2014). 
Instead, they seek out large-scale, elite, high-cultural institutions like the Museum of Fine 
Arts and the symphony, have a cocktail at a new restaurant downtown, and buy their 
groceries at Whole Foods. While we may not see this cohort at community meetings, nor 
do we read about their condo purchases in the newspaper, they collectively make up a 
network of transient residents who participate in similar, overlapping rounds of cultural 
activities.  
Importantly, city specters’ most inconspicuous form of city engagement is their 
donations to elite, high-cultural institutions in Boston. Collectively, they donate money 
to: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston Symphony Orchestra, Lyric Opera House, Handel and 
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Haydn Society, Freedom Trail, JFK Library, Boston Athenaeum, and Boston Youth 
Moves. Furthermore, they donate to various religious institutions that they occasionally 
frequent while in town, animal shelters, and medical research institutions such as Dana 
Faber and Boston Children’s Hospital. This suggests that their influence on the city may 
not be completely visible; donations are perhaps the most discreet form of city-building. 
However, these micro-engagements are important to highlight because they help to 
sustain the very institutions that second homeowners enjoy. They solidify the central part 
of the city as a destination of elite cultural consumption, and furthermore help to 
concentrate affluence, privilege, and amenities in core parts of the city (Massey 1996). 
Moreover, specters greatly differ from speculators, who are more firmly rooted in local 
neighborhood institutions. Specters’ engagement with the city is more cultural and 
institutional—spanning a web of elite institutions located in the central part of the city, 
rather than engagement exclusively at the neighborhood level. In this way, their spectral 
qualities contribute to concerns of the growing “placeless quality” of urban life (Greene 
2014, p. 101).     
Specters and Urban Change 
Since 2000, specters in this sample have spent over eleven million dollars on their 
second homes, averaging over $800,000 each19. Their economic impact is evident; they 
have invested over eleven million dollars in already-affluent neighborhoods close to the 
																																																								
19 Data is missing for three participants. All data come from Suffolk County registry of 
deeds. This number does obscure the variation in specters: the minimum purchase was 
just over $200,000 for a studio unit in Fenway, while the maximum is a Back Bay town 
house for over two million.  
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central city. Importantly, they are not investing their money in other neighborhoods and 
very specifically avoid predominantly non-white areas. This has been shown to 
concentrate and spatially isolate the affluent parts of the city, which will “enhance the 
benefits and privileges of the rich” and enhance the city’s racial and class bifurcation 
(Massey 1996, p. 395). This is manifest in census analyses of where second homeowners 
concentrate today, and is evident in the city’s property records20. While their economic 
impact is clear, what is less clear are their collective practices, which this analysis has 
helped to reveal. Specters cite going to restaurants, museums, the symphony, and theater 
among their main activities while visiting Boston. Both their economic investments and 
their consumption and donation practices reify the central city as an elite enclave. 
Previous scholarship on transnational wealth elites cites the problems associated with the 
vacancy and dis-engagement of these new types of urban residents (Fernandez et al. 
2016). For instance, Fernandez et al. (2016) note the ways second homes function purely 
as a “safe deposit box” (p. 2444), and Saul & Story (2015) explain that the rise of second 
homes did not have the intended benefit in cities like New York that Bloomberg had 
anticipated—they do not go to restaurants, go to the theater, buy groceries, etc. However, 
I document the ways in which specters do appear and spend money, and how these 
apparitions are also of consequence.  
																																																								
20 It is important to note that contra to Young et al. 2016, specters in my sample who split 
their time more evenly between their second home residences and permanent 
residences—particularly those from Texas—claimed to legally designate their permanent 
residence as such because of Massachusetts’ higher taxes.  
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Conclusion  
In this chapter I document two types of second homeowners, whose differences 
emerge from their varying orientations to owning a second home—e.g., either by chance 
or more purposefully—and the type of neighborhood in which they purchased their 
second home—e.g., neighborhoods in early or mid-waves of gentrification versus 
neighborhoods in more advanced waves of gentrification. These differences help to 
explain their different orientations to and engagements with the city and provide lessons 
about the new challenges cities face. Table 12 below summarizes these differences.  
 
Characteristics Speculators Specters 
Time of Arrival 1980-1999 2000-Today 
Neighborhood Type Early-Mid stage 
gentrification 
Advanced gentrification, 
upscale neighborhoods 
View of the City Investment and utility  High-cultural lifestyle and 
identity pursuits  
Engagement with City Direct civic and political 
engagement, place-
entrepreneurialism  
Participate in and donate to 
elite, high-cultural 
institutions 
Social Ties Locally- and 
organizationally-based  
Instrumental, 
geographically diffuse 
Table 12: Summary of Speculators and Specters 
 
 Speculators engage in city-building projects through their direct, active, and 
visible civic and political participation. This cohort is much more likely to attend public 
community meetings—neighborhood associations and zoning board meetings, for 
instance—and intervene in the future of their neighborhoods through these channels 
alongside permanent residents. Broadly speaking, speculators tend to buy second homes 
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in cities undergoing early stages of middle-class reinvestment, for the accumulation of 
capital proximate to the central part of the city is vital to the speculator ideology and 
underlies their motivations for purchasing a second home. Indeed, today one might 
expect to see city speculators, not in Boston, but perhaps in the central parts of cities like 
Providence, RI where there are tracts close to downtown experiencing middle-class 
reinvestment and intensive place-making efforts (Dunn 2017).  
Specters, however, pursue high-cultural urban identities and fantasies through 
their second homes, all while inconspicuously engaging in city-building projects that 
enhance the exclusivity of central city neighborhoods. While popular accounts have 
targeted foreign investors and shell companies as both the cause and consequence of the 
city’s increasing exclusivity, I argue that specters are also participating in this process, 
but perhaps their collective impact is more insidious. Specters do not buy city property 
simply as a holding cell for their money. Specters donate, consume, and engage with the 
city in pivotal ways and I call attention to their emergence, not just their vacancy. While 
you will not find this cohort present at neighborhood meetings where local residents 
decide how money is allocated or argue over the consequences of high-rise development 
projects, nor will you read about this cohort making condo purchases in the newspaper, 
you will find this cohort buying tickets to the symphony, sitting in on a lecture at the 
MFA, or donating to these very institutions of high culture.  
In some ways, this cohort is reintroducing an ethos from the Boston Brahmin 
generation, who heavily invested in the expansion of exclusive urban culture, such as the 
Museum of Fine Arts and Boston Symphony Orchestra. These institutions “reinforce[d] 
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the taste culture of Boston’s upper class… their latent function was in shaping and 
reproducing the shared tastes and values that gave the upper class its strong sense of 
identity and solidarity” (Farrell 1993, p. 31). And for the Boston Brahmins, “the urban 
setting…was a significant factor in shaping their strong internal and external 
identity…The kind of cultural institutions that developed in this urban space solidified 
that identity and ensured it would be preserved intergenerationally” (Farrell 1993p. 30).  
 Indeed, elites “use cultural institutions to construct themselves as a class—
defined by a particular set of tastes, values, and ways of being” (Khan 2012, p. 367; see 
also DiMaggio 1982), and here they use the purchase of a second home in affluent parts 
of the city as a way to affirm, actualize, and place these “tastes, values, and ways of 
being” (ibid). City specters similarly express and help uphold their core values in and 
through these very institutions. While their ties to the city are more institutionally and 
culturally driven than speculators, their ideologies and engagements are very much 
placed in the central part of the city. Because of specters’ particular orientation to the 
city, one might find them in other large, global, and upscale cities such as New York, but 
unlikely to find specters—who prefer pre-packaged, “safe,” upscale, and established 
cities and neighborhood—in cities whose downtown neighborhoods have yet to undergo 
mid or late waves of gentrification, such as Detroit. In using the same example as above, 
one could imagine seeing specters in Providence, Rhode Island in a few decades if the 
intensive gentrification efforts turn these cities into destinations where specters could 
pursue a lifestyle of elite, high-culture in neighborhoods where they feel “safe.”  
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Ultimately, building on the line of inquiry set forth by previous scholars (Brown-
Saracino 2010, Ocejo 2014, Douglas 2012) which seeks to understand the attitudes and 
practices of gentrifiers, this analysis documents the ways in which second homeowners, a 
group of affluent in-migrants, have divergent practices and orientations to the city. This is 
documented not only in the heterogeneity of the present study’s sample, but also in the 
plethora of newspaper articles that attempt to identify and categorize new affluent and 
super-affluent city in-migrants—suburbanites, shell companies, grandparents, and 
wealthy international elites, to name a few. Because of this, it is integral to unpack who 
precisely second homeowners are, what motivates them to purchase a second home in a 
city, the time period in which they do this, and how they do or do not engage in the city, 
its neighborhoods, and its institutions. In doing so scholars, city officials, and urban 
planners will be better equipped to unpack the ways this diverse group of new residents 
not only reflects the changing meanings associated with the central city, but also how 
they constitute these very changes.  
There are important limitations to this study, many of which derive from this 
study’s modest sample size; there are likely other ideologies and practices of second 
homeowners that this study does not capture. While the sample is limited in what it can 
say about second homeowners as a group or class, it aims to call attention to the new 
types of affluent in-migrants, sheds light on the heterogeneity of second homeowners, 
and encourages more empirical attention to the ways in which they engage with the city. 
Future research should find new ways to both count and uncover the ideologies and 
practices of new in-migrants. Importantly, to date, there is no clear way to count second 
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homeowners as a group or class at the individual level21. Cities should be more diligent 
about understanding who is occupying homes across the city to help understand larger 
processes of urban change22.    
Because of the attention certain forms of second homeownership have garnered, 
cities across the globe are considering policies to curb the purchase of vacation or 
investment homes23 (O’Sullivan 2016). While this chapter does not seek to advocate for 
or against the in-migration of these affluent residents, it encourages more comprehensive 
attention to these various groups before implementing policy to curb or restrict their in-
migration. While second homeowners facilitate the intensification of Boston’s 
bifurcation, specters also uphold the very institutions that Boston relies on for their own 
place-making strategies. City governments are withdrawing financial support from 
cultural institutions like the arts, museums, theater, and the symphony (Clark et al. 2002; 
Grodach 2007), while they are simultaneously increasingly dependent on these very 
institutions to sustain the image they wish to project to the world, all of which generate 
capital for cities in a post-industrial and increasingly neoliberal landscape. 
																																																								
21 While the census designates “for seasonal recreational or occasional use” it is not 
aggregate the data at the individual level, and thus researchers cannot parse who second 
homeowners are.  
22 While cities like Boston have a residency tax break, this does not always capture those 
who use their homes for vacation or leisure use, or who leave them completely vacant. 
Landlords fall into the same tax category as second homeowners (e.g., they check the box 
“no” for Boston being their permanent residence). Clarity around how the home is used is 
encouraged.  
23 Paris has considered increasing the property tax rate five times for second home 
properties in the city with the intention of deterring unused properties and making the city 
more affordable for permanent residents (O’Sullivan 2016).  
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CHAPTER SIX: THE MEANING OF THE SECOND HOME IN THE TWENTY-
FIRST CENTURY 
Introduction 
This dissertation uses second homeowners as a window into understanding broader 
changes, challenges, and opportunities for post-industrial urban and rural locales. 
Attention to second homeowners offers a deeper understanding of how and for whom 
advanced rural towns and urban neighborhoods are changing. Below I offer a synthesis of 
the two empirical cases presented in this manuscript and their broader contributions to 
sociology, and I conclude using these micro findings to understand the larger macro 
context by theoretically disentangling the ways in which second homeownership is 
related to the broader cultural meanings of urbanism and rurality in the twenty-first 
century.   
The Meanings Second Homeowners Attribute to Places 
This dissertation traces the multiple ways in which second homeowners understand—and 
thus engage with—their second home communities. In Rangeley, the local context 
enables second homeowners to see themselves as fundamental to what makes Rangeley 
distinct, and thus, they engage with the town as the venerable visitor—a discourse that 
elevates second homeowners and their attendant preferences as valued by both second 
homeowners and permanent residents. Because they highly regard the value they lend to 
Rangeley, they unselfconsciously engage with that which they associate with 
themselves—the preservation of the natural landscape.    
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In Boston, second homeowners’ engagement is furthermore driven by the local 
context, and specifically, when, where, and why they purchase a second home. 
Speculators, who purchased second homes between 1980 and 1990 in newly gentrifying 
neighborhoods, understand the city as a site of economic speculation and investment, and 
their engagements within it are guided by this frame—they engage in civic and political 
action to enhance and protect their investments. Specters, however, have a very different 
frame. Most specters purchased homes after 2000 in already-gentrified neighborhoods 
proximate to the central city. For specters, the city is a site of high-culture and the pursuit 
of a second home is a way to reify high-cultural urban identities and pursue social 
distinction through place.  
 These findings broadly contribute to a greater understanding of the variable ways 
in which newcomers shape rural towns and urban neighborhoods. The ways in which 
second homeowners make territorial claims and engage in place-making projects is not 
uniform, but is intimately tied to the time and place of their in-migration—whether urban 
or rural, or even the stage of development within each locale. That is not to say that 
second home engagement is entirely relative, in the sections that follow I argue that the 
meanings second homeowners attribute to their second home locales, and the ways they 
shape it, is broadly tied to larger processes of socio-economic restructuring. This 
restructuring guides the images they hold about the city or country, which is vital to 
explaining how they shape the social, economic, and cultural trajectory of their second 
home locales across place. As I argue in the section below, second homeowners’ 
engagements and impacts are furthermore tied to their visibility—or invisibility—within 
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their second home communities. Indeed, there is an important dialectic between second 
homeowners and the places they touch down; they both help constitute and are 
constituted by their second home destinations.    
 Broadly speaking, this dissertation unpacks the multiple ways that elites engage 
with the places they live. While those in my sample vary widely in their economic 
capacities, I follow Khan’s (2012) definition of elites as those who “occupy a position 
that provides them with access and control or as those who possess resources that 
advantage them” (p. 362). Despite one’s level of wealth, owning a second home comes 
with a host of advantages not available to those who do not, and I thus broadly refer to 
those in the sample—despite the wide variation—as elites.  
This research suggests that elites are not uniform in their place-making projects, 
and thus a holistic understanding of elites requires attention to the contexts in which they 
place their money. Furthermore, elites’ place-making projects extend beyond their real 
estate investments. While scholars have sought to reveal places of elite through tax 
records to more broadly understand place inequality (Young et al. 2016), I argue that 
attention must also be paid to their monetary contributions and cultural practices within 
and across these places as well. Elites do more than buy real estate; they go to the theater, 
buy groceries, donate money, volunteer, and value certain place attributes over others, all 
of which contribute to trajectories and patterns of investment and disinvestment.  
In the analysis presented in this manuscript, second homeowners, who participate 
in the same general process and display distinction through their practices in their second 
home, are found to do so for different reasons. While both urban and rural second 
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homeowners pursue the self through their second home, the manifestations of each is 
distinct and driven by different practices of cultural distinction. Rangeley second 
homeowners relish in their omnivorousness and acquire a sense of satisfaction and sense 
of self—and status—through the ways that they are able to blend into the local, rural 
community and mitigate class differences between themselves and permanent residents 
(Holt 1998; Johnston and Baumann 2007; Peterson and Kern 1996; Peterson and Simkus 
1992). In Boston, the urban second home, for specters in particular, represents the pursuit 
of high-cultural distinction through high-brow consumption patterns, both through the 
location of the second home in historically elite neighborhoods proximate to high-culture 
amenities, and through cultural institutional involvement. These practices can be seen as 
a re-introduction of the Boston Brahmin ethos and a re-institutionalization of high-
cultural organizations as a form of social distinction (Dimaggio 1982). While the 
manifestations are distinct, the premises of each are the same; second homeowners 
pursue distinction through urban and rural space, and their choices of the second home 
location are an expression of varying tastes. The second home functions as a cultural 
object through which second homeowners display distinction, and the images second 
homeowners hold of the urban and the rural are fundamental to this process.  
This has the power to shape, not just hierarchies between and among second 
homeowners and permanent residents—or confer status—but their respective journeys 
for distinction furthermore shape the ways in which they engage with the places they live, 
and ultimately the places themselves.    
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Local Residents’ Interpretation of and Engagement with Second Homeowners  
Understanding permanent residents’ engagement with and interpretation of 
second homeowners is inextricably bound up in the ways that the post-industrial shift has 
transformed the form and function of community in cities and towns. This shift 
undergirds the reasons why second homeowners in Rangeley can be conceived as 
valuable, and explains the increase in concern over visible vacancy in Boston.  
 Second homeowners in Rangeley are treated as the venerable visitor, a deserving 
and lauded, transient resident. Importantly, second homeowners in Rangeley are visible to 
the local population, and are actively sought out as an economic strategy by community 
leaders. In Boston, however, while speculators are visible in the sense that they engage in 
civic and political activities, they are not—anymore—a cause for concern among 
community leaders with whom I spoke. Perhaps their engagements were more 
discursively problematic during the earlier years of gentrification in the neighborhood—
indeed this sort of involvement has garnered a great deal of academic attention (Smith 
1996; Zukin 1987a). Specters, however are largely invisible to community leaders and—
given specters’ type of involvement and (lack) of locally based social ties—to the Boston 
populace at large, outside of their immediate buildings. Specters are not of concern for 
civic and community leaders because their vacancy is not, yet, as visible as other types of 
second homeowners, primarily international elites who use their Boston residences as a 
safe deposit box (Fernandez et al. 2016).  
 If one can extrapolate from Rangeley’s case, the historical context of second 
homeowners matters greatly for explaining why second homeowners are not seen as a 
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problematic exogenous force, but part of an important economic and cultural strategy. 
Second homeowners have existed for quite a long time in Rangeley, and thus have had 
over a century to be visible to this small village—and in some ways come to be 
understood as longtime residents. Furthermore, as Rangeley’s economic well-being is 
increasingly wrapped up in attracting and appeasing second homeowners, they have 
strategically harnessed the power of second homeowners to prevent the “imminent” rural 
decline (Bell 1994; see also Williams 1974). If specters in Boston increase over the next 
few decades and businesses and community leaders learn of their tastes and preferences, 
it is possible to envision the ways in which local businesses and organizations might try 
to harness their power as well—e.g., in donations to cultural institutions to keep them 
alive in an increasingly neoliberal city (Clark et al. 2002; Grodach and Loukaitou-Sideris 
2007)—which of course comes at a cost for longtime residents (Chernoff 2013).  
 
Revisiting the Image of the Rural Second Homeowner  
Chapter three documents the larger historical narrative of the rural second homeowner 
and the implications of their in-migration. This narrative—and previous research 
findings—suggests that relations between second homeowners and permanent residents 
are more often than not fueled by tensions related to conflicting values over land use 
policies and practices. Permanent residents are often found to value the productive uses 
of the landscape, and second homeowners value the consumptive uses of the landscape. 
These values derive from each group’s different orientation to the town, which is largely 
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driven by second homeowners’ and permanent residents’ cultural background as urban 
and rural, respectively.   
 My findings, however, suggest that there are conditions under which second 
homeowners and permanent residents—with presumably distinct interests—are able to 
build consensus over a place’s distinct qualities. In Rangeley, I document the 
construction of the venerable visitor, in which both second homeowners and permanent 
residents agree that second homeowners are part of what makes Rangeley distinct and 
lend it its value. The rules of the venerable visitor are based on the premises that second 
homeowners downplay class status and contribute to the local economy. Partially 
explaining this finding—that second homeowners can be considered venerable in the first 
place—is the way in which permanent residents view production in second homeowners’ 
consumption. This implies that the in-migration of second homeowners is not necessarily 
at odds with permanent residents’ view of production, but are part of their production 
process; nor are second homeowners’ pursuits of the consumptive aspects of the 
landscape necessarily at odds with permanent residents’ larger place-making strategies. 
As detailed in chapter four, permanent residents highly value that which prevents the 
pervasive ideology of “rural decline” (Bell 1994). Second homeowners are framed as 
Rangeley’s economic “lifeblood” and part of what prevents its collapse in a post-
industrial economy. Permanent residents thus highly value second homeowners who 
choose or have chosen Rangeley as their second home destination.  Importantly, the 
conditions of the venerable visitor help to explain the instances of tensions between and 
among second homeowners and permanent residents, based not on the differing views of 
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consumption and production, but based on the disruption of the principal tenants—on 
which second homeowners and permanent residents agree—of the venerable visitor.  
 
Revisiting the Image of the Urban Second Homeowner 
While there has previously been a dearth of literature on urban second homeownership—
which is largely driven by the relatively small number, historically, of such 
homeowners—some research and popular discourse has attended to the rise of second 
homeowners in cities. These findings suggest a uniform narrative of who urban second 
homeowners are, the functions of their second home, and their engagements with the city. 
Popular discourse has primarily focused on wealthy international buyers who purchase 
homes as a way to place or hide their money, ultimately leaving the homes completely 
vacant leading to “ghost buildings” and “ghost towns” (Roberts 2011). Academic 
research has furthermore focused on the ways in which elites use city real estate as a 
“safe deposit box,” and the nuance of such buyers rests exclusively on the various ways 
in which second home buyers use property for financial gain (Fernandez et al. 2016). 
Even historical and contemporary accounts of second homeownership in tourism studies 
juxtapose the use and function of the urban second home with that of the rural second 
home—the urban second home, according to this research, is simply a functional 
dwelling unit to use for those who work in the city but live in the suburbs (Coppock 
1977; Timothy 2004). 
 The findings in chapter five complicate this narrative in two important ways. 
First, the research documented in this manuscript suggests that second homeowners in 
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Boston do more than buy property as a real estate investment, or as a holding cell for 
money. Second homeowners are not always absent property owners; they engage with the 
city in important and consequential ways. Even those in my sample who did frame their 
second home as a real estate investment worked to materialize their investments through 
civic and political participation. That is not to say that second homeowners do not gain 
anything financially from these purchases. However, this research aims to underscore the 
other ways in which second homeowners shape the city aside from their financial 
investments. Property tax records and census analyses show where second homeowners 
are and how much they have made from their second home purchases. However, what is 
less clear are their individual and collective practices that additionally configure the city’s 
form and its function. Second, and relatedly, this research suggests that second 
homeowners in my sample are not uniform in their reasons for purchasing a second 
home, nor are they uniform in their engagements with the city. The time in which second 
homeowners purchase their second home—and the stage of the city’s development— 
matters greatly for how and why they use it and the ways in which they engage in place-
making projects.  
 
A Reappraisal of Second Homeownership in the Twenty-First Century  
The narratives from the Flynns and the Bakers in the introductory paragraphs of this 
manuscript—and the findings revealed throughout—have important implications for the 
larger body of scholarship on second homeownership and sociology broadly. To recap, 
both the Flynns and the Bakers hail from the same small town in Western Massachusetts. 
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Both view their second home as an escape from this hometown, but do so for different 
reasons. The Flynns, Boston second homeowners, frame it as an escape from the rurality 
of the small town, and the Bakers, Rangeley second homeowners, frame it as an escape 
from the hustle and bustle of the very same place.  
Previous scholarship on second homeownership frames the pursuit of a second 
home as a means of escape (Dolgon 2005; Hall and Müller 2004; Ragatz 1970). 
Specifically, this body of work cites the ways in which the second home functions as a 
way for urban denizens to escape from the city to the rural countryside. However, if we 
return to the narratives of the Flynns and the Bakers, and the ways their narratives are 
representative of the larger sample in this project, two empirical puzzles emerge. First, 
second homeowners in my sample—those who own second homes in both urban and 
rural locales—permanently reside in more suburban or rural places. Second, this research 
documents the rise of urban second homeowners, who wish to escape to the city.   
 To explain this puzzle, I adopt and contribute to the framework of earlier scholars 
who link the rise of second homeownership at the turn of the twentieth century—and the 
corresponding “escape” of urban residents to the rural countryside—to larger processes 
of urbanization (Clendenning et al. 2005; Coppock 1977; Dolgon 2005; Mumford 1938; 
Ragatz 1970). This work broadly links the rise of second homeowners to the changing 
material conditions; advanced industrialization made available transportation from the 
city to the countryside, and increased the wealth and leisure time of industrial elites, 
which facilitated new expressions of conspicuous consumption in the country estate 
(Jackson 1985).  
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The images tied to the city and to the country furthermore explain the onset of 
city residents wanting an escape to the countryside. That the rural countryside is a place 
to escape to, and that urban centers are a place to escape from, have its early roots in both 
academic and popular discourse. The rural countryside has long been idealized as a 
reprieve from the “ills” of the modern, urban world (Williams 1974). Early scholars in 
sociology grappled with the differences between the city and the country. The city was 
framed as a place with a vast division of labor, intense competition, and weakening social 
bonds (Durkheim 1997; Simmel 1903; Tönnies 1887; Wirth 1938). The rural village, 
however, was romanticized as a place with strong, primary ties, collective solidarity, and 
a limited division of labor (Durkheim 1997; Simmel 1903; Tönnies 1887; Wirth 1938). 
Throughout history, scholars have debated the relevance of these categories—and many 
found instances in which strong, intimate ties developed in cities (Gans 1962)—however 
some note how enduring these narratives are in how people experience the world (Bell 
1994, Hummon 1990). Ideologies of urban and rural shape where people choose to live, 
how they make sense of the world around them, how they understand community and 
land use policies and practices, and even how they understand themselves (Bell 1994, 
Hummon 1990).   
Raymond Williams (1974) traces the cultural power behind the images of “the 
city” and “the country,” arguing that they are the primary frames people use to make 
sense of their world. Importantly, the ways that people talk about city and country life are 
stand-ins for the perceived problems of the social world. The city and the country 
represent “human interests and purposes for which there is no other immediately 
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available vocabulary. It is not only an absence of distance of more specific terms and 
concepts; it is that in the country and the city, physically present and substantial, the 
experience finds material which gives body to the thoughts” (p. 291). To explain the 
changes in the narratives linked to the city and the country, Williams (1974) looks to the 
changing modes of production. With the rise of capitalism, for instance, “the city” was 
meant to represent “capitalism or bureaucracy or centralized power” and “the country” 
has meant “rural retreat.” (p. 290-291). Thus, to understand the meanings people attach to 
the city or the country, Williams posits that it is crucial to examine the changing modes 
of production, and how these changes produce a different vocabulary of city and country 
life.  Given this framework, it is not difficult to understand why people understand a rural 
second home as an escape. The country maintains a powerful image of being a reprieve 
from the ills of the city—mainly capitalism, bureaucracy, industry, and modernity.  
However, this framework requires a twenty-first century reappraisal to explain the 
rise of urban second homeowners, as well as to explain the prevalence of second 
homeowners in my sample who hail from suburban and rural areas, for both of these 
findings disrupt the classical image of the second homeowner and the drivers of their in-
migration.  
Since the 1970s, widespread deindustrialization—ushered in by neoliberal 
economic agendas—changed the form and function of urban, suburban, and rural towns. 
What industry remained in the United States was pushed into the suburbs in search for 
cheaper land and labor (Zukin 1993), and cities no longer functioned as sites of 
production as they once did. Edge cities popped up on the urban fringe, which housed 
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large office parks, and many middle-class commuters shuffled from one suburban area to 
another (Ding and Bingham 2000). 
To remedy deindustrialization, some cities—and rural towns—turned to the post-
industrial economy as an economic strategy for the future. This economic turn ushered in 
decades of production in consumption (Zukin 1995), and a broader re-imagination of the 
city. With the help of city governments, private citizens, and boosters, cities began to sell 
themselves as tourist destinations for the middle-class (Greenberg 2008, Zukin 1995), 
and through intensive branding efforts, cities combated the negative images that had long 
been associated with urban life (Greenberg 2008). Indeed, these concerted efforts 
changed the image of the city. These structural changes paved the way for new middle 
class residents to return to the city and instigated widespread gentrification over the next 
few decades (Zukin 1995). So too did these transformations displace the low-income 
African-American and Latino residents who were trapped in the city during the era of 
suburbanization, because of racialized housing policies and practices and widespread 
deindustrialization throughout the earlier decades (Massey and Denton 1993; Smith 1996; 
Wacquant and Wilson 1989).   
Today, the city means something very different than it did in the 1970s. The city 
no longer means industrialization (or deindustrialization), bureaucracy, or even 
capitalism—particularly in the eyes of my respondents—the city has come to represent 
high-culture, distinction, and even leisure. Thus, the concerted efforts to change the 
image of the city have prevailed, and the pursuit of a second home for leisure and high-
cultural distinction pursuits have made this transformation complete. This helps to 
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explain why in my sample there was a shift in the how second homeowners framed the 
purchase of a second home. Those who did so in the early 1980s and 1990s were at the 
forefront of the highly contentious efforts of middle-class white residents’ desires to 
change the image of the city. Those in this sample understood the second home as an 
economic investment, worth protecting, and engaged with the city through this lens. The 
second homeowners in my sample who purchased second homes after 2000, the majority 
of whom did so after 2007, came upon a very different city than did their second home 
predecessors. The central part of the city has undergone advanced stages of gentrification 
and houses a population increasingly more affluent, white, and educated than ever before 
(Baum-Snow and Hartley 2016). The cultural and commercial institutions, too, have gone 
through intense upscaling efforts (Ocejo 2011). These parts of the city, furthermore, are 
intensely divided from the rest of the city, and in particular, predominantly Black 
neighborhoods. This distance is particularly important for those who buy a second home 
for leisure use. They seek out safe investments in “safe”—i.e., white—neighborhoods.     
Furthermore, the post-industrial turn helps explain the finding that most of the 
second homeowners in this dissertation hail from more suburban or rural towns. That 
which used to be associated with the city—capitalism, bureaucracy, competition and 
weak ties—has shifted landscapes and is now associated with other locales, and the 
participants in my sample echo these changes. Second homeowners who originate from 
suburban destinations, in particular, expressed this frustration. Many cited urban sprawl 
and its associated impacts—the in-migration of new residents, increased density, noise 
and traffic, etc.—as disruptive to their lives, and as such, sought out a more rural environ 
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to escape these conditions. Second homeowners who originate from other rural 
destinations, furthermore lament the consumption of their own hometowns, and while 
their permanent residence perhaps used to offer refuge, the growing production in 
consumption has driven them to seek out refuge elsewhere.  
Thus, I agree that the process of second homeownership is linked to large-scale 
socio-economic changes. However, previous explanations cannot account for the two 
empirical puzzle documented in this manuscript. Ultimately, the shifting socio-economic 
conditions have shifted the available cultural frameworks of urban, suburban, and rural. 
While rural still means retreat, post-industrial changes have morphed many rural areas. 
Urban is no longer a stand-in for modernity’s ills, but represents—to the elite—high-
culture and social distinction. The suburbs have subsumed the associations of the city—
density, increased competition, and capitalism. How second homeowners conceive of 
second homes, provides a window into these changes. If the second home is an escape, or 
a fantasy for second homeowners, the location of their second home purchases tells us a 
great deal about where “the good life” is located and broader meanings associated with 
these very place categories. I thus propose that the second home can be understood as a 
cultural artifact. Through it—its location, is use and function, and its meaning—we can 
begin to understand the broader meanings associated urban, rural, and suburban life and 
the ways in which these meanings change over time.  
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Limitations  
There are important limitations to this study, which emerge from the empirical issues 
related to “studying up” (Gusterson 1997; Nader 1972; Ortner 2010). Gusterson (1997) 
argues for a different set of methods for “studying up” than anthropologists typically 
utilize for participant observation. Gusterson advocates for “polymorphous engagement, 
whereby one “interacts with informants across a number of dispersed sites, not just in 
local communities, and sometimes in virtual form; and it means collecting data 
eclectically from a disparate array of sources in many different ways” (p. 116). Indeed, 
there were peculiarities of the Boston case of second homeowners, which proved 
challenging for data collection—however ultimately fruitful to understand second 
homeowners’ relationship to place—and I thus collected data “eclectically from a 
disparate array of sources in many different ways” (p. 116). To gain access to second 
homeowners—in Boston in particular—I relied on a mail-in survey using tax assessment 
data, real estate agents, neighborhood listservs, community leaders, and AirBnB and 
VRBO. Thus, despite the diverse array of sampling methods I employed throughout, the 
findings are limited to those who responded to the call for participants. Below I detail the 
challenges of studying second homeowners and directions for future work.  
This dissertation finds that second homeowners in Boston are not enclosed in a 
bounded social group, community, or institution in the manner of Hollywood elites 
(Ortner 2010), models or VIP party-goers (Mears 2011, 2015), or Wall Street traders and 
specialists (Abolafia 2001). Unlike these cases of studying up, there is no one gatekeeper 
to second homeowners, nor is there a way to snowball sample from within once granted 
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access. Second homeowners themselves were widely dispersed throughout exclusive 
neighborhoods in Boston, and rarely—in the case of specters—engaged in civic and 
political life in the city, which is often an easy point of access for ethnographers (Brown-
Saracino and Stiman 2017). Furthermore, specters were rarely, if ever, connected to other 
second homeowners or even local residents. In the case of specters, social ties between 
second homeowners were found to be—not locally embedded—but geographically 
diffuse.  
Thus, this modest sample is dependent on those who responded to the call for 
participants and may very well explain why those who did respond had some form of 
engagement with Boston aside from the sheer purchase of the second home—either in the 
case of speculators who engage in civic and political action, or in the case of specters 
who engage in the city’s high cultural institutions.  
Moreover, second homeowners in a city greatly differ from second homeowners 
in the rural countryside in important empirical ways. In Boston, there is not a critical 
mass of second homeowners in everyday life as there is in Rangeley. It is possible to 
“see” second homeowners in Rangeley because the town has a population of a little over 
one thousand, and balloons to over four thousand during the summer months. Permanent 
residents know who second homeowners are, and their patterns of visitation are 
predictable and palpable. In the months that I lived in Rangeley, I quickly became 
acquainted with permanent residents, and learned who second homeowners were through 
everyday interactions. In Boston, community leaders I spoke with knew that there were 
second homeowners in their neighborhood, however none could name one, nor could 
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they direct me to people who knew of any second homeowners. Indeed, this partially 
explains the concern over vacancy and not emergence—they could point to the dark 
windows, but could not point to the person who lived there.  
These empirical problems reveal important characteristics of second homeowners 
in both locations. Second homeowners in Rangeley cannot be invisible even if they 
wanted to be; they cannot be specters. There is only one grocery store, one ice cream 
shop, one theater, one farmer’s market, two bagel and coffee shops, and a handful of 
restaurants. Furthermore, most second homeowners live next to each other in enclaves on 
the lakes and develop residentially based social ties. In Boston, the difficulties in gaining 
access to second homeowners reveals their very spectral qualities—their patterns of 
emergence are unpredictable, they are not bound to local neighborhood institutions, their 
involvement is more cultural, and their social ties are geographically diffuse. If specters 
want to be anonymous they can be.  
Thus, this research was intended to provide a broad overview of second 
homeowners in Boston and provide preliminary analyses. As such, I encourage more 
specific analytic attention to the places where second homeowners emerge and their more 
quotidian experiences—and of those around them. Furthermore, this research encourages 
more attention to non-residents—AirBnB or VRBO owners, international investors, even 
landlords of luxury buildings—to understand the greater diversity of urban denizens and 
the ways in which they shape the city.   
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Directions for Future Research  
I conclude by offering three directions for future research on second 
homeownership. First, I acknowledge the dearth of literature on non-white second 
homeowners and urge for more comprehensive analytic attention to cases of non-white 
second homeowners. The bulk of the sample in this study, and the great deal of second 
homeownership literature more broadly, uncovers predominantly white second 
homeowners within and across urban and rural locales. This is in many ways linked to the 
conditions in which white Americans were afforded rights to housing before African 
Americans, enabling a greater accumulation—and excess—of wealth (Shapiro 2004). 
However, there is evidence, for example, of middle and upper middle class Black second 
homeowner enclaves in Oak Bluffs on Martha’s Vineyard (Calmes 2010). This 
dissertation suggests that the meanings second homeowners attach to the places they 
live—and their experiences and engagements therein—is inextricably bound up in the 
historical context of the second home locality. Thus, attention to Black second 
homeowners would uncover important relationships between second homeowners, 
identity, history, practices, and place. In particular, this would add valuable perspective to 
the larger “escape” narrative presented thus far, especially as African Americans have 
been systematically excluded, de jure and de facto, from places of various geographic 
scales across history—the suburbs, schools, neighborhoods, and beaches, for instance.  
Second, I call for attention to second homeowners in non-traditional locales, 
broadly speaking. Are there second homeowners in smaller cities? The suburbs? Areas 
without a high density of natural or cultural amenities? If so, why? And how do second 
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homeowners engage with these places similarly or differently than those detailed in this 
study? The time and place of second homeownership matters greatly for understanding 
how second homeowners understand and engage with the places they live, and reveal 
important insights about the large socio-historical construction of place. Thus, attention 
to non-traditional locales—suburbs, even—might provide insights into the shifting 
meanings associated with places and help explicate the varying form and functions of 
locales of different scales.  
Third and finally, this dissertation furthermore calls for better data collection on 
second homeowners. Understanding who they are and the purpose of their second home 
purchase helps equip community leaders and policy makers with better tools to 
understand the implications of second homeowners’ in-migration, and ultimately the 
ways that they influence the lives of permanent residents. This is particularly true in 
urban destinations, where little is known about second homeowner in-migration. While 
newspaper articles broadly focus on the super-elite, international buyers who leave their 
homes vacant, there are emerging sources which note the heterogeneity of second 
homeowners in cities—some uncover suburbanites, grandparents, and college students’ 
parents who buy property in the city as a second home (Finn 2012; Krantz 2015). 
Importantly, census data suggests that second homeowners are increasing in select cities 
in increasingly affluent neighborhoods. The research presented here reveals the 
importance of attending not just to second homeowners’ vacancy, but the ways in which 
they emerge—and are consequential—across urban and rural landscapes. 
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